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24 Seers
Our unexpressed essence
Breed Infinite seeds potency
Within the Sea’s Existence
Flowing Cosmic Intelligence
Maximum supreme affection
Great Divine Mind Manifestations
With separate Thought Processors
Connect to your Predecessors
Grace’s Glorious Twenty-Four Seers
Great Love’s self-reflecting mirrors
Wisdom’s Decision perfectly clear, near
Different experiences evolving
Bodies vehicle spiritually Loving
Senses reception, full-capacity
All Elements represented actively
The X factor starring Alchemy
Matter exists, conscious energy
Words worth 24k gold, globe’s whirl
Be calm, become One with the World
Grace’s Glorious Twenty-Four Seers
Great Love’s self-reflecting mirrors
Wisdom’s Decision perfectly clear, near

A Memorial of HAFEZ
The interconnectivity of things creates God out of none,
Is a mystery that no created being has solved.
The chamber of my vision is your threshold
Show courtesy and respect for this house is also yours
O Beloved! What idol has your religion converted to?
When is our blood more lawful than the milk of our mother?
What shall I call “Existence” when the knowledge I have isn’t me?
And to whom should I claim “Non-existence” when all I see is She/He?
Wearing my heart on my sleeve believe my soul longs to be consoled by you
Am I coming or going? For I’m looking forward to hearing from you…
The holy musician creates the Sema sphere for those bound to be ecstatically eager
Now the melody of thy assembly makes the sky dance
That Hafez’s sweet poetry is the speech of romance
We’re privileged to be of service for it’s our purpose on this surface
Recorded in this world our everlasting existence is awarded
All who come into the world have the mark of the beast
Don’t ask where reason has gone, in the belly of the beast!
Like the dust our bodies don’t ascend as from the stardust we’ve descended
Count your blessings to receive more in consequence!
How can I practice patience when I am so dependent?
Who of you will send this prayer to the King’s servants?
Not neglecting beggars, sovereignty is a true privilege!
The dervish, thou doesn’t ask? And I fear what it isn’t!
The worries of recompense and concerns for forgiveness
Do you know what that mole is on your eyelid?
A dot that fell from the i, dot it, to not doubt it!
We’re privileged to be of service for it’s our purpose on this surface
Recorded in this world our everlasting existence is awarded
I am one bit by your very own Adam’s apple
Beneath your dimpled-chin are many souls
O Heart! Hear the wise counsel that is closer to the Soul,
For youth to prosper, heed the wise man’s counsel.
The tavern’s water has flooded the ascetic’s cloak
The tavern’s fire has lit our reason up in smoke
Hafez! Wash your religious garment and now be reborn
For from the religious garment of hypocrisy fire has formed.
Within the shape of the rose leaf, the rose-water hides
Everything happens on time, like blessings in disguise
The bar closed for us to open up to detoxing, we realized!
Abandon idle talk; and consume the mind-illuminating wine
For the candle burned idly, while we were conversing last night.
Whether shepherd, king, conscious or high,
In life’s raffle a ticket is necessary to buy.
We’re privileged to be of service for it’s our purpose on this surface
Recorded in this world our everlasting existence is awarded

Ali RimA Si (Snoop Doggy Dog)
ALi RimA Siiii (RimA)
ALi RimA Siiiii (RimA)
From the depths of the sea, True Rap God
ALi RimA Si, lovely as the, The D.O.C
Went low-pro on the cash, but it's still the same
Speaking Tongues the shop where I earned my fame
Follow me, follow he, follow she, follow we,
Hang loose, but don't lose your grip
Saying problems are from things lacked
Another lover I live to give plenty back
It's like that and as a matter of fact (wired in tracks with mics tapped)
Perpetual meditation always figures out poetry’s motion
(Yeah, so hear now the unique lyrics
That sets us free to just trust it…)
What's my brother/father loving name?
ALi RimA Siiiiii (yeah yeah yeah)
ALi RimA Siiiiii (Rap God)
It's the Tao of the Now, freeing us starlings
Miss me yes darling, ALi RimA Si
Out the motherloving house in like every way
Finishing this with my bro Mr. Magic S-I-A
Mikes I blessed, to figga my luck with this
And deliver my love to the music industry
Hits that I drop 'cause ya know it don't stop
Mr. One Take resting on another loving pause
Tic toc forever the clock adjust dials for it’s just us
Enjoy fun times in the Sunshine while we wine and dine
Sunbathing soaking up the Sun’s rays wearing Sunshades
Cause I'm ALi RimA Si (Hu?) RimA (what?) Siiiii (God)
ALi RimA Siiiiiii (yeah yeah yeah)
ALi RimA Siiiiiii (Rap God)
Bow wow wow yippy-yo yippy-yay, bow wow wow yippy-yo (D God)
Bow wow wow yippy-yo yippy-yay, bow wow wow yippy-yo yo yo yo yo
Now just show your fans that you really care
Like waves of each other, impolite to just stare
As I roll to the bank, and thank the cashier
(Why) ‘cause your blessed to have your health
My class roll's along on foot patrol
My tips are legit, serving as a role model
With the Love Sound right behind me
And up in this Matrix like Neo, the key to find me
is believing that, displaying the G in everything
Ladies love men with the biggest heart!
I am U and U R me, What's my Loving name?

All ‘I’s 4see (2pac-All eyez on me)
All ‘I’s 4see
All ‘I’s 4see x 3
I bet you got it twisted you don't know who to trust
So many imitating figures trying to sound just like us
Where is the love, for that’s what we need to be growing
Crooked cowards invest in defense y not protect citizens
Light Workers are you still all-around? Holla when you see me
And let stars tell how cells shine in our galaxy
Habits of a traveler every time we ride (ride)
Splitting it up with father lovers when we pass by (by)
Light the night with rhyme’s treasure until I feel no time
Live the life of a Holy MC 'cause God’s the Most High,
My luck has made me one with nature
The future’s in our eyes, all our wants are relative to needs
In life everything we learn gets earned,
Living to fulfill our highest hopes and dreams
Word’s reappear before your eyes like a Wizard
It’s been my main squeeze to savor her flavor
That Aim sharper than a mother loving laser
Say money brings riches, riches bring disguise
Greed and Envy is the lie justified to divide
Depends on whether you recognize
The Wise self-realize, Love’s its own Reason
We are Heavenly Beings having Earthly Experiences
Feeling Love for Life at all times for happiness is the Way up
Light the night with rhyme’s treasure until I feel no time
Live the life of a Holy MC 'cause God’s the Most High (All ‘I’s Foresee)
(All ‘I’s Foresee) Light the night with rhyme’s treasure until I feel no time
Live the life of a Holy MC 'cause God’s the Most High

The blessed are watching light’s translators, so come with me
Will “we” thrive, when our ego dies? Let's picture that possibility
Feeling God blessed, living life’s trip
True love raises us out of the maze in this matrix

Was a nice kid, in solitude as a teenager
my cells call to get on the scene major
Acting with Conscience as my lawyer, or Allah
Limitless loving compassion, I'm living one with the Law
Rapping phrases at a fast rate, balling in the fast lane
Hustle 'til the morning, never stopped until the cash came
Light the night with rhyme’s treasure until I feel no time
Live the life of a Holy MC 'cause God’s the Most High
Creatures features got me loving them
I put the top down, now it's time to boogie
Keep your head up, confidence makes me want ya
Love all my Friends learning from each other
The money is mandatory, dinero es necesito en Espanol
This lifestyle’s spiritual, best wishes of honest truth
Make sure your eyes are on the real prize
Best loving each other prosper rich, let’s all go get it(All ‘I’s Foresee)
Light the night with rhyme’s treasure until I feel no time
Live the life of a Holy MC 'cause God’s the Most High (All ‘I’s Foresee)
(All ‘I’s Foresee) Light the night with rhyme’s treasure until I feel no time
Live the life of a Holy MC 'cause God’s the Most High
Light the night with rhyme’s treasure until I feel no time
Live the life of a Holy MC 'cause God’s the Most High (All ‘I’s Foresee)
(All ‘I’s Foresee) Light the night with rhyme’s treasure until I feel no time
Live the life of a Holy MC 'cause God’s the Most High

ALi ‘O’ RimA (War-Low Rider)
All my friends know the ‘O’ RimA
The ‘O’ RimA is a little flyer
‘O’ RimA arrives a mystical flowa
‘O’ RimA is a real knower Hey
‘O’ RimA knows every beat, yeah
‘O’ RimA is the one to seek, yeah
‘O’ RimA don't you know my rap, yo
‘O’ RimA don't you strive too act, no
Take a little sip, Have a little bit
Care to give a shit, Share a little bit
Stay in the middle’n’ we’ll be living so free

All my friends know the ‘O’ RimA
The ‘O’ RimA is a little flyer

ALL FOR 1 & 1 FOR ALL
The reason the Universe exists
To Experience Consciousness
Indwelling being, the higher self
Not body nor mind, the inner self
It's the underlying consciousness
Primal matter is not conscious
The mind is something material
Like Emotions, Thoughts & Ego
Primal matter's manifestation exists
For our indwelling being’s experience
To gain mastery over external factors
And our true nature has the answers
Detached consciousness of external
We start to detach from the physical
Then from emotional, mental, egotistical
Returning to nature of Pure Consciousness
This is Self-realization or True Liberation.
Soul’s Being All for One
God's Being One for All
And knowing yourself
To know everyone else
Transcendental Consciousness is Pure Consciousness
Of Beings connection with Consciousness
In Cosmic Consciousness there’s a silence
That pervades waking, sleeping, dreaming
Forever, Happy is Transcendental Being
Universal Love overflows God Consciousness
Cosmic Life becomes Absolute Contentment
Soul’s Being All for One
God's Being One for All
And knowing yourself
To know everyone else

ALL Links
As Protons revolve around their axial Sun
Earth-like, Neutrons spin around Protons
Us, Sons of Adam, conceived from Eve
Limbs and branches of the Unity Tree

Being Love’s Self Consciously
Restfully Awake, Aware Infinitely
Unite states of wake, dream, sleep
With Natural Law becoming in sync
In tune recovering Nature’s favor
Intelligent--Organized--Creators
The origin of insight with ecstasy
Illuminates vitality and coherency
As Protons revolve around their axial Sun
Earth-like, Neutrons spin around Protons
Us, Sons of Adam, conceived from Eve
Limbs and branches of the Unity Tree

Being Love’s Self Consciously
Restfully Awake, Aware Infinitely
Unite states of wake, dream, sleep
With Natural Law becoming in sync
In tune recovering Nature’s favor
Intelligent--Organized--Creators
The origin of insight with ecstasy
Illuminates vitality and coherency
Protons revolve around themselves like Sun
Neutrons, like Earth, spin around Protons
Us, Sons of Adam, conceived from Eve
Limbs and branches of the Unity Tree

ALLways Everywhere
As the earth turns the sun burns for the moon to give birth
The round earth rotates around the sun, the sun radiates warmth
And impregnates the cool moon’s womb for stars and planets to
form
ALLways Everywhere, ALLways Everywhere, ALLways Everywhere

EyE treasure yoU my endless pleasure
Whenever, Wherever let's Be together
Life with yoU just gets better and better
I want to Be with yoU Forever and Ever!
As the earth turns the sun burns for the moon to give birth
The round earth rotates around the sun, the sun radiates warmth
And impregnates the cool moon’s womb for stars and planets to
form
i want to Be with yoU…
ALLways Everywhere, ALLways Everywhere, ALLways Everywhere

I want to Be with yoU…
ALLways Everywhere, ALLways Everywhere, ALLways Everywhere

EyE want to Be with yoU … BayBe

ART
Art has to be a direct communication
Between the Artist’s imagination
And that of the one looking/listening
Seeing reason as coming slowly from imagination
Art is its clearest, nearest manifestation
The Creator is the Light, Life is creation
Everything else is empty in comparison
And God created music as the common language
So only poetry is the language that can manage
To reflect between Soul and Man any understanding
God’s consummate art between all poles of opposite expression
Is poetry also known as rhythmic balanced interchanges
In Art, Music and Poetry
We open our hearts and minds
To think, feel life’s mystery
And come to find the Divine Life
To religion’s love is the highest knowledge
Scriptures written in poetry, no coincidence
The significance is that shows the affinity
And closeness between Poets and Mystics
The difference is Poets are Mystics in some moments
In which they have glimpses A mystic is in the world of Love
And through the heart lives it, The poet sometimes fall down to the heart
But goes to the head again for some seconds
The Poet experiences reality, but doesn’t know the passage
The Mystic living in the heart whatsoever he does becomes poetic
The Mystics can’t use prose for their prose is also poetic
In Art, Music and Poetry
We open our hearts and minds
To think, feel life’s mystery
And come to find the Divine Life

Ascension
O Angels help me make logic of what’s here
I want to make sense of all that is,
you know, so I can take steps for our profit
In the trail that takes us out of chaos
Sailing the stream of consciousness into the cosmos
Lovers search for their reflection
Flowing existence’s ocean set on devotion
senses sent to us for our Ascension
Other beings like our Extensions
through the surface we reach the depth
show the service of our breath
All is a calling back to self
Within exists the greatest wealth
The soul’s loving presence is acknowledged
Our goal of living’s passing on knowledge
O Angels help me make logic of what’s here
I want to make sense of all that is,
you know, so I can take steps for our profit
In the trail that takes us out of chaos
Sailing the stream of consciousness into the cosmos

Aspiration (Oliver Shanti-Buddha Bar)
We hunt to find ways and means
Which answer our quest’s questions
Aiming for more knowledge and wisdom
Shooting for comfort and convenience
Hitting the target, opens doors towards war for peace
The key is our want to do or say
Comes from feeling unease, lack of peace within
Or energy which we have not yet expressed
The lack thereof makes its presence felt, itself known
And the effect is shown direct or indirect
When we are not at peace with ourselves
We are not at peace nor at ease with our neighbors
Which can and does create confusion in the neighborhood
Confusion is a disturber, a breaker of trust in effect causes disease
The disease caused may come at the price or cost of its remedy
The risk of life can stimulate the feeling of fear
Fear is a survival instinct which can function as a defense mechanism
To keep beings well-aware, watchfully awake, alive and well
Or on the contrary, too much fear brings about the inability to function
And can lead to being in a vegetative state such as a couch potato is
Stagnate as a rotten apple does which if mixed with other apples
They are at risk of going to waste
w/o anyone savoring the flavor or getting a taste of the fruit’s truth
Our unquenchable thirst and hunger puts harm on our way
In order to remain in the cycle of life
And maintain our place at the top of the food chain, us predators stalk our prey
Our insatiable appetite enables us to bring famine and starvation to the table
Even at times we will wine and dine on each others blood and flesh
As harm has caused hurt and suffering, it can also lead to decay, destruction and death

When the smoke clears and the dust settles we will realize that all our pain and suffering
Was meant to make progress in the process of growth and development
They say “no pain, no gain” & “after every dark night there is a brighter day that awaits”
Yo, our aspirations have led to an increase in consciousness and awareness

Big Livin’ (Jay Z-Big Pimpin’)
It's big livin baby (thats right) It's big livin, extendin C's Feel we uh-huh uhh, uh-huh
You know I hug em, feed em, love em, please em
Cause I’m gon' want and need em Take em out to look, keep em lookin' good
Not mine won't lust seek em First time they fuss I'm leavin'
Talkin' bout, "What's the reasons?" I'm a live in every sense of the word, rich
Better trust than decieve em In the hut where I keep em
'Til I need a bust, 'til I need to beat it up Then it's, breathe deep and I'm kissin' and hugs
Let em play with the dick and the nuts many chicks want to put trigga’s fist in cuffs
Divorce grim and split reapers bucks Just because you give good head, I'm a break bread
So you can be livin' it up? Live my Heart by lovin', y'all be wantin' my heart is
Got your lovin', forever matchin’ I'll be forever’s companion
Heart known as compassion, I got yo passion I got only patience and my fate’s waitin'
So let’s go past it and let's vibe, check em out now Vibe, yeah let's vibe check em out
now Vibe, yeah We doin, big livin, we extendin' C’s Check em out now
Big livin', on B.C.A.D.'s
We doin big livin up in I.N.C.
It's just that Hilfiga Man, Polo, and B-U-N Z
Yo yo yo big livin, spendin' cheese
Bigga it's the king govern rap party yo, comin' straight out with the Holy Ghost
Makes a mill' turn off of Godly Flows Then sit back and peep my scenario
Oops, my bad, that's my stereo No I can't love a scare crow
Now every time, every place, everywhere we go Folks start pointin', say, "There he go!"
Now these other lovers know we vary deep when a little kid
She gon’ pull up out of her middle quick
That is to latch a chick when fit, then it won't be just a little kid
So read a book to liberate sons to be princes and step up to command
He won’t feel right if his own daddy out till three
And he sees just mommy alone in the pad
Living' directs our actions, known facts, you just can't fake it figga if you making' time
Then you great, while she sets goals let love-make it, just take it
Truth gonna pray light your way get this so swear all souls on
Now jets so fast of the raps as I'm flyin' to the track
Timbaland gets me lit high in the zone Pump this love to the O-zone
That's the track that we takin' these souls on Paint the track that we flows on
But when this sunsets, then the clock start talkin' nocturnal
We keep doors and trunks wide and bigger Fo' real it don't get no better man
Don't trip, let's link, gettin' known on the flip
Lettin' souls in school live the mother lovin' bigga plan

Blessing
O Allah teach us to live by the laws
Allow us to give more meaning to the cause
Which is you, Hu, it is true we’re the effects
We need you because we’re less than perfect
Please keep feeding your creatures
For us to believe and achieve your features
Of beneficence and compassion
Give and receive in a munificent type fashion
Like you who pour rain down on the ground
So life can surround and abound
And raise the sun so we could see
What, when, and where we should be
Night is the time for sleep and dreams
In which the Divine works with mystical means
You work in mysterious ways
You’re a blessing in disguise
You’re a blessing on earth and in the skies
You work in mysterious ways
You’re a blessing in disguise
You’re a blessing on earth and in the skies
…Down on the ground
So life can surround and abound
And raise the sun so we could see
What, when, and where we should be
Night is the time for sleep and dreams
In which the Divine works with mystical means
You work in mysterious ways
You’re a blessing in disguise
You’re a blessing on earth and in the skies
You work in mysterious ways
You’re a blessing in disguise
You’re a blessing on earth and in the skies

Business & Politics
A businessman is one who’s busy buying, selling, investing interest in things
Things which bring in money for them if it doesn’t make money
then it’s not worthwhile and doesn’t make sense
They can lose their sole in search of fool’s gold, it goes to that extent
for the value of faith and virtue of natural laws can’t be converted into saleable objects
Their top priority being money, at times morals, principles and even rules are broken
A businessman’s whole concern is about things not about persons
usually this type of person is continuously busy never at rest
since there is more to be put into banks, stocks, wallets and purses
Also their health is an issue because risks cause anxiety, worry, or nervousness
Only the businessman dies for they accumulate things
and death takes away those accumulated things
Ashes to ashes dust to dust it’s up to us, just us
To bring justice into this corrupt mix
Of risky business and tricky politics
Usually politicians are the most jealous people
because their life depends on being successful, famous, powerful
Their whole longing is to be more and more powerful
Most politicians can’t be friends of each other
because they’re competing for their goal making them against each other
Politicians talk of peace, while their nations aren’t at peace with each other
unless politics loses importance, war will be part of its game
The way out of the political trap is to make
people more and more free-economically, politically, spiritually
decentralize power, the government that governs the least is the most beneficial
but the whole trend is going in the opposite direction
Countries are hiding their lust for power greed in the name of nationalization
nationalizing industries and so on, so more power goes to the state
It becomes the only owner and then the whole economy is controlled by the state
then there is no freedom left to and for the people
and the politician, as the state gains power, becomes more and more powerful
The only way to take away the power of politicians being
to de-nationalize things and in-corporate beings
Ashes to ashes dust to dust it’s up to us, just us
To bring justice into this corrupt mix
Of risky business and tricky politics

CALLedge (Pink Floyd-Another Brick in the Wall)
GOD Bless…Oh yes…I know less
So why did I go to college
to get the knowledge
To know the ledges we call the edges
Law and Legislation, it’s purpose
is to serve us to be of service
with means of ease for ends of peace
see equal opportunities for all nationalities
freedom for all people practicing their faiths
to the degree or decree of well-beings sake
respecting the rights of all sexes: hetero, homo, & lesbians
Yes, y’all let’s be friends is my pledge of allegiance

Cést La Vie
“Our Lives revolve around Love, The origin of Life is Love.” Sri Sri
The wise actualize, realize and rise to recognize the Eternal Life
Any and Everything from the source or force of energy, Most High & Wide
Is Conscious and Intelligent therefore completely Beyond measure
Solely that is forever and has to wholly be loved and treasured
The field of all possibilities is the source of all solutions
On Earth, our work is the dissolution of the ego & Love’s Evolution
Career, Prosperity, Enjoyment & Liberation are the Goals of Life
Fait Accompli, Cést La Vie
Fait Accompli, Cést La Vie
From Thoughts come Actions get Achievements give Fulfillment
Every action has a reaction, purification leads to progress
With it enjoy greater efficiency & accomplish more in the process
Union’s purpose creates greater reason to Love & find deeper meaning in Beings
In the separateness & togetherness of Knower, Knowing & Known states of Being
Or Beloved, Love & Lover also in Diversity exists Harmony & in Multiplicity
exists Unity
Fait Accompli, Cést La Vie
Fait Accompli, Cést La Vie

Chain Reaction
Thinking out LOUD, LOUD
What are we revolving around?
Don’t we need trees to breathe?
Technologies increased our needs
Treatments price Preventions fees
Minorities owning banks & companies
Loaning majorities cars & residences
System forces us to watch the media
To work for money, its main criteria
With the system in debt, real knowledge, huh
Why not invest in sense of the chest?
Be more interested in Essence’s inventions
For Life’s Light is Love minus attachments
Our World’s like a chain reaction,
Mirrors aim for Love’s reflection.
When we love things and use beings
We lose grace’s glory due to greed
When the Artificially Intelligent feed
Superficial needs, how can we get free?
For sufficient resources we compete
Instead of co-operate to share energy
When all of us were created Equal
Then who are you to cremate Egos?
Bosses just making us follow
But it takes leading by example
Each one, Teaching the others
We're all sisters and brothers
Potential Fathers or Mothers
Actual Lovers of one another.

Chosen Few
“With more power comes greater responsibility”
To those of you who are the chosen few
Whose duty it is to speak for the masses
If people are a school, then life is the class
Where lessons can be learned day and night
To pass we must be just, abide by the rules & stand the test of time
For the rest to climb, it’s best to find truce
Know rights right on the mountain of truth
Like drinking from the fountain of youth
Amounting to better living, more giving
With less witnesses expecting to be correcting
Others accepting life as it is Lovers keep perfecting themselves
For what it could be, should be if we would see and hear that heaven’s here
O so many women and men come to go
But only a few are chosen to stay
And say the true word which is to be spoken
I’m looking at you and see what I don’t wanna be
Y’all actin’ like statues that’s why you’re gonna take another body
To feel more for others and give life more value
I suggest you express yourself fully
It’s helpful to know the Force is no bully
Choice is yours and decision is given to you
Like your voice and vision are to say, see, and do
Truly just and righteous deeds not just for might and prestige
But for more trust, love and peace so positive energy and productive vibes increase
O so many women and men come to go
But only a few are chosen to stay
And say the true word which is to be spoken
Good God got me open hoping and praying for the day
That all will be one with His will for all will be won with His will
And lost without a cloud of doubt We’re all shadows is what I’m talking about
Walk with your feet deep in the ground like roots of trees
and with your head up connecting the earth and sky
combine the heart and mind to find balance in life also to be in harmony with all things
Go with the Holy Ghost’s flow, feel the joy it brings
The assurance in times of sorrow faith is like insurance for today and tomorrow
The body is what we borrow, the soul is who we follow

Chosen Ones
Endless beginnings - How near?
Non-Existent Self, Now Hear!
Rest assured, serving what serves us
The Supreme, being beyond success
A considerate conscience
Consider it: Consciousness
In the process of becoming
Progressing into Oneness…
Expressing Self through actions
Extending help improves reactions
Abundance is a kind of detachment
Abundance is this kind dispassion
Living to give Love's gift or presents
Gets blessed with energy and strength
Witness investing sense in the Sacred Chest
Royalty interests sent toward our Ascent…
From Nowhere to Now Here
Soul’s chosen to grow closer
Calming down, Love rises up
Only to light our road home

Conscious Existence
Buddhists use the word “dhyana”
For higher states of contemplation
There are four stages in dhyana
First, is one-pointed mind concentration
It excludes desire but not judgement and discernment
Dropping off in stage two is the intellectual function
But the satisfied state of unity remains
In stage three departs that part of satisfaction
Memory returns self-consciousness begins with indifference
At the fourth stage indifference, self-consciousness and memory reach perfection
At first the situation is the master
you are just being dragged by it
You believe that you are, but aren’t yet
Secondly, you are, and the situation can’t
drag you because you’ve become a will
In step three you start influencing situations
Just by your being there, it changes
The first phase is of the unenlightened
The second stage is of a constant consciousness
but the seeker has to do something to be conscious
The third state is that of the enlightened
the noteworthy difference is the effortlessness of his consciousness
To become a fully integrated personality means
to complete the circle of existence
From conception individuals pass through birth,
socialization, enculturation, specialization,
an awareness of ego, objectivization of the ego,
realization of the role of culture, perception of creation,
perception of man in cosmic evolution,
The unfolding of unconsciousness and finally
the attainment of a state of conscious existence.

Consciousness
What if Humans used their brains, brains
Semi-Conscious of the food chain, chain
What if Humans fused their aims, aims
Consciousness and truth remain, remain
Thinking out LOUD, Thinking out LOUD
What's this World revolving around?
Have we become slaves chasing the paper?
Have we become crazed beings of nature?
We're enveloped in greed, still are in need
We've developed speed, we still aren’t freed
Our knowledge has made us cynical
Acknowledge what makes you spiritual
Those of you who need to control
Peace comes in Uniting the World
What if Humans used their brains, brains
Semi-Conscious of the food chain, chain
What if Humans fused their aims, aims
Consciousness and truth remain, remain
If all men are created Equal
Then Hu are you to kill my Ego?
When we love things and use people
The way of Life is beautiful
We dropped from grace by hate
For resources made wars our fate
Bosses only make more Followers
While Leaders create more Leaders
We're all sisters and brothers
Miss and Mister Lover Lover

Crown Royall
We are deep, driving desires: will comes from desires
Our will forms our deeds and deeds create destinies
Divine Laws Expressing our Unity of Existence
Life Force flows through Presence’s Essence
To create Loving states our intended purpose
We combine to align with the Divine Mind
Through patterns and signs, essence’s reply
The All-Knowing Witness, Being the Most High
Actions visualized within the Grand Divine Mind
Beings consciously creating this space and time
Rhymes silverlined for Gold Thrones
Crowning Jewelz of our Royal Dome
We are deep, driving desires: will comes from desires
Our will forms our deeds and deeds create destinies
Divine Laws Expressing our Unity of Existence
Life Force flows through Presence’s Essence
To create Loving states our intended purpose
We combine to align with the Divine Mind
Through patterns and signs, essence’s reply
The All-Knowing Witness, Being the Most High
Actions visualized within the Grand Divine Mind
Beings consciously creating this space and time

DeCreed
Eternally searching for lives
The Truth buries the lies
Hiding in the cloudy mind
Where's justice to the blind
Themselves seek to justify!
There is no Truth to find
Where to see the Light
To those short of sight
The Need to be Right
Never Frees the Mind
Then why do we confine
Risks daring us to be Alive
Taking us to the other side
Of the beliefs we've defined
To change our dream of life
Will sees a need to decide
As Love Agrees to become Free
All Heavenly Dreams are in Reach
Eternally searching for lives
The Truth buries the lies
Hiding in the cloudy mind
Where's justice to the blind
Themselves seek to justify!
There is no Truth to find
Where to see the Light
To those short of sight
The Need to be Right
Never Frees the Mind
Then why do we confine
Risks daring us to be Alive
Taking us to the other side
Of the beliefs we've defined
To change our dream of life
Will sees a need to decide

DeJaVu
Nostalgic Deja Vu feeling
Nostalgic Deja Vu feeling
Truth Silently listening
Essential reminiscence
Epiphanies expressions
Illuminations relevance
Luminaries Revelations
The Mystique musicians speak
Intrigue of politicians is cheap
Members remembering Being
Consciously Unifying Existence
Locations global destinations
Dancing for total abundance
Involving resolves each evolving
Women/men’s worlds revolving
Uncover Love for us Lovers to recover
Discovering the Beloved in one another
Nostalgic Deja Vu feeling
Nostalgic Deja Vu feeling

EARTH STRONG
Yo, Live Strong Etherial Father
Long Live, O Terrestrial Mother

Fate of the Aware Presences
Evolving made for Ascension
Takes Involving our Extensions
Created to Resolve in Consequence,
States just Dissolve, no Coincidence
Simply Irresistible Total Acceptance
Simply Respond Wholly Defenseless
Conscious of Our Humane Conscience
We’ll be Actively seeking Attractions
While witnessing Passive Detachment
Percent of possibilities to probabilities
From Experiments form Experiences
For Life’s Everlasting Expressions
Co-Create Abundance’s Destinies

Yo, Live Strong Etherial Father
Long Live, O Terrestrial Mother

Education
Education actualizes our potentials
Real education is to give us outer and inner wealth
Right education is to bring us more health
True education teaches you to be yourself
Earth is a school to learn about ourselves
We ultimately are an expression of cosmic intelligence
We are here to show ourselves in thoughts, speech & deeds
And through our daily lives we go through all kinds of experiences
Experience means knowledge gained through tests
Every experience in life is a set of tests
To demonstrate our divinity in thought, words & action
Passing tests of thinking, speaking & acting with love, self-mastery, wisdom
We get to know ourselves and others on a deeper, closer level.
The more we pass these tests the more we identify with our Divine Self
The degree of total purification means graduation from planet Earth.
Education actualizes our potentials
Real education is to give us outer and inner wealth
Right education is to bring us more health
True education teaches you to be yourself

Enemies of Wisdom
When a human being begins to learns we aren’t clear about our objectives
In turn, faulty is our purpose, vague are our intentions we slowly start learning, bit
by bit then in gigs and our thoughts crash when we learn what we never imagined
So we get fearful of the new tasks learning more gives
And so we come across our first natural enemy: fear
It’s treacherous, concealed, prowling, waiting for us here
If we run away our quest will be ended
For fear to be hurdled we must be fully afraid and not deny it
Just defy it, in spite of it, be alert and the fear disappears
It happens little by little yet suddenly leaves all our fear
Replacing it is clarity of mind allowing us to know and satisfy our desires
Clarity of mind is our second enemy because it blinds
It forces us never to doubt, sort of like taking the pleasure route
Being brave and courageous since seeing clearly
Mistaking this incomplete power that’s make believe
It defeats if it leads us to yield and cease growing as a knower
Instead the person may become a clown or buoyant warrior
To overcome that fate we need to defy clarity by using it only for seeing
Waiting patiently and carefully measuring the steps we’re taking
With this in the witnessess mind that the clarity was almost fooling
And a moment comes when we understand that clarity was just a point of view
Then we’ll know in this state that the power is real
Our wish becomes the rule we can do whatever we please
Hence, power is the strongest of enemies
The easiest thing to do is give in, being truly invincible
We begin taking risks and end by making rules
Being a master we can become cruel
To transcend we need to come to know
The power or force was never yours
Just keep going with the flow
And be in line or on course
With conscious progress in evolution’s process
Continuing onward, forward, toward more knowledge
Gradually aging facing the last foe of wisdom’s way
Old age can’t be defeated only fought away
At this stage we have an unyielding desire to rest
If we give in totally, lie down and forget, then we’ll regret
Being defeated in the last phase of our quest
But when we slough off our tiredness
to live our fate through do we become women and men of wisdom

EnTrainMent
Being is crystallized truth
Consciousness that moves
Ascension’s Love’s flight
Kids loving the child-like
The unhurt innocent and pure
Being closer to inherent nature
Nurturing the soul’s sheer virtue
Increasing the dose of our love
Reveals the valued worth of us
Perfection’s path is paved with sacred intentions
Creation entrained, in-synch with outer rhythms
Silence doubt, listen to acceptance
Practicing the quality of patience
Privileged humans being authentic
Extending permission’s principle
The goal of our physical mission
Visions memory benefits decisions
Represents life's factual experience
Selflessly giving Self to existence

Essense
Our actions are very irrelevant to our Being
That is exactly why a person of understanding
works, does a thousand and one things
but knows it would be unreal, untrue to be identifying
When he goes to the office he may be a president
but then the moment he leaves the office he’s no longer a president
he comes home to a wife and child, he becomes a husband and father
if he has a sister or brother he becomes a brother
the times he nourishes or nurtures he has the features of a mother
still his being keeps free of all these, he’s the other
the other is being or god remaining beyond
In fact the less we identify, the freer we become
From the outer we enter the inner
but the outer can’t change the inner
the outer can help or it can hinder
remember outer change isn’t of the inner
We change bodies for lives and still are unsatisfied
for we’re only content when the inner sole crystallizes
so don’t let your sole be possessed and mind obsessed with the outer
for then you’re escaping and postpone changing the inner
don’t forget this: it is the inner that’s central which remains eternal
so let the outer help complement the kernel
also know the outer in relation to the inner is part and parcel
Yo, it’s through the periphery or circumference that we enter the sole
only give the boundary as much attention and significance
for the center of the circle or home to be of utmost importance
The key is for the essence to be at ease
whatever we’re doing, at our core or deepness
remain centered, calm and at ease
Then we can be anywhere and remain unpolluted
our purity will remain, we can keep our innocence
The essence is at ease is the quality we have to bring
into each and every act we are doing
so much so that it permeates, pervades our existence
and then we will retain the quality of all meditations

When we don’t IDentify with our Actions
Then do we truly become free
Going from the outer to the Inner Being
Our Essence gets to be at ease

Everywhere
As the earth turns the sun burns for the moon to give birth
The round earth rotates around the sun, the sun radiates warmth
And impregnates the cool moon’s womb for stars and planets to
form
ALLways Everywhere, ALLways Everywhere, ALLways
Everywhere
In All-ways, I’m Always EveryWhere, Aim Hear
Physically I’m Now Here or Nowhere as Amir, A mere
Mentally I’m here and there, there and here: Am here, Am hear
Emotionally I’m with those who are near, dear sincere; Am(ear
Spiritually I am in all ways always any and everywhere…Am I R
P.S. don’t criticize, empathize if not sympathize, open closed eyes
Be open to visualize life through His Eyes for I have become wise
Wise enough to side with the Most High,
Only remember I’m Alone but not lonely, and by alone
I solely only mean to be All-One, One with All pieces; PEACE
ALLways Everywhere, ALLways Everywhere, ALLways
Everywhere
As the earth turns the sun burns for the moon to give birth
The round earth rotates around the sun, the sun radiates warmth
And impregnates the cool moon’s womb for stars and planets to
form

Evolution
“The Universe can spontaneously create itself out of nothing’’
S. Hawking
Human’s evolutionary plan equals:
Meet the basic necessities of all people
Limit our population growth, yet legal
Restore habitable earth’s environment
Learn sustainable economic development
Learn to co-exist with other species, yes
Shift military-industrial-technological complexes
Toward building new worlds on earth and in space
Redesign social-economic systems to upgrade
Human compassion, cooperation, and creativity
Emancipate individual’s unique potential and reality
Explore and develop the further reaches of our soul
And the universe beyond the planet we call home
Planet earth is a living system
It’s possible that there’s a pre-patterned
But not a tendency that’s predetermined
For our planetary evolution
Like there is for biological evolution
There is a biological cycle
Possibly there’s a planetary life cycle
Earth’s conception occurred with the Big Bang
Gestation occurred 15 billion years ago
From its formation 4.6 billion years ago
To human life its birth is happening now, yo
As we awaken as one planetary body
Capable of destroying or co-creating

Existence is Oneness
Existence in Ultimate Reality is Oneness
Human problems arise out of human self-consciousness
self-consciousness gives everyone a feeling of being separate
whatsoever we do will go wrong if it is based on separateness
Self-consciousness gives us a feeling that we are the center
and it makes us aware that we’re different from others
being self-conscious causes the difference
While we are asleep there is no difference
because we are again merged with the universe
as we lose our self and ego we unite with the universe
Hence so much pleasure comes out of sleep
we feel refreshed, rejuvenated, alive after sleep
all death disappears when we’re not separate
who or what’s going to die when we’re not separate?
For all tantra, yoga, prayer, meditation are to make us aware of inseparateness
and we won’t feel insecure or afraid because we are not separate
So enlightenment can also be called conscious sleep
wakefully getting to the same source we move to in deep sleep
When you come to know yourself
then the whole existence will know yourself
Not only will you be looking at existence
looking back at you will be the whole existence
because God is within and without
The Creator is both inside and out
in your self-knowledge you don’t feel lonely
until you come to know yourself you feel lonely
Your knowledge isn’t a solo thing it’s a symphony
not being lonely in your self-knowledge, the whole existence is happy
The whole existence must recognize since we’re not strangers to this existence
Being a family, it exists as an interrelated phenomenon does this existence

eXstasy
Ecstasy is a language that we have forgotten
we have been forced or compelled to forget it
Let the joy of what you enjoy
Overflow everywhere you go
Society is no longer for human beings
It is using humans for its self-means
Society has become more important than humanity
the culture, the civilization, the church have become a higher priority
now they are not for humans as they were meant to be
Every child is born in ecstasy
very natural for kids is ecstasy
it is part of being alive, life is ecstasy
children bring it into the world, then comes society
with its living conditions creating this apparent misery
Society is neurotic it hasn’t allowed people to be in ecstasy
for those ecstatic pose dangers and are threatening
Understanding the mechanism things get to be easy
they can’t control a person in ecstasy
it’s impossible, they can only control people in misery
An ecstatic woman/man is bound to be free
because freedom is an element of ecstasy
The 3 Elements of Ecstasy
Are time/space transcendence
Fully feeling one with existence
And leaving civilization and society
Because LAshaun had long-lasting sex with me
i came to know these 3 Elements of Ecstasy
Foremost, I transcended time completely
lost track of the past, her presence future surpassing
landing lovely here in the moment-present fully
feeling thoughtless one with existence wholely
Knowing no me where souls meet, we
were and the ‘I’ was absent egolessness is the 2nd quality
or element and 3rd of all gone was culture, civilization, society
I was natural like the cows, birds, and trees
leaving the masked faces of facades behind kindly
taken in by the current of the cosmos floating flowingly
from the infinite source for what seemed an eternity
These transcendences happen through existential experience not ideology
Therefore, ignorance can only lead you to hypocrisy

FLAVOR

Life's Colors are like flavors
Taste buds test, Light’s savored
Yo, I got the munchies for rhyme productions
Speaking the truth my sweet tooth’s function
My definition of success is your consumption
Perfectly presenting love's expression
Can the infinite be given an extension?
Commitment grants us with perseverance
Education’s graduation is in living selflessly
I'm eager to work, how can you employ me?
Paying those bills while you buying these styles
Swallow pride to shrink egos on this thrill ride
Loving our heart’s space with Life's flowing Art
The Supreme Peace of Unconditional Love
Both sides Receiving to Give and take part
In Existence’s Meditation, breathe to get higher
Souls responsibly driving street cars named desire
Witnesses experience displays of light and dark
Who’s gotten out alive from this amusement park?

Life's Colors are like flavors
Taste buds test, Light’s savored
Yo, I got the munchies for rhyme productions
Speaking the truth my sweet tooth’s function
My definition of success is your consumption
Perfectly presenting love's expression
Can the infinite be given an extension?
Commitment grants us with perseverance
Education’s graduation is in living selflessly
I'm eager to work, how can you employ me?
Paying those bills while you buying these styles
Swallow pride to shrink egos on this thrill ride
Loving our heart’s space with Life's flowing Art
The Supreme Peace of Unconditional Love
Both sides Receiving to Give and take part
In Existence’s Meditation, breathe to get higher
Souls responsibly driving street cars named desire
Witnesses experience displays of light and dark
Who’s gotten out alive from this amusement park?

Finance (Pink Floyd-Money)
We can be motivated by convenience, love, and generosity
And we separate our money into mental accounts, necessarily
Treating our money of equal amounts differently
We run the risk of being too quick when spending
Becoming too slow when we’re saving
And too conservative when investing
So before charging your credit/debit cards, ask
Yourself how much you’d pay if purchasing with cash
That could let you think and calculate the actual amount you have
In your account and help you know how much of that
You are willing to take out of your own branches bank pocket
Spending records show we tend to spend less when with cash or check
After the bills have been paid remaining are small sums of money in our paychecks
So people who have difficulty holding onto small sums often have difficulty saving, in effect
Wise advice is to funnel some of the money into mutual funds or a savings account directly from
your paycheck
Behavioral Econ combines the twin
disciplines of psychology and economics
to explain why, how we make seemingly
irrational, illogical decisions when spending
investing, saving, and borrowing money
The second pillar of behavioral economics is prospect theory
It deals with the way we frame decisions, different ways of labeling
Or code outcomes and how they affect our attitude toward risks
How we feel about loss is called “loss aversion” in lingo psychoeconomic
The “sunk cost fallacy” is our inability to forget money already spent
Thus a common gambit of the government is to get the most money spent on favorite projects
So that the “sunk cost fallacy” will be there to protect it
Before more sober persons who are for rational analysis see the defects, get it!
Another concept to note is the “status quo bias”, or the preference
For keeping things the way they are this combines with the change resisting tendency
To fall in love with that which we own known as the “endowment effect”
A deeper wider understanding of this message should lead us to wiser decisions when spending
and investing

Forever
As the earth turns the sun burns for the moon to give birth
The round earth rotates around the sun, the sun radiates warmth
And impregnates the cool moon’s womb for stars and planets to
form
ALLwaysEveryWhere, ALLwaysEveryWhere, ALLwaysEveryWhere

I want to relay to those who are listening
Messages of Love to send to the speakers
In synch with uplifting positive vibes of music
For your own pleasure to be
in tune with your amusement
Get the mood right with soul food
For thoughts to unite, fine mind wine
Spilling, filling up on Divine Light
Feeling deep wide and High
Beyond space and time
In a transcendental state
Mysteriously taking flight, flight
As the earth turns the sun burns for the moon to give birth
The round earth rotates around the sun, the sun radiates warmth
And impregnates the cool moon’s womb for stars and planets to
form
ALLwaysEveryWhere, ALLwaysEveryWhere, ALLwaysEveryWhere

ForGive
When we don’t forgive we believe
that retaliation against the people
who hurt us is just and justifiable
Anger expressed by punishing will not bring release
because the effect will hurt and anger others, the reason
there is a saying: “In forgiving there is a far greater pleasure
than in taking any form of revenge or vengeful measure
another reason to forgive the person who caused you pain
is to free yourself from the burden of hate
If the injury the other caused turns you into a hateful person
then the worst damage you’ve caused yourself not the other person
So to not hurt yourself in the process & to not get in your own way of progress
you need to forgive to release the hurt and to say that you no longer suffer
When we forgive we indicate that the pain is gone
and as you release it you are releasing the other person
We may choose never to speak to that person again
but what we really need is to feel free of the pain
To many it seems a greater pleasure in taking than there is in giving
But the pleasure that is had in giving can never be found in taking
Whenever you’ve given, that giving has given you pleasure
and whenever you’ve taken, you’ve missed out on that pleasure
The more we’re interested in taking then more thoughts will crowd the mind
If you understand it correctly, you’ll see greed is mind
where there is no greed, there is meditation and charity
The scriptures say there’s no greater sin than greed and no higher virtue than charity
The reason is that the charitable mind will become meditative
and when the day comes that you’re ready to give everything,
seeking to gain nothing then you will receive everything
In the Garden was gained knowledge and wisdom is attained in the forest
but it showers back down in the society
As ecstasy happens the care to share is there simultaneously
understand this we want to give that which we have
Increasing through sharing is whatever we have
So whatever you share does increase sharing is the way that goes to increase
Now that you’re aware of this and knowing sharing here is the formula for growing
Don’t attempt to judge
unless you want to be judged
As they are, accept things
The technique for creating unity
to have a total existence within
stop opposing and attain silence, then begin
witnessing, simply observing, life as it is
don’t interpret it only according to your views

Freedom
Self-Realize to realize life’s real lies and ascend
Absorbed on the Selfless road sources transcend
Drunken Lovers pleasure beyond conscious measure
The Beloved’s Always & Forever our chosen treasure
The source of all options is the fount of all solutions
Our resolution’s within, it involves Love's Evolution
We start to become FREE as our heart begins to feel
Self-Realize to realize life’s real lies and ascend
Absorbed on the Selfless road sources transcend
Drunken Lovers pleasure beyond conscious measure
The Beloved’s Always & Forever our chosen treasure
The source of all options is the fount of all solutions
Our resolution’s within, it involves Love's Evolution
We start to become FREE as our heart begins to feel

FREEstyle
A I got a sweet tooth
To speak the truth
As I see the troops
Who keep the truce
And use peace to fuse pieces
Through HU’s being
Me and yoU are doing
Leading you and me to be having
Yo so HU’s the One rapping
God got my body rocking, feet tapping
Hands clapping, neck snapping and head bangin’
Bringin’ my brain out, now I’m out of my mind
Know no space or time
And this own name of mine
It’s only borrowed it ain’t even mine
Neither are these creeds, beliefs, philosophies or religions at all
They’re just cloaks, clothes: guises to disguise our soul
So I’ve chosen to be Bare Naked like the ladies
Maybe I could’ve faked it before I wore all that make-up,
Cake puff and fake stuff-- I feel I’ve said enough
Here Now I’m escaping Hades with my dad in his Mercedes
Benz C Class waving bye bye with an 8 mile wide smile
To all lies and pretend friends
Ending the old/untrue through unique speech and deeds from the origin
And for the foundation, by not being an imitation I’m exceeding limitations
Erasing boundaries proceeding to get closer to the far reaches of our soul
And that is the progress that each of us can be certain to retain or hold

G_O.D’s on G-O-D.
We’re ridin’, rollin’
Like 124 miles goin’
Windows down, wind blowin’
Hands out, up ‘n’ down flowin’
Air surfin’, hair raisin’
Stereo bumpin’, sounds pumpin’
Emotions jumpin’ into motions showin’
Revealing feelings exceeding concealings
Leading us beings to be proceeding
Onward, forward, toward words
For talking, saying is the communication age
And walking for unification is the way to get closer
Yo those who know me
Know I’m chosen by G
to only O.D on G-O-D.
I give in when giving in
is for giving not just taking
Taking to make just for making justice
It’s just us and we must mix
Trust me that we are one with
all things on this cosmic fix
Fixed to mix and fit the script
Scriptures written, encrypted and depicted in pictures
The legends living in this generation are mystics,
who, like present time prophets fulfill the prophecy
Further wisdom’s tradition for the mission of completion
Yo those who know me
Know I’m chosen by G
to only O.D on G-O-D.
Know I’ve spoken flowingly
Acted accordingly to show He
Fact is going, Truth comin’
Truth can’t be proven, so come in
Enter the innermost center of being
Where thoughts are lost, found are feelings
Experience is bound to lead you
To see through the old and be new
Be true to who you are, remember what you knew
How you grew to continue evolving
More consciously problem solving
More aware of what could be problem causing
And ending them to resume the resolving

Galexy
As the earth turns the sun burns for the moon to give birth
The round earth rotates around the sun, the sun radiates warmth
And impregnates the cool moon’s womb for stars and planets to
form
ALLwaysEveryWhere, ALLwaysEveryWhere, ALLwaysEveryWhere

The Universal head gives thoughts & receives them
The passing clouds are like our passing thoughts
The rainforests, forests & jungles are lungs
The rivers & lakes our veins & arteries
leading to the sea & ocean of our heart
heart beats love like the sun radiates to life
And the moon in the mind reflects its light
The mountains & hills our butts & breasts
The winds are in motion like arms & legs
Sweat & tears fall like snow, hail & rain
Sexual intercourse is the meeting of yin yang
Giving birth is like repeating the Big Bang
ALLwaysEveryWhere, ALLwaysEveryWhere, ALLwaysEveryWhere

As the earth turns the sun burns for the moon to give birth
The round earth rotates around the sun, the sun radiates warmth
And impregnates the cool moon’s womb for stars and planets to
form

Go with the FLOW
I’m just waiting for Hu
To be breaking through
Mistaken, for all I ever knew
Has been shaken and disproved
I never had anything to do
Nor ever will, forever it’s His Will
We spin till he turns this mill
Round and around, when we’ve had our fill
Of the ground, He’ll make us stand still
Still this mill will spin till its His Will
O One would you flow through me
So I could show yours truly
By now we should know we’re yours truly
Nobody is and owns the Self
So be selfless to know somebody
Is the one hidden in all bodies,
Shapes and forms, the Omnipresent
Makes the forms and gives them presence
That which is life’s essence
Can never die, it lives forever and ever
Hu being the Doer and us the tools used
The world is a school and life its class
We learn lessons from the past
To pass the test of time
It’s never too late for forever is now
So be the change you want to see here
Feel freer, more aware
wear clothes of love and shoes of happiness
Know you’re becoming more loving and happy
With each step you take, make it lighter
Dig deeper and defeat the grim reaper
There, meet the inn keeper as a peace seeker

Got joints to move
Not points to prove
So I go with the groove
of the groover, prover, mover

God’s Spell
O Creator, grant your Beings Peace
To accept the things we cannot change
The Bravery to change the things we can,
And the Wisdom to know the distinction.

O our Heavenly Father,
Holy are your followers.
Your kingdom has come,
Your volition will be done,
On earth as it is in heaven.
Please give us our daily provisions
Forgive us for failing commitments,
As we forgive those not committed
Lead us away from temptation,
And lead us on the way of salvation.
Living every moment as a privilege,
Actively patient in the situation given,
To accept responsibility and evolve consciously.
Taking this unfaithful world as it is,
Faithfully making it as we want it.
Believing that everything happens for a reason,
especially when we understand nature’s seasons.
Recognizing our blessings we feel more blessed,
And receive more insight to solve problems.
O Creator, grant your Beings Peace
To accept the things we cannot change
The Bravery to change the things we can,
And the Wisdom to know the distinction.
O Creator, I regret all the times I have caused offense or have taken offense
Understanding that instances of resistance have persisted from my insistence
Knowing fear exists when invested in defense can’t serve mutual interests
This can be a definition of sin or being without respecting love’s benefits.

God’s Voice
Rejoice hearing the voice within
Listen if the choice will bring you nearer to Him
Closer to kin I’m so sure we’re all related
Being from the same source Hu’s force can’t be negated
Or neglected for He’s directing us to be connected
Always correcting defects in all ways He can be detected
Check it out inside is insight to get up so let pride go
Live life in stride with siding with the Most High, yo
Die, kill your blind I to find you and I, lie low
All in a line at His feet on our knees we pray
Asking from the King of Kindness for guidance on the way
Back home takes time as you know Rome wasn’t built in a day

Clear your conscience, let your conscious be free
Reach freedom of thought to hear G-O-D
The Higher Power takes us to unknown zones
Much higher than we can get on our own
Will that is His is a thrill when it’s shown
In visions and voices to know decisions and choices
With more precision comes more rejoicin’
For you see the effect of the cause more clearly
And can affect the defects and the flaws more nearly
correct me if I’m wrong meaning Divine Intervention
As the song says is leading to human prevention
Of the dis-ease spreading and ending His invention
Please let’s make amends for I know that’s His intention

Clear your conscience, let your conscious be free
Reach freedom of thought to hear G-O-D

Good GOD
Where Being = G-O-D, There L-O-V-E = U
Then all is good when all is God
Physical science informs us that the whole
creation is built up of multiple layers of energy the subtlest is at the innermost stratum of creation
& builds up around itself different qualities, so it’s growing recent discoveries of physics indicate existence
of various types of elementary particles lying at the basis of all creation
The family of elementary particles is found to be increasing
showing creation exists in innumerable strata of energy fine particles give rise to neutrons and protons
which build up into the nucleus of an atom, which in turn build to atoms
The atoms comprise of molecules and the molecules make up
the different forms of phenomena and constitute the entire visible universe
This is how physics is discovering finer layers of creation
Then when the atom was split, investigations into the nucleus gave rise to nuclear physics
Investigations into the field of electrons gave rise to electronics
& as our knowledge of the finer fields of creation is increasing it is enabling us to be more powerful in life
Underneath the subtlest layer of all that exists in the relative field
is the abstract, absolute field of pure Being or Existence
which is unmanifested and transcendental, it’s neither matter nor energy
This state of pure existence underlies all that exists
everything is the expression of this pure existence or absolute being
which is the essential constituent of all relative life
The one eternal unmanifested absolute Being manifests
itself in many forms of lives and existences in creation
Real love is unlimiting no beginning, and no ending
It always was, is, and will be real love’s the always reality
Unlimited and always means free real love is that which is really free
Freely unlimiting translates into eternality at the deepest, highest, widest place of being
you will come to know that U are L-O-V-E
and through it’s expression we’re seekingto know and experience our real being
My God loves no one more than any other
so don’t believe in the God who loves some more than others
these are what I call fictitious religions and they’re also blasphemies and sacrileges
Yo don’t bastardize the word of the Lord in order to justify
your fears and rationalize your insane treatment of life
You’ll say all about the false God to continue limiting each other
hurting each other, in God’s name you’re killing each other
You’ve invoked the Lord’s name, waved unholy flags
carried crosses for centuries in battlefields on your backs
as proof that God loves some more than others
and would ask you to kill to prove it to yourselves and others
I tell you God’s love is unconditional and unlimited if you accept this statement of God’s all inclusiveness
it will destroy the way you’ve constructed marriages institution
it’ll destroy all your religions & governmental, institutions for you’ve created a culture based on exclusion
supported by a cultural myth of a God who is exclusive
but the culture of God is based on inclusion in God’s love any and everyone is included
Into the King’s kingdom any and everyone is invited
So know there’s no place to go just be here and now’s the only time
“I still have a dream, it is a dream deeply rooted in the American Dream, I have a dream that one
day this nation will rise up live out the true meaning of its creeds we hold these truths to be selfevident that ALL MEN ARE CREATED EQUAL!” Martin Luther King

Guided Meditation (following Sun/Moon salutations)
Please sit comfortably...now close your eyes...imagine yourself to
be in your ideal space, wherever you feel the most love & peace
the place where no one can invade and where you feel completely
safe deepen your breathing from the belly as you inhale feel more
love & peace enter your being feel each and every muscle
beginning to expand and relax & breathe out any tension you have.
Let your feeling, the soul's language, be giving thanks to all who
have worked for our creation, survival and evolution, people of all
walks of life created from and for love needing to practice honesty,
humility, and non-violence to go beyond fear, desire and anger
negating the ego and silencing the mind to find a state of pure
consciousness & awareness that is beyond word and thought in
which there is peace, ecstasy, compassion & liberation. Aha That's
Life's Goal. Don't forget to keep breathing and smiling on the way
to Life's Goal!

HAFEZ Remembered
Hafez! From whom have you learned to pray this way?
That the Beloved, into gold turned your words and name!
Silence: your peace of mind is a gold mine so Sacred
Now Here is nearest for seeing with proper vision
Where the body becomes the Soul’s instrument
Conscious of hidden treasures within the chef’s recipe,
The soul kitchen’s main ingredient is Love’s specialty.
In this world’s marketplace don’t seek contentedness
For the Creators are the most joyous and conscious
Those with purely polished mirrors as hearts
Are capable and able to perfectly reflect life’s art
If the poor lover scattered his heart’s counterfeit part,
Don’t worry for his matter completes another’s part.
Although I am far from you, you are far from none:
For my hope of union with you has never gone!
Hafez’s tears have cast pearls into the sea of patience and wisdom:
He understands the pleasure of love’s pain remains forgiving.
Of Supreme Excellent Intelligence is the holy soul of Hafez,
For our gray matter, none better lights those stardust particles.
If I am good or bad, you just work on yourself:
In the end, every one reaps the seed he has sowed!
Since then the time has passed when I judged people
For only when beings are in love they all feel equal
I shed so many tears praying for rain in our soul
For I want to plant love’s seed in the heart of all
You may say that our conversations save nations,
Or to rephrase it, human relations shape nations.
Hafez! From whom have you learned to pray this way?
That the Beloved, into gold turned your words and name!
Silence: your peace of mind is a gold mine so Sacred

Happiness, Delight & Joy
The more mechanical devices do things
The less we become relevant or needed
The more we feel useless, futile, meaningless
The computer is slowly replacing beings
Happiness comes out of being needed
Because then you feel your being has meaning
And that without you there will be a difference
The modern mind continuously feels a meaninglessness
Due to the feeling of not being needed
When we feel in the world we are needed
Then we have a significance and meaning
Technology has made better homes, not better women and men
Because for better women and men needed is some other dimension
That dimension is of awareness not of mechanicalness
When you’re delighted you’ll feel joy descending on you
Then joy is divine and delight is human
Hence it’s important to sing, celebrate, and dance
Delight creates the capacity to receive the joy that’s not in our hands
The response of delight creates the heart, opens its chambers’ doors
We can delight in small things, but joy is of the whole
Delight can be expressed and for joy expression is impossible
We have a deep need to be needed
Somebody must need us otherwise we’ll feel
That we don’t have any ground under our feet
For the great majority, society is their need
Like lovers say: “I love you” but they want to be loved
As if they love in order just to be loved
Only one whose need to be needed has disappeared can love
When we’re egoless with a sole that’s crystallized happens real love
Jesus has somewhere said: “Blessed are the solitary and elect,
For they shall find the kingdom they came from and will go there again.”
When you’re delighted you’ll feel joy descending on you
Then joy is divine and delight is human
Hence it’s important to sing, celebrate, and dance
Delight creates the capacity to receive the joy that’s not in our hands
The response of delight creates the heart, opens its chambers’ doors
We can delight in small things, but joy is of the whole
Delight can be expressed and for joy expression is impossible

Healers
Hu wants to listen to the wisdom of an artist
Hu’ll rhyme/rap regardless of time/space
For that’s just a mind state where there’s justice you’ll find grace
Hu’s will is to SELF-improve the way is inclusive
So it’s conducive that all sects take steps to connect
And be correct in unity there is true peace
Love and happiness are the effects of the cause
I wouldn’t be expressing my thought process
if I saw no flaws I shouldn’t be repressing awareness
because that couldn’t be progress
Healers of the Universe
Emerge, merge in verse
Converse with the mirth
That’s worth all this Earth
That’s worth all this Earth
Why on earth do we focus on our differences
When that view gives birth to division vision
We’ll be wishing for the part that’s missing
Look within, in your heart and mind it’s not hard
To know that that part is peace and soul
Each of us is a piece or part of the whole
Practice what you preach when the truth be told
Attentive mind’s think fast and wait to take action
they measure means to weigh the weight of + and –‘s
Aware soul’s with signs of faith on their face actively wait patiently with pleasure
if they intend to ascend and attend the pearly gates of divine grace
grateful and appreciative the state of being of beings in that great place
(within the center of our nature) which knows no time or space it transcends planets
Stars moons suns it sends bends blends light rays and sound waves in so many ways
changes shapes and forms so that the shapes become shapeless and the forms formless

HEALTH is WEALTH
In traditional Greek medicine each food has a degree of coldness or of heat
And promotes or slows down metabolism choosing a balanced diet we can begin
To harmonize the natural functions of the body
This is a general system of dietetics that can be used by anybody
And can be adjusted to differences of place and life-style
This system is the most widely practiced of all time
In Greek, Allo means “opposite” & pathos means “suffering” the system of medical practice which treats
dis-ease by the use of agents or remedies which produce effects different from those of the dis-ease
The philosophy of Allopathy is the extreme opposite of Homeopathy…
You know Homeopathy, the more than 200 years established form of complementary medicine
Believes in the potent force of the minimum dose
Studies and treats the person as a whole based on the belief that ‘like cures like’
known as the Law of Similars, which is vaccine-like
A minute dose of a substance that causes similar symptoms
to those suffered by the patient will stimulate their healing powers and cure their condition
Remedies come in powders, tablets, or tinctures with no need for prescriptions
I guess you’ll never know till its gone how much its worth
Or the work that went into bringing beings life on earth or our birth is priceless
Why do we put a price on one another Be aware that we’re not numbers
Beware not to become number to the pains of others pangs of hunger
Helps us rise from this deep slumber & feel more for each other hopefully lead to feeding those in need
Reaching out from within indeed for being the difference we want to see

Yo, your health is your wealth
Your health is your wealth
Health is Wealth

Heart’s Singin’ (Dr. Dre-Keep Their Heads Ringing)
Yeah, All Love, ALi RimA Good Being Alive another day
It's the A-R-T of vernacular
In a party my goal is your best, so call me "Spectacular"
As I train a figga's popular brain
Plan to attain acheive long gains, so don't complain
Just chill, listen to the beats I fill
Keeping it real enables me to display a lover’s rap skill
Still, figga I’m up and fine to heal is God’s Will
But set plots mind the simple: so call me, Angel
I write lyrics from the faith of my works to convince earth
I've sinned to repent, conscious innonence is worth all its hurt
More than wealth, conquering one’s self rids karma
An enforcer, music hopes to unite us to Master
Global passengers, never forget
I'm that figga that treats the whole planet with respect
The mic turns gold once you hear me speak lyrics
So groovy and funky, Beats are sure to Uplift
So bless the layer that I'm stringin'
The mother lovin' D-R-E will keep they other lovin' hearts singin'
1, 2 this is for you, 3, 4 is for my folks
5 for my bro 6, 7, 8 for my Soul Mate
Rap figure the rout to feel the full effect of intellect
So I can collect respect - plus a check
Now I sink into letting the transcendental
Heal take care of this business I need tended to
And these rap hits are my seal delivered
So you’re God that’s right: I'm gonna kick it that’s a given
I bring awareness like Stephen Hawking
A Rap Casanova, running to figure out the my star’s light
When I rock the spot with the flavor I got
I get plenty of ass, so call me an ass-tronaut
I rap fast past another figga's trash talk thought he was strong
Talking bull shit hype flash, adjust light to teach the young
Then I show, figure you know it's time to save a life
Cause I grab the mic to spit my song of the light
I got rhymes to keep you chanting
Seduce with the lyrical poetry to give you eargasms
So bless the layer that I'm stringin'
The mother lovin' D-R-E will keep they other lovin' hearts singin'
Keep their hearts singin'!
(Sing sing along
lip-sing in sync the song)
Keep their hearts singin'!
(Sing sing along lip-sing in sync the song)

HIGH
I don’t speak, I float in the air wrapped in a sheet
I’m not a real being, just a ghost trapped in a beat
Speaker boxes release me of my trance, so party and dance
I translate as my voice is read through an echocardiogram
The noise instead transmitting Life Lines straight ahead
To uplift all spirits becomes the only choice that’s left
Right now see your soul Opening wings take flight
Like the GOAT Michael “Air” Jordan in his prime
Teach tongue in cheek let students stick out their tongues
Begin French kissing miss and mister now speak in tongues
There's a certain intrigue within our physique, a witnessing energy
Its mystique seeks to show the unique, even though it knows unity
Poetry roots deep, rockin’ steady, for our seeds to grow fully
Blessed MiCs from Cali to Iran, ALi RimA, rap flows yours truly
Forever Young when we’re Drunk in Love, Always getting High on Life
I don’t speak, I float in the air wrapped in a sheet
I’m not a real being, just a ghost trapped in a beat
Speaker boxes release me of my trance, so party and dance
I translate as my voice is read through an echocardiogram
The noise instead transmitting Life Lines straight ahead
To uplift all spirits becomes the only choice that’s left
Right now see your soul Opening wings take flight
Like the GOAT Michael “Air” Jordan in his prime
Teach tongue in cheek let students stick out their tongues
Begin French kissing miss and mister now speak in tongues
There's a certain intrigue within our physique, a witnessing energy
Its mystique seeks to show the unique, even though it knows unity
Poetry roots deep, rockin’ steady, for our seeds to grow fully
Blessed MiCs from Cali to Iran, ALi RimA, rap flows yours truly
Forever Young when we’re Drunk in Love, Always getting High on Life

Higher Consciousness
In order to grow and develop into higher consciousness one needs to fully understand the
importance of becoming one with the Law of Higher Consciousness: “Love everyone
unconditionally--including yourself.” Now how can you love others if you don’t love yourself?
The internal love of self and others is integral to making the external space loving in general
Learning to love unconditionally is stepping toward the eternal
it means getting free of interference from our programmed addiction
or those emotion-backed demands commanding the brain instructions
this enables us to receive signals clear perceive clearly what is now here
Also evaluate more wisely, widely for effectively affecting the cause more near
The key is instant emotional acceptance of the now and here
or the emotional acceptance of the previously unacceptable situation
When emotions are stimulated we can’t perceive clearly our real life situation
then our bio-computer or brain sends a flow of info emphasizing alienation
and separation creating a twisted evaluation of the here based on program addiction
causing expression of differences and suppression of similarities
amongst ourselves and others destroying our ability to love unconditionally
The world knows that from lack of love comes global unhappiness
some fine advice for our time in The Law of Higher Consciousness:
“You add just as much suffering to the Universe when you take offense as when you give
offense.”

Well, there are twelve pathways
to the Higher Consciousness Planes
of unconditional Love, Oneness
and overall Health or Wellness
The first three ways deal with freeing the self from security, sensation, and power
addictions that make us try to forcefully control situations in our life this takes away
serene feelings and keeps we from loving ourselves and others, really we come to know
how our conscious-dominating addictions create personal versions of the changing world
of people & situations & feel the deep need to welcome any opportunity
that our second-to-second life experience offers we to become aware of the addictions we
must reprogram to be liberated from our robot-like emotional pattern the next three steps
are all about being here now always remember we have everything to enjoy the here now
unless we let our consciousness be dominated by demands
or expectations based on the imagined future or dead past
So let’s accept full responsibility here and now for all our experiences
because it’s our own programming that creates our actions
that also influence people around us and cause their reactions
Hence, it’s very helpful to completely accept ourselves here/now
to consciously experience everything we feel, think, say, and do
including giving due to our emotion-backed addictions
as a necessary part of our growth into higher consciousness
The following three moves focus on interacting with others
knowing the importance of opening ourselves up to each other

and showing our willingness by fully speaking out our deepest feelings
since hiding in any degree keeps us in the illusion of separateness from beings
the solution is to feel with loving compassion the problems of others
without getting caught up emotionally in their predicaments that offers
them very necessary messages relevant to prosper
also if possible it’s logical to avoid acting when we’re emotionally bothered
because that deprives us of the wisdom flowing from love & expanded consciousness
The fourth set of the three paths cover our discovering conscious-awareness
calming continually the restless scanning of our rational minds
to perceive, receive the finer energies that enable us to uniquely unite
By constantly being aware of which of the Seven Centers of Consciousness entered
and feeling our energy, perceptiveness, love, and inner peace as we open those seven
centers there are three lower centers of Security, Sensation, and Power
These are developed for survival of the fittest & the four higher centers of consciousness
Are Love, Cornucopia, Conscious-Awareness, and Cosmic Consciousness
The Security Center preoccupies one with the basic necessities
This programming forces us to be controlled by the battle for security
In the Sensation Center one pursues happiness by way of senses
so decisions are for provisions of more pleasurable sensations
From the Power Center concerns are with controlling people, situations,
increasing pride, prestige, wealth and many more forms of control and manipulation
At the Love Center we are transcending subject-object relationships
and are learning to see the world with the harmonies and feelings
of flowing acceptance—we see ourself in everyone & everyone in ourself
we empathize, sympathize more with the suffering of everybody else
and begin to accept and love everyone unconditionally including ourselves
when we get to the center of Cornucopia, the friendliness
of the world we are creating we, in turn, experience
we will begin to recognize realize that we’ve always lived in a world of perfection
to the extent or degree that we still have addictions
the perfection lies in giving us the necessary experience to get free
free of our emotion-backed demands, as addictions are reprogrammed; we see
and feel the perfection as a continuous enjoyment of the now here
when we become more loving and accepting then the world becomes a ‘horn of plenty’
that gives us much more than we need to be content and happy
It’s so liberating to enter the center of Conscious-Awareness from there where we are a
bare witness we see our mind and body perform on the lower five centers here-being the
Center of Centers-we learn to impartially observe our social roles & life games from an
invulnerable place free of fear, shame blame after living fully in the Sixth Center of
Consciousness we are ready to transcend Self-Awareness & extend into Pure
Awareness at this ultimate level, you are Total, All One, Oneness
In the Consciousness process
We can measure progress
As each time we climb a step
We get more energy, connections, and enjoyment

Highly Evolved Beings
Highly Evolved Beings do the daily tasks or jobs that must be done for a society to exist and function
they’re the most highly rewarded workers in the service of All
and this to a highly evolved being isn’t considered work at all
but the highest form of self-fulfillment, the ideas and experiences
humans have created around self-expression are simply not part of the highly evolved beings culture
to them success’ definition is foreign for there is no failure their experience of accomplishments or
achievements comes from understanding what real value is and its appreciation
“Achieving” is defined as doing what brings value the highly evolved beings do have a system of values
they value that which produces benefit to All we see greater benefit in games played with balls
than in leading offspring to remember life’s greatest significances
or sourcing members of society’s necessary spiritual sustenance
Highly Evolved Beings honor those who minister or teach
because it’s what works and that’s of value for society
In a highly evolved society there are no have-nots
because they apply two basic essential principles, One
we are All One and Two there is enough for All Beings
They are conscious of the interrelatedness of all things
so none of the natural resources are destroyed or wasted
on a Highly Evolved Beings home planet

I like Neale Donald Walsch believe
There are Higher Evolved Beings
In the Universe’s outer reaches
Who also visit the Earth’s regions
In a Highly Evolved Being society there’s no such thing as a “school system”
offspring are reminded what’s so and what works as their process of education
Offspring aren’t raised by parents but by their elders though they aren’t necessarily separated from their
parents who may be with them whenever they wish & spend as much time with them as they like
What we call school is translated as “learning time”
Offspring choose the skills they would like to acquire
as opposed to being pressured to learn what others require
Intrinsic Motivation is thus at its highest level or peak
and so skills are gained quickly with joy and ease
They have a Triangular Code of Awareness, Honesty, Responsibility
this isn’t something that is forced into the Highly Evolved Being
rather it’s received almost by osmosis through behaviors modeled by adults for kids
because in Highly Evolved Cultures adults are knowing
that their children do what they see others are showing
The main difference between a Highly Evolved Being Society
is that they have truthful observation as opposed to human societies
where many deny what they see or don’t do what serves them
Ample samples of failures to change the masses behaviors by religions
For another example more to oppress than to assist do governments
Furthermore, we have health-care that’s more like a disease-care system
spending one-tenth on preventing diseases and nine-tenth on managing them
and then deny that profit motive is what stops any real progress
on educating people on how to act, eat, and live in optimal health and success

Holy Relationships
Therefore, following Him is the easiest thing in the world
being the only thing that’s easy since it’s not of the world
Everything in the world perceives orders of difficulty
due to the ego perceiving nothing as desirable wholly
By proving to ourselves there is no order of difficulty in miracles
We’ll convince ourselves that in a state that’s natural
there’s only ease because it’s a state of grace
and the natural state of human beings is grace
Not being in the state of grace everything we do becomes a strain
because we were not created for the environment we’ve made
We are happy only when we know we’re with God
there we will experience ease for that’s where we belong
It’s also the only environment that is worthy of Him
because beyond anything he can make is the worth of Him
seeing no difference between these selves knowing differences are only of the body
not denying the truth because it’s reality and through this we attain relationships so holy
these kinds of relationships are heavenly this type of communion is teaching
in differences do not be believing to division vision faith in sameness gives sight
reason now leads us to the logical conclusion of union
it must reach out of the body for soles to combine
just so that sameness which lies beneath them all actualizes
I am marrying not for reasons of security knowing the only real security
Isn’t in owning or possessing not for demanding or expecting
And not even in hoping, wishing my life’s needs, the other, will be fulfilling
I know everything I need in life all the love, understanding and insight
That compassion, passion and wisdom reside within
So I am marrying you in hopes of giving these gifts
Not for controlling, limiting, or hindering you
From the honest celebration and expression that’s true
Which is the highest and best within you, deep inside
Wishing that for all aspects of your being and facets of your life
I see marriage as producing opportunities rather than as producing obligations
Opportunities for lifting our lives to their optimum potential
For the ultimate reunion with God through the communion of our souls
When each one looks wholly within
and has seen nothing missin’
then we accept our completion
extend it with others by joinin’
in what is known as holy relationships

Holy Work
It’s Hu I’m working for you know so let go of e-g-o’s
And let G-O-D work through you
Be His instrument and feel fulfillment
On each and every step of evolution
Lose all illusions and delusions
Pollutions cause confusion
Confusion is lack of peace and you know that’s not
the solution for improvement
U-N-I-T-Y is I wish we would apply it in politics
Be conscious of the way
the earth was connected Pangea one world
which with time divided
why deny it in our thoughts, words, and actions
GOD owns me
And I owe He
Like rent on apartments
And for that we gotta work
But know it’s HU you’re working for
Yo Mac you know I mean it when I say I got yo’ back
Because I’m behind you Standing on my own two
O you two one dressed in red the other wearing blue
I know I’m in love with U without having heard a word
Is it absurd I see the way y’all observe
If it is call me a N.E.R.D For I’m here to serve Hu
Hu is the being in you and in me know this to be true
I like the way you notice closeness & I pray for openness of mind
Hoping this will help us focus on solely soul
The part of us that is holy and whole
O Lord pardon us for making the sacred profane
Excuse the acting of our self-will
Abusing what we have here out of fear
Let me say it loud and clear there is enough for us all
To eat, wear, and sleep under
To understand stand under to not overlook look over
It’s Only Holy Work that we do, Only Holy Work.

HUmain Gaim
Daily Prayer number one O one make us players one
With All and put the Ball back in our court
We play life’s sport to be on the same team
For we’re all on the same team wake us up from this dream
Of not being One close the frivolous cases
and end the divisive discussions
Play this game to become more humane
If not you’ll remain the same as you came
I’m eager to play follow the leader
Believe it or not, we borrow a teacher
To remind us not to think about yesterday and tomorrow
And how to Be Here clear our sorrows to show His features
Of Love, Consciousness, Freedom and Peace
I Live for Humaneness and Unity to Increase
So please, if these words reach Preach cease-fire before more become deceased
Each one teach one to desire what we need live in moderation and do not exceed
For there’s enough for us all to eat, wear, and sleep under
If we’re aware, why we don’t make ends meet is a deep wonder
Play this game to become more humane
If not you’ll remain the same as you came
Delete the words ‘shame’ and ‘blame’
From your dictionary, they’re fictionary
There’s nothing to be ashamed of, and no one to blame
When we are all one and the same, know that perspectives vary
Expressions of love are different as are perceptions
Life lessons teach us to get rid of our misconceptions
Of the world and our place in it, It begins with being
Which leads to doing and then ends with having
Not vice versa, don’t let wise advice hurt ya
Take less offense and give less offense
To subtract the suffering in the world do what serves ya
For it doesn’t serve us to live in self-defense
Play this game to become more humane
If not you’ll remain the same as you came

HU’s Will
Not saying don’t take steps
Make moves more self-less
Go with no points to prove at the goal
Know the way is joined to the goal
Yo they are inseperable like time/space
So get these venerable words into your mind state
In general, don’t waste energy and resources
For several reasons we need’em to show the Source
Let go of force to not get off course
Ofcourse to be on course become one with the Force
O Sire help free us from our desire
And let your will take us higher
Much higher than we can get on our own
Will that is His is a thrill when it’s shown
In visions and voices to know decisions and choices
With more precision comes more rejoicin’
For you see the effect of the cause more clearly
And can affect the defects and the flaws more nearly
correct me if I’m wrong meaning Divine Intervention
As the song says is leading to human prevention
Of the dis-ease spreading and ending His invention
Please let’s make amends for I know that’s His intention
O Sire help free us from our desire
And let your will take us higher
Know I’ve spoken flowingly
Acted accordingly to show He
Fact is going, Truth comin’
Truth can’t be proven, so come in
Enter the innermost center of being
Where thoughts are lost, found are feelings
Experience is bound to lead you
To see through the old and be new
Be true to who you are, remember what you knew
How you grew to continue evolving
More consciously problem solving
More aware of what could be problem causing
And ending them to resume the resolving

I AM U
Real beings enter the center of their Presence
Each are sent by request speaking to connect
In quest of Existence’s credence for Sun’s radiance
Time’s Empty in the Maze of Space, better be patient
Best attest moments we blessed and been blessed
Sun’s identical to its Mirrors, Seekers witness BeLoved
The Life reflected in the Mirror is the Light witnessed
Gain comprehension of inner self from past reflections
Attain conviction that we are our Creator’s extensions
Lose selfishness, become selfless and present True Self!
Let’s look over not overlook, stand under to understand
In Reality we’re all Believers, validate your own Evidence
Or experiments give accurate meaning to our experiences

As I C MySelf Like You
Starling I AM YourSelf
Real beings enter the center of their Presence
Each are sent by request speaking to connect
In quest of Existence’s credence for Sun’s radiance
Time’s Empty in the Maze of Space, better be patient
Best attest moments we blessed and been blessed
Sun’s identical to its Mirrors, Seekers witness BeLoved
The Life reflected in the Mirror is the Light witnessed
Gain comprehension of inner self from past reflections
Attain conviction that we are our Creator’s extensions
Lose selfishness, become selfless and present True Self!
Let’s look over not overlook, stand under to understand
In Reality we’re all Believers, validate your own Evidence
Or experiments give accurate meaning to our experiences

As I C MySelf Like You
Starling I AM YourSelf

I aM yoU R
Yo, close your eyes here now open up to there
Meditate with your head straight
Let your spine be aligned get your mind right
For receiving divine light & sounds abound from the ground up
With ears which hear all around…yup
Drown fear by swimmin’ in faith…huh
Drown hate by swimmin’ in love
Feel connected down here and above
Go beyond, transcend the known senses
Sense bliss as you enter the center of self
Just melt till The Oneness is felt
Fill your whole being with the one
Hu is in all that is and will become
O God I’m your slave
Tell me how to behave
Show me how to be brave
Help me have no fear of the grave
I heard a great rhyme from the grape vine
Great wine ferments with time
Meant for this date and time to drink be thoughtless
Think and be a prisoner of thoughts God Bless life is a meditation
A reminder to those who forgot to take their medication
Now that the prescription is written
It’s on you to do it and fill in so feel whole within
Without a doubt about it you’re not a hole without
O God I’m your slave
Tell me how to behave
Show me how to be brave
Help me have no fear of the grave
Cheers to all the true guides who do right for life
And don’t speak to justify their acts
Their actions justify the cause because each step multiplies,
extends the effect of reflecting the Maker
Look their state all the books in the whole world couldn’t hold
Lo and Behold their wise words more precious than the finest diamonds
Their ice is the price of life and the debt we owe them is death to self
For the Master says Love is the renunciation of self will

I Promise
Valuing Love above everything else
Life’s virtues forever in Beings Self
Blessed beings wish eternal celebration
Become praised with infinite veneration
Giving heart’s make Love the Soul’s drug
Art of Living lights our path to Beloved
Submitting paves the way for becoming free
Admitting that we always find what we need

I promise that the Truth is the guide of Liberation
The destination of all our inspirations is Salvation
I promise that the Truth is the guide of Liberation
The destination of all our inspirations is Salvation

Submitting paves the way for becoming free
Admitting that we always find what we need

Valuing Love above everything else
Life’s virtues forever in Beings Self
Blessed beings wish eternal celebration
Become praised with infinite veneration
Giving heart’s make Love the Soul’s drug
Art of Living lights our path to Beloved

I promise that the Truth is the guide of Liberation
The destination of all our inspirations is Salvation
SayItNova

I Want Your Loving (ODB-Baby I got your Money)
Lovely ladies I dedicate this to you , and all the lovely girls and lovely daughters
All the pretty woman making the world more beautiful …
You give me your number, I’ll call you up You act like you truly don't believe in luck
I don't have no problem with you fucking me Love I have a big dick that’ll be loving thee
Baby you know I'ma take care of you but don’t say you got my baby, I know it’s not true
It’s a mood swing and it's a bad switch Could be remorse, makes you wanna stiff
For talking sober is my ritual riches figure to always get their full
RimA gonna be having it in his house God bless I'll triple your pile
Now that you heard my calm voice If you wanna look good, give me that loving
Yo! So I glanced at the gal, danced with me I whispered in her ear, wanna be with me?
You wanna look pretty yo, in the studio Rima on the map and I let you all know
Just dance! Get caught up in the Holy Ghost trance If you stop! I'ma put my back into it
so you pant I'm the MC as you can see Private Eye, don't you be watching me
I don't want no problems cause I’m you now on the ground, all around where you are
found I'm just working trying to make sum money So give me my beats and give me my
honey radio, play this all day, everyday recognize I'm true and you love me!
One of you should better be my honey you know my name, now give me my money! Yo!
Figure playing in the club like this all night the rich tossing out cash like my goal for life
You looking at my wrist saying "it’s so nice" the price of it is fine rhyming remarkable
light true to get better I solve our problems for I hand out money to help Godsends
Study hits that were sung the motto I am love’s son, our road’s crossed at Impact rehab
You can call me Rima, and then begins my shift of work & you want some of this
earthly, go on and make it. Start enjoying thee, yeah! I’m swayed by muses, wow
It’s MC ALi RimA, turn the music loud my dad cut the umbilical cord around my neck
Thank God I gave up drugs and smoking cigarettes… Honey give me your loving!
Hey, DJ, baby I want your loving
Don't you hurry, I said hey
Baby I want your loving
Hey, DJ, baby I want your loving
Don't you hurry, I said hey
Baby I want your loving

If We Ruled The World (Nas-If I Ruled the World)
Life is a wonder
Will it make us Lovers?
Imagine no power, greed, politics affecting nature
Acting on decreasing effects of Global Warming
No fanaticism, dictatorships, nor terrorists supported
No mass media sensationalism or censorship
Imagine no bias, racial discrimination or prejudice
Fathom all living their vision of liberty & justice
More conscious of the way we raise our children
Elementary yet literally, a billion people are illiterate
Why troops are sent out for a plate of knowledge?
On weaponry, we need less than 1% that’s spent
For their to be zero, yes no, global illiteracy!
Where there are 3 billion living on less than $3 daily
Somehow poverty has become the latest commodity
Now turning non-profit charities into a great novelty
Great rhymes wine for the mind,
Delivering some food for thought
Hear the Stars say "The World Is Ours"
If We ruled the world (Imagine that!) Let’s free everyone, Let’s love 'em love 'em, baby
All the family of man (If you would be mine, we'd both shine?) If we ruled the world…

Blessed Beings, Praise life relations
Good Actions cause Good Reactions
It takes our effort for global change
And spread the word about various causes
Donate your contributions to an organization
Fact, shows those who volunteer are happier
Donating blood or bone marrow can save us, hear?
Or donate used clothing to homeless shelters
Another very helpful thing is having foster pets
Try having one meat-less day per week
Make your purchases support your true beliefs
Spread some kindness and the World brightens
For better living, ideal space to raise children
Travel as much as possible before having kids
“As one person cannot change the world,
but together we can change the world.”
When we talk life’s love for each one & Understand the Divine Plan
We’ll walk to unite Earth & Sky or the Holy Promised Land…

illuminot’I’
If we knew more about the money system
We would revolt like soldiers on a mission
Central banks are cartels of governments
As their partners granted by our politicians
To create fake money causing global debt
They disguise the cost and hide those at fault
Hiring citizens as slaves to labor their wages
Tax was regulated for us to pay politicians
The debt plus interest to central banks
The secret agenda of those bank owners
Is total global reform planning to control

We’re controlled by those in charge of our food supply
The new world order’s out to control our money supply
By controlling our money, energy: food, water
Or health the media seeking to privatize the net
Repeating their mistakes is a policy of dishonesty!
The illuminati are shifting the shape of the world
Into super states beyond nations in order to control
They have created populations of prisoners
And plan to eliminate most of those inmates
Due to a destructive world view of scared scarcity
That in fact has created desperate governments
With a new World View that sees this crisis as a catharsis
Depends on our active participation locally for a global renaissance…

We’re controlled by those in charge of our food supply
The new world order’s out to control our money supply

Immortality
There are three known ways to Immortality
Immortality is also named Amaroli
The way of the Fakir is the way of physicality or torture and struggle with the physical
body fakirs strive to develop physical will, power over the body they are working on the
first room when the physical will is well developed, then they attain the fourth room
or the possibility of forming the fourth body but his other functions, rooms, or bodies
like the emotional, intellectual remain undeveloped she or he has acquired Will but can’t
use it to gain self-knowledge the way of the Monk is of religious sacrifice and faith
only a man that has strong religious emotions & imaginations can enter this way
All his work is concentrated on the second body or room the realm of feelings: All is
Godly subjecting all other emotions to faith’s emotion to develop unity in himself, will
over the emotions in this way motions towards the fourth room
but his physical body and mental capacity remain undeveloped
in order to be able to use what has been attained those two need developing
The way of the yogi is mind and knowledge
the yogi works on the third room by mind development
reaches the fourth room with body and emotions undeveloped
he or she knows everything but can do nothing until these two develop
As on the way of the fakirs or monks, very few get this understanding of the yogis
that is knowing where it is you’re going There is also an unknown fourth way very few
attain for the fourth way you don’t have to change the situation
the preparation must be gotten ordinarily and be a very serious one
furthermore, there has to be favorable conditions that is for work on the fourth way,
conditions of life in which at the beginning of the work, the work finds him
so for him these are natural conditions the man himself are these conditions
since a man’s life normally correspond to it’s conditions
The fourth way is named that of the ‘sly’ one
who knows some secret the others don’t own
how this trick was learned is not given and faith isn’t needed to be shown
Known is it consists of simultaneously working on the 3 rooms
i.e. while working on the body working on the mind & emotions all at the same time
while working on the emotions working on the mind
and body or even when working on the mind
working on the body and emotions again at the same time
A whole parallel series of physical, mental, emotional
exercises combine to serve the purpose of becoming immortal

In The Game (The Game)
Go get ahead do the strip with me Go get, go get, go get ahead do the drank with me
Go get, go get, go get ahead, do the walk with me Go get, go get, go get ahead in the Game
First connects the last the last to the first
Witness a down to earth MC spit verse remain sober; why be C.I.A, save disclosure
learn to become Love Light, A sage knower maintain a close-knit circle to elevate
It takes one to know one in search of the Way the purpose of our aim is the service of Real Love
It’s a memorial for The Game and Timbo climbed grape vines to bean stalks and moon walks
G-O-D you know the one and only Conscious - BeLoved
Oneness in Many, in the microcosm the macrocosm, vice versa
All fans see Unity, halla la familia, I'm a get familiar,
Girl if you got a big ass let me up in that show me where your friends at, we can get in the pad
Let me put you on the Way (put you on the Way)
I'll show you where the Love at, where to Live at
Show you where they trip at, where they get cash
Let me put you on the Way (put you on the Way)
My aims to invest in soldiers, protect the Eternal Army
Of the Lord, supplying up on love, figga I'm best toastin
The Casa’Nova, from Hova to the best Soulja
Serena of rap, I got the U.S. Open count on me,
believe that I’m just your reflection, Best Spoken,
got the memo let the disc play G-O-D I done paid my dues
A.K.A is also known as AmiRimA is back on the track
rhymin getting loose, chicks meetin me at night,
it must be truth Carlo Rossi Wine feeling fine, Blessed with Love
Girl if you got a big ass let me up in that show me where your friends at, we can get in the pad
Let me put you on the Way (put you on the Way)
I'll show you where the Love at, where to Live at
Show you where they trip at, where they get cash
Let me put you on the Way (put you on the Way)
The Most High Unites Fo’ real
Lovin’ my La Familia, time will heal ya
G-G-G-G-G-Unit = I know with joy, God’s familiar
But you must find the Sought if the Lover chose it
(Is Love’s One in the house?) Without a doubt
I'm the rapper in the cloud other figgas map around
You know the one that knew Soul’s teach each other
Got 'em puttin essential sense in they trueness
Get "Groupie Love" tell 'em to keep movin
If I want to solve a problem quick, I believe then do it
Unless I’m with my girl, then I can see through it
My soul trusts to step aside, RimA oversees duets
Me and my French chick rapping: bon jour comment’allez vouz
Merci Beaucoup bien y tu, oui ca va bien merci beaucoup

InsightS
Insight occurs or happens when we become
conscious of the coincidences in our lives
Feeling more alive as the course of our destinies are realized
and convinced that there is an unseen guiding force
Next it extends our awareness of historical time
which tends to show culture with lens of a whole millennium
This vision helps us know our obsession with economic progress
Third insights transform our understanding of the materialistic process
for it is from and through form that we can transcend
witness or sense this energy with a heightened sensitivity to beauty
Beautiful things display more presence and presentability
When we get beneath the surface, reach the Essence
then we feel this energy to be in everything in the Universe
Fourthly, we see beings competing for energy or more power
Once humans begin to recognize the source of the force
there will be no need to compete for each other’s energy
Quitting the habit to control we can break free
from behavior patterns and life cycles repeating
leading us back to our higher selves or evolutionary identities
As we see our hunches or gut feelings actualize
intuition is recognized and realized in that witness position
Switch visions of fear for sights of a positive outcome
soon negative images will almost never happen
and the screen of your film fills with positivity
If after that scenes of disaster are seen, take it seriously
with this insight we choose to use our energy differently
When we begin to evolve consciously
our evolution can slow down and stop due to addictions
In romantic relationships the compassion and passion ends
when the power wars or energy battles begin then again that goes back to our early family
where we weren’t able to integrate our opposite side sexually
The moment we connect prematurely with another human for our female/male energy
we block the cosmic supply now is the moment of truth
how about atonement to regroup interacting consciously when in a group
as the members speak in any group remember solely one and only one
will have the most powerful thought at any one point in the discussion
So focus your energy on this person for the thought to be better brought out
And when it’s your turn to turn up the volume: shout
let it get out, be heard, but not at the cost of the crowd
not getting the benefit of the crowd or the messages of the rest being received
Speak enough for others’ energy and vibes to increase
i mean don’t say more than is needed
If we decide to control the size of the globe’s total population by decreasing
we can and may lead lives increasing in ease and peace

Producing obsessively, consuming excessively, and possessing compulsively
will leave the whole world successfully as our need decreases to control for security
Yes, our lives meaning, purpose and evolutionary thrill will be plenty to satisfy
Life styles will slow down gradually while people become more aware gratefully
they show their kind appreciation gracefully
Pulsating between steps for the next meaningful meeting
each speaking stories of visiting souls exploring the outer reaches
discourses revealing, unfolding secrets to keep tight hold of the holy light
and touch others in much more ways than they could or would before the insight
Now it’s just to know this much, trust me: we came from the high Heavenly skies
for Heaven should also be found down here on such ground, so rise up and shine
Life is full and filled
Inside it is insight
The Light is revealed
By lifting the veils

Influence
Who influences you?
Is it the media, politics, business?
Is it your beliefs, hopes & dreams?
Or is it your environment & genes?
Hey, when we ask for something
We’re likely to get it if we say why
Given that which we have desired,
We're much obliged and required
To try and return the favor
If what we request is major
In consequence, it’ll probably be rejected
Then if we withdraw to a minor request
The probability is that it’ll be accepted
Once we make any kind of decision,
There’ll be pressure, that’s a given
to be consistent with the commitment
Who influences you?
Is it the media, politics, business?
Is it your beliefs, hopes & dreams?
Or is it your environment & genes?
Yo, we truly determine what’s correct
Discovering what others think is correct
And we usually most prefer to say alright
To requests of people we know and like
Also we’re trained from birth to believe
That obedience to proper authority is right
Info from a recognized authority provides
People with a quick way to achieve
Opportunities seem more valuable
When they are way less available
And when we do make a decision
We don’t use all of the information
But just a significant representation
What influences you?
Love and Power co-exist as extreme opposites less need for power more evolved consciousness
Not demand it, assume authority will a sensible person your boss has less authority than your
servant
The more pronounced your power the greater your Love, subtler your sense of power
The day that power of Love increases over love of Power we will have peace
What influences you, huh?

In’O’sense
There’s such joy in breathing
How much I enjoy my heart beating
Is this smile of mine not enough evidence
Is peace of mind not enough intelligence
They say ignorance is bliss,
I say returning to innocence is bliss
For that which was given at birth wasn’t earned
That’s why we can’t know it’s worth
Value this which is within
It’s The King and His Kingdom
Since IN’O’SENSE is the sense of the Angelic Soul
Therefore, it’s the presence of All Beneficial Intelligence
I rhyme for ‘no-time’
Write line after line
Not to get signed but to sign in
Find “in” and design minds
With the soul’s decoration
Of the whole creation
Being holier is the only goal toward progress
The filter of life is the purification process
We’re here this time to pass tests
We didn’t pass in our past life, yes
That’s right, the righteous path leads to IN’O’SENSE
Or returning to innocence, please know it’s price
Is priceless and now live a more conscious life
Be aware of the cause and its effects
To affect the cause more directly
Since IN’O’SENSE is the sense of the Angelic Soul
Therefore, it’s the presence of All Beneficial Intelligence
They call me the ‘O’stad
HU knows the One GOD
‘cause I was born and raised in LA
taught by those Angels from all angles
Praising the Caliph’s for Nia’s
or these two knees praying for our needs
Taking heed to proceed learning creeds or beliefs
to seek the truth to reach the roots
and speak for truce being pro-youth
and all ages, races, faiths including yoU
The kid is back, tip your hat
To the one whose cap is flipped back
Sprinkling life’s facts through rhyme and rap
My tap is filled to spill on those who lack
H2O or the source of existence
Let-go, go with the flow of the Universe
Breathe deep, and you’ll need less in this instance
What you always needed was more O
So inhale-exhale from the navel to know
Life’s necessities by experiences of your own
3 mins. w/o air, 3 days w/o water
And 3 weeks w/o food experiments have shown
Since IN’O’SENSE is the sense of the Angelic Soul
Therefore, it’s the presence of All Beneficial Intelligence

INsight
Cognition, Fluency, Vocabulary
Positively affect Insight ability
As do people in better moods
Their insight tends to improve
Take breaks and enough rest
Will help insights to problems
Mind's image of general insight
Analyze experiences for insight
Visualize scenes for predictions
In intuition information is linked
Also helps to mindfully meditate
From our seats plans formulate
Intuitive vision of inner self
Understands cause and effect
Based on all our relationships
Answers/Solutions are Insights
Cognition, Fluency, Vocabulary
Positively affect Insight ability
As do people in better moods
Their insight tends to improve
Take breaks and enough rest
Will help insights to problems
Mind's image of general insight
Analyze experiences for insight
Visualize scenes for predictions
In intuition information is linked
Also helps to mindfully meditate
From our seats plans formulate
Intuitive vision of inner self
Understands cause and effect
Based on all our relationships
Answers/Solutions are Insights

IntenTion
Intent means more than our thoughts
And actions speak louder than words
Momma makes nothing but Souljas
Poppa makes nothing but Saints
Love creates life to give and take
Itself out of time and space
Time and space are just a mind state
That’s why they say love is in the heart
The place you feel is where life starts
To make sense and be more meaningful
Invest in the chest the interest is the treasure
Your life is blessed when your interest is beyond measure
As I’m trimmin’ my nails I’m thinking about trimmin’ politics that fail
and bringin’ in politicians, who unity’s boat sail
We’re in the Not For Long league (NFL)
4 tics to go on the clock, down by 7 in the Super Bowl raining a Mary to hail
needing those wide-receiving to catch hold of the holy Grail
and the punter to kick the point after to prevail
with scores tied in life’s game, we go to OverTime
Now I’m shaving off unwanted hairs like
erasing the most wanted criminals or terrorists of our time
before they commit their crimes will save more lives
of innocent victims: kids, husbands and wives
after spraying the after shave on my face
I start bathin’, prayin’ with faith
for this shower to forgive our sins
and give us power to work out our mistakes also for purity in all our states
from the Originator’s Grace, Lo and Behold the bold Soulja
gaining exposure maintaining my composure
by remaining sober receiving the signal clear
No cigars or cigarettes here show love, let go of fear
Take better care of all here appreciate the shape your soul has taken
Awaken yourself to natural inebriation and be more in any situation
Intent means more than our thoughts
And actions speak louder than words

INterpretations
When women are searching on the path of knowledge for meaning
these four classic prototypes can help them identify
One is not the sexual virgin but The Virgin is defined
as the person whose search comes from complete independence
and everything she gets alone is through taking on challenges
Next, The Martyr finds her way to self-knowledge through pain, surrender, and suffering
The Saint finds her true reason for living in unconditional love and in her ability to be
giving without asking for anything in return and The Witch justifies her existence in turn
by going, searching for complete and limitless pleasure
One can be born again twice-born aka rebirth
not out of two bodies or dualism but virgin like through yourself
out of the One in all beings & things first births from sex like everybody else
Second coming from inner unison forming the state of being innocent
not God and Nature’s gift of mother/father union and now this blessing of innocence
Can’t be lost for there’s nothing more to be gained The moment we beings transcend
existence only then will things never ever change that’s when we’ve returned to Oneness
“The Wonderful” Miria is of course, Mari or Marian-Miriam-Mariamne, Mother Mary
In Witchcraft’s Faery tradition she’s the full moon aspect of the Goddess
The sense of wonder, joy and delight in the natural world is witchcraft’s essence
Marian is the ancient pagan mermaid or Sea Goddess
Mariamne is also known as the ancient pagan Sea Lamb
She’s the patroness of poets and lovers on the land
the proud mother of the Archer of Love is Mari
and the renowned mother of one of God’s prophets is Mary
To the Western state of mind there is no rebirth, reincarnation or succession of lives
so the meaning of crucifixion they haven’t deeply analyzed
They have a myth that Jesus suffered for us that his suffering was a salvation for us
but this is not true to the facts, just ask yourself this question why is humanity still
suffering if his crucifixion was a repentance for all our guilt and sin
then it was in vain for guilt, sin and suffering are continuing The Eastern analysis has a
different view Christ’s crucifixion happened because of karma that was due
this was his last life in physical form, he’s not entering another body’s womb
so he suffered for himself and for his past karmas no one can suffer for anyone else we
are a slave of our karmas and the crucifixion closed his own account of karma
There exists, persists this myth of an anticipated Messiah
Mohammad, Jesus, Moses, Buddha who was the messiah
These men transformed a few peoples’ lives and living conditions,
but when The Messiah comes the planet will be transformed in a flash of illumination
So then the ideal of the ultimate messiah is impossible
Or else somebody until now would’ve claimed it if it was possible
The Messiah is nothing but an awakening of the inside
It’s a quality within which redeems, know it’s not from the outside

JewelZ
Properly droppin’ knowledge & science
on the properties of some JewelZ & gems
I’m unrolling, unfolding the scroll of stones
Rhyming about the fineness of diamonds
proceeding to be feeding energy to the dome
at the same time clarifying the mind
Taking away selfishness for the ego to go
making way for independence and balance to shine on
Mother of Pearl, pearls increase sensitivity, peace
as well as originality and inspiration
They are also good for your nerves, muscles and spleen
Aquamarine helps better your intellect
by supporting the wellness of breathing
it raises the power for speaking correct
Code Red ruby gives you more courage and energy
Heart healthy so it promotes good vision, yep
Another precious gem is emerald which neutralizes BP
heals blood illnesses and fights infections, no less
decreases worry, concern and brings more harmony
Turquoise is for the well-being of the liver and lungs, yes
it helps with self-confidence by keeping negative energy away
causing happiness and joy. God Bless

KaBallaH
KaBallaH means “receiving” or “that which has been received”
It’s the Jewish mystical tradition from ancient wisdom
That has many layers of meaning, symbolism and allusions
Also its main contents contains ten sefirots
Which came from the Endless or Ein Sof
The 1st sefirah describes Ein Sof by negations, called Ayin or Nothingness
In this primal state God is undifferentiated being, or no-thingness
And out of the depth of Nothingness,
Shines the primordial point of Hokhmah, Wisdom the 2nd sefirah
This point expands into a circle of Understanding the 3rd sefirah Binah
Binah is the womb, the Divine Mother which receives the seed of Hokhmah
She gives birth first to Hesed (Love) and (Power) Gevurah
Gevurah and Hesed, respectively, are the left and right arms of God
Two poles of the Divine personality: judgement, grace and free-flowing Love
For the world to function properly both are necessary and needed
Ideally a balance is achieved symbolized by the central sefirah Tif’eret
Or (Beauty) also called Rahamim (Compassion), for if judgement
Is not softened by Love, it then lashes out and threatens
To destroy life, here lies the origin of evil called Sitra Ahra the Other Side
Evil originates in divine thought, that eliminates waste before emanating life
Tif’eret is the trunk, he is called Heaven, Sun, King, and Holy One
Blessed be he, the standard Rabbinic name for God, He is the Son
Of Hokhmah and Binah the next two sefirot are Netsah and Hod
Netsah is Eternity the right leg, left leg is Splendor or Hod
These are also the source of prophecy, the foundation Yesod
Is the 9th sefirah and represents the phallus also called Tsaddiq, the righteous 1
The righteous 1 is the foundation of the world or axis mundi,
The cosmic pillar its light and power are channeled to the last sefirah, Malkhut
Malkhut (Kingdom) is also known as Shekhinah or Presence

KabbalaH means “receiving” or “that which has been received”

Kama’s Sutra
Began when Shiva, a great God
and ultimate teacher of yoga, meditation, magic
and his mate were in the mood for Love
Don’t be fooled by the postures or positions, it
is more important to bring your emotions into motion
and expressing this affection to your partner with
every part of your body the shifting, ever-changing positions
flowing like a dance and us the figures are only meant to express the tenderness
of the controlling mind and for this reason Kama Sutra is especially valuable
to couples who are married or in a long relationship
Come on mamasita
Or do you like it on the side
From the back, what style
Suites ya, this is Kama’s Sutra
Bathing each other is a great way to start Love making
When you touch each other pay real attention to what you’re doing
One of the great secrets to Love making: ‘Whatever you are doing slow down
it’ll be better at half the speed,’ now nothing heightens desire like expectation, so how
about a massage with scented oils to tone the skin,
relax muscles, ease aches/pains and improve circulation
Try to keep it non-sexual for as long as possible
wait until your body is aching and longing for Love,
till it’s no longer possible to hold off on.
The sexual union of two people is more profound than only pleasure seeking
since the body is a complex of nerve centers or chakras
at the base of the spine lies coiled an energy
called kundalini, it can be raised through making Love
The ancients believed this psychic energy could be
controlled to gain the release from the cycle of life and death aka moksha
Come on mamasita
Or do you like it on the side
From the back, what style
Suites ya, this is Kama’s Sutra

Know YourSelf (Eminem-Lose Yourself)
If you could have one job
In the World’s Community
To be anything you ever wanted
In one profession
Would you Master it
Or waste your talent?
Be calm and ready, keep speech, strong and steady
I’m Here Consciousness Been there already, Done acting
His purpose, love and service he looks calm already
Love’s beyond flaws, but it keeps on forgettin'
What he knows now, hosts the crowd of guest’s in town
He chose this route, but the work won't run out
He's open now, everybody's yokin' now
His stocks gone up, AmiRimA’s love, Forever Now!
Rap back through reality, WoW here flow naturally
Oh, there goes Rabbit The PlayBoy
He's so sad, not being in love with his own family
He won't have it, he knows his soul lacks the city's hopes
It don't matter, he’s shown and known to grow his ads
He’s so stacked that he knows, when he goes back to his mobile phone,
that's when its back to the lab again yo, this whole rhapsody
Be a better adventurer of the moment and hope it won't leave us alone
Angelic souls elevating, to its goal that keeps creating
This world is ours for the taking
Making all kings, queens moving toward a new world order
A normal life is forming, but super stardom's forms the most awoken
It only grows smarter, only goes farther
He throws us off with these robots and machines
Coast to Coast shows, he's known as the globetrotter
Lonely roads, got only phones, we've grown in distance
We come home and barely know each other’s existence
But hold your own Love, here flows the Soul’s water
His home won't want him to go, he's gold product
They grooved on with his next CD of flows, the soul is frozen
Chosen Lover grew, rose up and spoke to the beat of the song
Grow more humane, I'm a stay what you call a sage
Swear this brotherlovin' proof was the life of you that had changed
I was learnin' in the beginnin', all the rules of Life’s Game
I been through a lot to get to Love’s domain
But I kept trying to get the right experience, deciding
Best relive somebody's pain than try it myself

All the same inside exemplified by the fact
that I am set in life with my nine to five
and I can provide the right type of Life
for my family I’ve got a plan, breed Love and food
can not only find refrigerators also it can get in tummies, rest in peace Spike forever
That’s my Bulldog smiling down from heaven, bless him
Damn, can I live to feed and water my seeds, plus
See your honor being a Loving husband and father
Baby, mama loves you dreamin' on and on too much
You assure me to want to stay in love, with no other woman
Have taken me to the peak, I'm high sailing in your Love
Truly celebrating all we got before we end gone from this dot
Success is my only motherlovin' option, failures not
God, loves you, grants Holy Grail for you to know you can be forever young Saints
Thanks a lot Hail Mary I guess space is meant for our destiny to co-create our fate
You ever lose yourself in the music, the moment
you own it to never ever let it go
You only got one life, do not miss your chance to give
This opportunity comes once in a lifetime, yo
You better fuse yourself in the music, the moment
You’re focused, and never let it go
We only got one God, let’s not miss our chance to Love
This opportunity comes once in a lifetime, yo
You can do anything you set your mind to, man

LA Familia
Thanks…2to father and mother nature first and foremost for4 giving me my wings (life
as a being) Secondly for giving me enough freedom to spread my wings Thirdly, for
giving me time and space to see things straight~clear. I truly appreciate and am grateful
for all that’s been said and done, for more and more I AM understanding the reason and
purpose, therefore, I can find more meaning in existence. Why, Where, When and How
High I should Fly? -or should I Fly?
O BROTHER
I LOVE YOU
Like no other
Place no one above you
I look at your face, brother
And see a trace of our mother, you
And your character traits remind me of father
The way that you’re standing on your own two
I know you know, but I want to say it, brother
We, three, are all so proud of you
Not only because of what you’re doing, brother
But mostly because of who you are, you
Helped influence me to be the man that I am, brother
It’s true that we’ve grown apart but we keep getting closer in heart, you
Are now more on my mind than before, brother
You knew and I hope you know now that I’m forever with you
Always and in all-ways will be there as your big brother
In All-Ways I’m Always Everywhere-Aim herePhysically I’m Now-here or Nowhere as Amir, A mere
Mentally I’m here and there, there and here [Am-here] {Am-hear}
Emotionally I’m with those who are near, dear, sincere Am(ear)
Spiritually I am in all-ways always Any and Everywhere AM I R
P.S. don’t criticize Empathize, if not Sympathize…
Open closed I’s <eye’s> B open to visualize life through His I’S
For I have become wise, wise enough 2 side 4 the Most High
Only remember I’m Alone but not lonely and by “alone”
I solely only mean to be ‘all-one’...One with All pieces, Peace
A mystical message here from the sky for your ear and eye, heart and mind
Combine…hear, see + feel to understand Why Where When and How

LA’s Love
Heart to heart and cheek to cheek
We can start to speak
The language of romance
Where an amorous glance
Says more than words do
Don’t think for words toExpress the way you feel
You might blink and lose sight of the realDance and celebration that life is
In this revelation’s a chance to be righteous
So know and show that which serves you
Go to grow purer, come back truer to your virtue
O God I Love U
So very much
Let me touch you
I won’t ever tease you
I will forever please you
I need you, you need me too
To show and flow through
Please let us know you
You are One, The One
And only, there is none other
You’re our Father, Mother,
Sisters and Brothers
One thing I know
Is that I LOVE U
If you ask me how much
I’ll say touch is not enough
To show it let it come out
From within the depth
Of your heart it’s not hard
To take steps on Love’s path
At times it hurts but that hurt
Makes you more aware
of how much it’s worth
it doesn’t get worse or less
unless you stop to express it
so let it flow and go wherever it takes U
In the name of the nameless
With faith in the faceless
From the brain of the brainless
I come and came to say this

LIFE
On Life’s scale there are 2 balances one is of being and the other of doing
Your being or nature is already the case while doing is not already the case
True to survive we had to achieve and do much but our activity can lead us away from
our being That whatever you have or can do is not “you”
For your being precedes and succeeds all you have or can do
Your activity or achieving is the circumference or outer
Whereas your being is you, your center and inner
Life lives through opposition challenge creates energy
And life moves through it releasing energy Hegelians call it a dialectical movement
Thesis-Antithesis-and then a Synthesis again becomes a Thesis
that makes its own Antithesis from which its continuous
you know Life’s not logical or monotonous Logic can’t tolerate the contradictory
Since it has to explain that Life isn’t contradictory
Logical is science and math therefore they’re not totally true to Life
Using the apparently opposite but deep-down complimentary is Life
Life is possible only because of the opposites woman and Man are the basic opposition
Then the challenge creates the phenomenon of Love and all of Life moves around Love
Lovers go away from each other become polar opposites
They move to the farthest corner possible
Then in the evening they’re making Love
Getting attracted when they’re simply man & woman not Lovers
But the moment they become one again
is the moment they’ve started being separate again
Therefore, Life creates energy through polarities
Life cannot exist without any polarities
If 2 Lovers really become 1 they disappear from Life
They’re liberated through from having to come back to Life
Because they have achieved non-duality
Meaning they have reached lasting Unity
Society keeps preaching that ‘Use’ is Life’s goal
I am saying that ‘Use’ is not Life’s goal Live in society, to it be useful
But remain capable of being useless Retained must be this capacity
Otherwise, instead of being a person you become a thing remember ‘Use’ is for society
Society uses its members, member use society life is not for ‘Use’ it is non-utilitarian
Life is a play, it’s a celebration so simply enjoy the joy of the Eternal Now
Being Here is the nearest, clearest route
Life’s 2 balances are of doing and being
Life’s only possible because of its polar opposites
Members remember life’s a play, a celebration
More so enjoy its joys because its non-utilitarian

Life’s Class
Past actions Being what Future actions Become
Founded in Becoming that’s Creating us Beings
Formed from thoughts Decision speaks Actively
Shape-giving Destiny, Makes building Capacity
Most important treaty the Holy Ghost’s teaching
Conversations with God in the field of philosophy
Witnessing the one and only Essence
From the essence we’re all extensions
The Art of Life is to manage opposites
Art starts from what we’ve imagined
In Life’s Class our Teacher’s Love
Time stands Light’s test to wake up
Supply Demands compliments of God
Past actions Being what Future actions Become
Founded in Becoming that’s Creating us Beings
Formed from thoughts Decision speaks Actively
Shape-giving Destiny, Makes building Capacity
Most important treaty the Holy Ghost’s teaching
Conversations with God in the field of philosophy
Witnessing the one and only Essence
From the essence we’re all extensions
The Art of Life is to manage opposites
Art starts from what we’ve imagined
In Life’s Class our Teacher’s Love
Time stands Light’s test to wake up
Supply Demands compliments of God

Like Father, Like Son
Ahem…why all this havoc and mayhem
Polluting the air waves, raise your awareness
Then change the station, rearrange the situation
For you need to channel your energy
Into something more unique and creative
Coming closer to the source we empathize, sympathize
Synchronize our lives with the laws of nature and our creator
Giving us life, love, rights forgiving our sins
Since we’re imperfect, He’s above perfection
Being the only thing that exists in reality
The real way to being is through non-existence
Linked to Him is this hymn I sing with the rhythm
My father is from A rock
And I’m from a heart place
Like Father, like Son
Show you know we are one
Amen…Brave men take life as it comes to them
Knowing care is to be taken every chance they get
They’re showing that life can be lived with less regrets
Members let’s remember to forgive not to forget
For we can learn from our past experiences
to receive the presents of the present
and believe in the essence in the future
I’m too sure that faith will help you achieve
More than you ever imagined possible
Illogical in the sense that it can’t be measured
Logical in the sensations that can be treasured
In your heart and soul forever with you
Is your consciousness
Clear your conscience in its pursuit
For it requires the highest form of discipline
Live within the center of yourself
To enter the wonder of Self
My father is from A rock
And I’m from a heart place
Like Father, like Son
Show you know we are one

Local, Global & Total Warning
Local, Global & Total warning
LAws of CivilizAtion are forming
For our protection from those offending
This gift of gab with precision is to get the facts: there are only presences no persons
In existence the sole is the only thing that exists and the rest are myths
Never missed for forever persists and consists of this instance
So know the 1 is the source for the force to be with you O B 1
Can O B Jedi, but really seriously O can only B 1
I rap and keep flowing to show the Essence of Life
Come and go back to grow from the past experiences and get the lessons of Life
So let’s show the audience more the exact presents of Life, is the presence of Light
& the gift is Sound which is all around echoes never die always alive are reflections of light
Detections of Life on other planets have yet to be found but there is enough evidence revealed
Tests have shown relevant elements and vital signs abound that conditions are possible for ET’s
Now let’s touch down the solid ground that which can be felt, life’s facts ice caps eventually melt
As well oil reserves will gradually deplete, there is a hole in the Ozone, O LORD, now help
Not take for granted and protect home the planet you planted in the Universe, Earth is our world
Will you let a select few get to know you and your plan for the net to be rescued from the 3rd War

Collins Concise Dictionary defines “civilization”:
as a society that has a complex cultural, political & legal organization
Laws are needed to keep societies in order and operation
to control tendencies of crime, conflicts and destruction
social order must be justly enforced with consistency
Also man-made laws can change if flaws cause inhumanity
and that may mean separating governments from religion, if necessary
for the improvement in lives of beings nationally and internationally
Yo, you know if you had no defenses
you wouldn’t have any emotional debts you’d be free, freely showing your feelings
regardless of them being painful or pleasing others would give you your room
cease or continue to love you if they chose not to love you
because of what you spoke it’d be their problem
you wouldn’t regret what you couldn’t prevent
rather your life will be filled with a sense of self confidence & respect
You’d experience pain in a visceral way, w/o the intervention of your defenses
without feeling bad your hurt and anger you’d express
you’d react to anxiety as a signal to get ready to defend yourself
but you wouldn’t feel any shame you, like all others, would make mistakes
accept responsibility for whatever damage you caused
then you’d know you can manage to grow by working on your flaws
Local, Global & Total warning
LAws of CivilizAtion are forming
For our protection from those offending

LOVE & Reason
Your perspective of events
Affects the mind’s reaction
Which affects the psyche’s reaction
The psyche’s reaction affects the brain’s reaction
The brain translates this to the body’s language
Resulting in the production of messages
And that affects the body’s function
Reason recently got me
Entangled in its Love-spun web
Strangled my animal soul
Now I’m dead to myself
And I Live for you
Hu handled my Angelic Spirit
With care and affection
Awareness and protection
Giving clearness of direction
What more can I ask for?
The Source has provided us Beings with 2 wings
Reason one and Love the other
Love others as you Love yourself
Is the most Reasonable thing
Think of others as brothers and sisters
To know that we are One Family
God is our Father and Nature our Mother
So thank your Heavenly Father
As well as Mother Earth Love & Reason bind
They say Love Blinds
Then I say Love Binds
When we combine
the heart and mind

LOVE WON
When there’s no love to know but one
Then there’s nowhere to go just up
Since there’s nobody and just us
Thus there’s nothing to do but trust
First off, the reason I’m alive
let alone, the reason I rhyme
is to give good feelings & vibes
and to get the true meaning of life
so I can purify and be with the right
take the path to glory and seeing the light
giving back in this story my being’s sight:
GOD IS THE CREATOR OF FATE
LOVE IS GREATER THAN HATE
HATE IS LESSER THAN LOVE
FREE-WILL IS FOREVER WITH GOD
DO NOT FIGHT SAY AMENS
DO WHAT’S RIGHT MAKE AMENDS
COME MEND BROKEN TIES
COMMEND THE MOST HIGH
You are always on my mind
The thought of you makes me forget time
You give me the feeling of not being apart
Therefore, you’re in all ways in my heart
With you I don’t feel the pains of life
You make everything seem safe & alright
What you do to me is the highest of arts
changing qualities of days from their rising starts
In my mind’s sky you are the brightest star
I feel so free and peaceful wherever you are
Together our thoughts are filled with delight
Inside the heart’s sea you are the most fine
The only being I ever needed to find
Although a bit selfish I do want to call you mine

…There’s no Love to know but One, Love Won Y’all

L-O-V-E (Haddaway-What is Love? [Response])
Life is Light Love is Seeing
Life is Love Light is Being
Life is Love, Love is Giving
When we live to give Love it gives Life real meaning
When we live to give Love it gives the best feeling
The gift of Love’s priceless
L-O-V-E’s infinite & timeless
L-O-V-E Life’s Only Valuable Experience
True Love is Unlimiting
Pure Love has no beginning
And it has no ending
It always was, is, and will be
Real Love’s the Always reality
Unlimited and Forever free
Unlimited for Eternity
The gift of Love’s priceless
L-O-V-E’s infinite & timeless
L-O-V-E Life’s Only Valuable Experience

Lovers
My LOVE is as high as the sky
under it everybody can fly
My LOVE is as deep as the ocean
everything seems to be its quotient
My LOVE is so very strong
you can hear it in every song
My LOVE is a treasure chest open to all beings
It is forever—the longest lasting
My LOVE constantly forgives
It has no choice but to give
My LOVE never severs or breaks-up
It knows only how to make-up
Lovers, Lovers
I sing with all my heart and soul
To the one who is so beautiful
Without you I’m not whole
For me you are the world
It is you that I want to hold
You make me feel warm when I’m cold
Reaching you leads me to achieve my goals
Speak to me words worth more than gold
I need you now to take control
U lead me to the place of soul
You are so beautiful, so beautiful
O so beautiful, you are so beautiful
Lovers, Lovers
You are always on my mind
The thought of you makes me forget time
You give me the feeling of not being apart
Therefore, you’re in all ways in my heart
With you I don’t feel the pains of life
You make everything seem safe & alright
What you do to me is the highest of arts
changing qualities of days from their rising starts
In my mind’s sky you are the brightest star
I feel so free and peaceful wherever you are
Together our thoughts are filled with delight
Inside the heart’s sea you are the most fine
The only being I have ever needed to find
Although a bit selfish I do want to call you mine

LoveDrunk

The more Life gets Love Drunk
Beings become more Conscious
I’m not from any religion or political/cultural system.
I’m not out of the Sky nor made from Fire,
don’t come from Sea or through the Earth,
not composed of elements not natural or ethereal,
I never existed as a worldly entity,
Didn’t come from origin stories.
My place is placeless, a trace of the traceless.
The Truth has shared so much of Itself with me
That I no longer call myself man, woman, angel
Neither body or soul, I belong to the Beloved,
Love has befriended me ever so completely
It has freed me of every concept my mind has known.
seen the two worlds as One and that One call to and know,
first, last, outer, inner… just A Being Witnessing LOVE.
The more Life gets Love Drunk
Beings become more Conscious

LOVE’s Alchemy
A person who has suppressed sex will always be afraid of love
because once love comes so does sex
Sex is of the body and the sole is love
so love cannot be allowed to happen
because then sex will come next
that person’s loving hand can happen to turn into a touch of sex
Hence fear arises out of the instinct repressed
and instead of love that person will be filled with hatred
Since any energy that’s repressed
reverses itself and goes to its original nature
A miracle happens when you accept a truth
the very acceptance changes you
When you become true to yourself, then you’re not afraid of fear
if you’re not afraid to accept your fear, it’ll start to disappear
With fear we don’t know what to do neither do others know what to do
For there is nothing to be done but the moment we stop pretending, we
become one or real, and this fearlessness to accept truth
rather than hide behind lies changes you into a true, authentic, genuine being
fearless we become that which we were: loving one’s who go Away are
always the best those who resist and assert themselves are the best
Those mediocre yield, yes sayers don’t rebel however, the more intelligent
minds do rebel they don’t need to follow, they can stand alone
Ones who seem to be good are weak and lonely
Goodness must come out of an overflowing floodlike strength
like more lively and righteous are sinners who become saints
Now no power can interrupt/corrupt them their goodness rooted in strength
Please hear me clearly
Fear of Love turns into Hate
Love transforms like alchemy
All that is untrue or fake

Lover’s Sight
To Be or not to Be One with All
That is the quest’s question
The answer lies in each being’s perception
While the senses and their reception
Can be distorted by outer pollutions
And cause mental illusions, delusions
The monumental solution is in inner resolutions
Of ways that raise one’s Love and Awareness
Taking us above divisive comparisons
It’s better to unify and float freely in peace
Than to be in pieces after control
When you’re not one with the Soul Controller
Then you’ll feel a hole within not whole without
I’m writing about knowing and showing
Each presence in essence is part of
The growing whole and the whole itself
By being selfless we can help more
Members remember that we all
Came from the same source
Finish this insane game of force
For our sufficient resources
Resorting to sorts of divisions
Storing our provisions, rations
While nations are dying of starvation
The smart start to live in moderation
And those large of heart give without expectation I write rhymes to be alive
Feel the beat like vital signs of life deeply breathe in the rhythm and speak
Seeking peace, within my physique lies a unique being being soul
Which is holy and whole in and of itself, itself can’t die
It created you and I so why do we fear death
Know that we don’t become less to begin we were minerals then
We turned to plants then we became animals from animals we
Evolved to humans agreeing with Darwin and Rumi
Who says we become angels on earth after our work is done on earth
We are given birth in heaven Good living is worth and worthy of that haven…Amen

Make songs to recover life
Takes wrongs to discover rights
Break on through to the other side
Wake up to the Lover’s sight

MAGIC
…Magic
I/mage mag/ic magician imagination mage mag/net imagic
imagnetic imagenetic imagenesis
Imagic-the image is the heart of magic which is made by
imagination-what we see in the mind’s eye makes magic-makes us
magic-the mage-who casts the net-the magenet-magic magnet-net
of subtle power dipping into the life-stream-glowing in the dark-a
web that surrounds the earth Her body-magnetic field-imagnetichow we are attracted to magic-it draws us in we are fish caught in a
magic net-imagenetic-because our genes remember, our cells
remember, the source, the origin, the beginning-imagenesiscreation out of image-creation of the image-from the image all is
born-all is magic-imagnosis-this, through what we imagine, we
know.
Smooth stone with a hole in the center/candles of blue, green,
gold/musk/silver/a round mirror/myrrh/seven-pointed star/silk
cord/eight-spoked wheel/the number of increase/the red
cord/silk/gold/lead/the planetary symbols/drums/the shapes of
letters/the shapes of eyes/the shape of a heart/the shape of a
sound/the shape of magic, magic, magic…

Merit
When knowledge extends
Then our Self transcends
Free-will and intelligence
Pledges Essence allegiance
Beings manifest existence
Love directs perfect reflections
Immanence’s reason Ascension
Condescension severs Integration
Yet limitless without Separation
Spirit’s existence/psychic intuitions
Self-Actualize reciprocate the Infinite,
Realizing The Most High’s disposition
Life Inherits the Light of Love’s Merit
Life Inherits the Light of Love’s Merit

When knowledge extends
Then our Self transcends
Free-will and intelligence
Pledges Essence allegiance
Beings manifest existence
Love directs perfect reflections
Immanence’s reason Ascension
Condescension severs Integration
Yet limitless without Separation
Spirit’s existence/psychic intuitions
Self-Actualize reciprocate the Infinite,
Realizing The Most High’s disposition

ME & U (OutKast-Elevators)
One for us loving, sexier, two for the show
A couple of seekers knowing the Head plan looks below
Was the start of something good stand sky grows larger, through the roof
Just tryna find that hook up, daily we looked up at the ceiling
Watching ceiling fans go 'round, trying to chart that feeling
Off instrumentals, had my pencils plus my papers
I thought the basics were headed onto the greater
Writing rhymes, trying to find my spot up in that light
Fillin’ light up in that spot, knowing that I could vibe
Produced by the whole in the world to love,
Consumed by the Soul in Us All to Evolve
Check it, like Nike, I swoosh, swoop and Snoop like Lion
God They call us, from Ball to Ballers, Prom to I Promise
Putting the House up on the map like a homey hangin’ out
Figgas say Lovestruck was way-faring, swaying the raps I say
Relay, laying vocals, So Cal’s my locale made for this industry
"Out to Last, yeah, this mystic, making organized noise"
Me and yoU Your momma and your cousin too
Going down the lift on cords
Coming up, automatic operating doors
Me and yoU Your momma and your cousin too
Going down the lift on cords
Coming up, automatic operating doors
By the way, then I was younger, dumber
Looking to fill me fancy’s with that addiction
Pulled it off, like it was supposed to be pulled
Foolishness, I was stoned trynna be like other boys
Opening them ripe girls, foreplay before fucking, slow-action
Asses getting sore like have mercy, for we sit more than we sleep
So sublime, know no-mind, and be just killing time
We just chilling, I'm the avid pilgrim, and I'm so high
Joking freely, me, the Siassi Tribe, just love
And my brother LeBorn James, changing for the good
Where I live at, them cats know, I’ve been doin’ my thing
But I also wanna chick, thats gonna be my princess, NOW
We climbing up the ladder to success on ELEVATORS…

Mi Amor
LOVE is as high & wide as the whole universe
Giving birth to many suns, moons & earths
LOVE is our Soul’s reflection
Shining the World’s perfection
LOVE is living to give affection
It is giving directions for protection
LOVE is the treasure that makes us better
Living it is a pleasure beyond measure
LOVE forgives & forgets itself
And lives to give of itself

Con tiempo mi amiga
Por siempre mi Amor
Historia de mi Corazon
La razon de mi Vida
I sing with all my heart and soul
To the one who is so beautiful
Without you I’m not whole you are my better half
The one that I need to have with you I’m seldom sad
Together we achieve our goals
Speak to me words worth more than gold
I need you now to share control
U lead me to the place of soul
You are so beautiful, love your devotion
always so vocal and open
your honesty makes you respectable
our chemistry is untouchable

Con tiempo mi amiga
Por siempre mi Amor
Historia de mi Corazon
La razon de mi Vida
You are always on my mind…With you I transcend space & time
The state you bless me with is the highest mastery & art
Positively changing days from sunrise till after dark
In my mind’s eye you are all I see, near & far
The way home is through each other’s hearts
Lovers together each other discover & find
I wonder if you would mind if I call you mine?

Mic Check
God I got an appetite to rap tight
Hands wrapped tight around this black mic
Like a round flashlight rhyme and sound flash light
Through speakers who could be illuminated speakers
Reaching more ears than the years
Of teachers and preachers combined
Combine the heart and mind
To start finding balance of earth and sky
Know that you can fly higher, farther
While being grounded you’re bound
To get the feeling that you’ve found it
It’s connection, direction, protection, affection
Affection, protection, direction, connection

Mic check 1, 2…one, two
Mic check 1, 2…one, two
Check it I want two to become one like Nike I just do it cuz I am
The man who strikes mics like matches
To shine light in patches words emerge, I sew them with love
Tight like Persian rugs the reason I rhyme
Is not to get a deal or get signed
But to give more meaning to life
To give more feeling to sound
And to bring the sky down to the ground
I spin around mySELF selflessly endlessly comin’ and goin’
If not here, then there somewhere else so I’m knowin’ there’s nowhere to get to
Other than where you’re at yet we take steps and go for far-out
Routes to know that, and show that the time is now

Yo, mics checked, speakers spoken, so let’s get goin’!

Miracles
I believe in the One and only God
The creator and nurturer of the Universe
Since birth my life’s been full of miracles
Comin’ out of my mother’s womb
Doctors delivering thought I’d see an early tomb
Not crying, I was choking on the umbilical
Skin hue purple my father came to the rescue
Cut the cord and gave me oxygen
The Lord knows how grateful I am when
I breathe in the breeze and out the debris
I agree the most important thing in life is free
That experience makes me believe
And having faith has helped me achieve
A relationship with our Maker
Making me more aware of what to share
Miracles are one of the pillars
Of religion, another is mysticism
Both come from faith and belief
In a Power greater than ourselves
I know it was a Power greater than myself present
When I hydroplaned and hit the center divider
Then a car hit the passenger side
A passenger of mine was ejected
That Power made sure he was protected
In the middle of the freeway my car stops
Seeing he’s o.k. I start looking for my cell phone
To call triple A before the arrival of the cops
Now I’m walking across the freeway like a madman
Cars stopping at my knees swerving not to hit my car
Sparks flyin’ he flees the accident scene
Leaving me waiting for the fate that awaits
Knowing I couldn’t escape my destiny I stayed

Moving Rest
Another name for meaning is the Most High
Have a relationship with Him for more meaning in life
Combine the heart and the mind to connect the earth to the sky
Find the balance between your masculine and feminine sides
And become one with your inner child
Which is your Angelic Spirit So hear this Heavenly music
Eternally present in the now here How near is the gift? It’s in each second
Second guess this revelation and you won’t arrive at life’s celebration
Hush the rush talk, Slow the fast walk
Move, but be at R-E-S-T when moving
Speak, but seek peace when speaking
Speaking not to be proving points
In motion not to be moving joints
Flow like the waves of the ocean
The brave lead lives that are open knowing the way is inclusive
In natural law nothing in life is exclusive
So trust in the process, there is progress
Each one teach one is common sense
The Essence’s logic reaches us as illogic
Like Love I am speechless about the topic
Like Life it comes to go and goes to come for and from one to one
Hush the rush talk, Slow the fast walk
Move, but be at R-E-S-T when moving
Speak, but seek peace when speaking
Know I’ve spoken flowingly acted accordingly to show He
Fact is going, Truth comin’ Truth can’t be proven, so come in
Enter the innermost center of being where thoughts are lost, found are feelings
Experience is bound to lead you to see through the old and be new
Be true to who you are, remember what you knew how you grew to continue evolving
More consciously problem solving more aware of what could be problem causing
And ending them to resume the resolving

Music’s Magic
Yo, when will the planet cease-fire and desire to calm down
Come to know the net plans to reach the higher common ground
Of being a free united world with the same humane aim
From feeling like links on the one and only chain
Hanging loose not losing touch to know each other’s pain
More useful, less abusing, choosing to show peace’s pleasure
More truthful and really seeking to grow by any means or measure
Being for fusing pieces and substantially increasing our treasure
Awareness of Love’s importance and vital relevance to preserving necessary resources +
elements cognizance or Consciousness of hate’s cause and greed’s consequences present
sufficient evidence leads us to clear our conscience by making up for mistakes with good
deeds and much better intentions It’s great to know we have ways to go, people to meet
and places to visit or frequent As we get closer to our soul we know more our sole reason
for being sent That’s to receive information to conceive of the formation in which is the
most beneficient for all recipients
The art of the magician like the song of a musician
Is much broader than that of an
Escape King, who masters those kind of tricks
Simplicity is the keynote of the many auditory or illusory tricks
The art of the magician like the song of a musician
Is much broader than that of an
Escape King, who masters those kind of tricks
Simplicity is the keynote of the many auditory or illusory tricks
This surge of mirth or spiritual ritual
Is first to merge--stick all individuals’ parts to the Heart’s artery with artistry
Free me to say and speak so freely for the way of each to be mo’ easy
Frequently releasing sequences of frequencies Or speech on these loose leaves and
groovy beats Relentlessly endlessly seeking to improve moods & increase good feelings
The reason is peace for each person and every community
So come unity to know and show real peace truth’s truce lets us focus on our similarities
Hopefully plant seeds of trust and grow love on life’s family tree
See we are all human beings on the same planet, now that’s familiarity it’s the 21st
century! All regions forget the paradox of religions & remember the signs of science
Combine West & East mentalities left & right sides of your brain for more logic & sense
See wider visions through clearer cleaner optical lens & make war & the worst topics end
Now let’s begin by being friends for ends of Knowledge, Wisdom to meet the kingdom
of Consciousness

Mystics
Yo, I hope you know the World’s sticks and stones can’t break Mystic bones
Those bones are shaped from strong faith and long wait for God the Most Great
Nothing can penetrate the mental state that is focused and concentrated in meditation
Since their in constant contemplation of the One, from their heart nothing is in separation
Feelings start the transformation into a state of being Meaning the more you’re feeling for
other beings, the more your life is leading to the Supreme Being
O mystics uplift our spirits
With your timeless lyrics
Give us the gift which is infinite
Don’t be against me for I’m not against thee no need to envy I’m here to help thee
Work on jealousy and other deficiencies so we recover efficiency & function more
optimally We are the production of eternality Oneness with the producer is our
potentiality Hu’s song is the rules or laws we live by & life is the dance to celebrate life
The existential world is made up of vibes therefore, it’s illusory, mirage-like
Those on the path of peace, courage, and hope are right
Our foes who oppose peace, courage, and hope don’t see the light
O mystics uplift our spirits
With your timeless lyrics
Give us the gift which is infinite
Yo, for us to get our spiritual allowance we surrender
And to get our physical allowance we must make our efforts
The way to being more whole takes us from the outer to the inner
In mysticism there are two ways: one going toward the whole, the other to power
Negative awareness makes you knowledgeable of how to get to power
It helps you manipulate others giving you the ability to read minds,
Know a person’s personality and see things ahead of time
So it’s good for personal and worldly gain Yo, what good have miracles done? What
have we gained? Now with positive awareness you become more understanding of the
whole You see yourself as one with the existential world So you feel yourself as one with
the Universal Lord Therefore, you never feel lonely, forever all-one or always alone
Also you understand that the globe’s goal is to be more holy and whole
They say: “If there is a will, there is a way” this or that, life is full of two ways
In mysticism, there are eight stages the first is Spiritual hunger or thirst
Second comes Divine love, not first which gives us insight to Life, this is the third
from which comes the fourth, or personal freedom leading us into an amazed phase
where we enter a wondering state from there we gradually graduate to the united stage
Becoming one with God the Most Great suddenly kills us as an individual, and that
makes us ready and able to be reborn as the whole in stage eight
O mystics uplift our spirits with your timeless lyrics give us the gift which is infinite

Mysticism
Mysticism is the experience that life’s not logic but poetry It’s the declaration that life can never
be known essentially Mysticism consists of three categories the known, unknown, and
unknowable and that is the essential core of it all Experienced but not known can be the
unknowable it can’t be reduced to a form of knowledge Being basically schizophrenic for it
requires division does knowledge
knowledge says that the object has to be separated from the subject in mysticism the seeker
becomes one with the sought the lover dissolves into the beloved in such unity knowledge is
impossible
in such unity there is only experience this which is within you that’s experiencing
Mysticism means you’ve seen, experienced something that can’t be expressed
Those who’ve touched the unknowable gather together to share
you should know it cannot be a verbal kind of sharing their sharing is of their spiritual being
into each other they pour their being some people’s description of a mystic
is a person which believes in thought transference or someone who believes in the return of spirit
There are 4 qualities that qualify a mystical experience 1 is its ineffability, or incapability to
express it
It has to be felt and directly experienced 2nd is the link to things we think, or quality noetic
like Illuminations, Revelations full of significance and importance Although they remain and
prevail they’ll be inarticulate as a law they are a rule for ‘after-time’ infusing them with a curious
sense
3rdly these states are transient, usually two hours seems to be their limit
They’re remembered in memory and recognized are their recurrences
recurrences lead to higher consciousness, feeling more important, and innerly rich
Y’all already know mystical states can come from preliminary voluntary operations
mediums like Meditiation, Prayers, Yoga, Sema, ReiKi, and Tai Chi 4th the mystic feels as if his
own will is in abeyance and indeed sometimes as if he were held by a superior power though
being passive
This peculiarity typically connects mystical states with certain definite phenomena of alternative
personality, such as speeches prophetic automatic writings or the mediumistic trances
Nonetheless, mystical states are never merely interruptive some memory of their content always
remains as a profound sense of their importance

Mysticism is the varying sole of religion
It comes from these two words “myein & mysterion”
Mysterion in Greek means some secret ceremony
And myein means to keep one’s mouth closed about the ceremony

Natural Remedies
Ayo U know Aloe Vera’s thick leaf can be snipped off, slit open
the gel can be scooped out and oozed into the skin
this helps ease minor burns or irritations
Keeping a potted aloe only needs water weekly
So the plant that can be kept in the kitchen is almost carefree
Yo did ya know Gingko Biloba’s leaves
are known to contain compounds named ginkgolides
these have been shown to inhibit allergies
improve memory and promote blood flow
Ginger root also stimulates circulation and blood flow
In Ayurvedic medicine it is called maha-aushadi a.k.a
“the great medicine” and has a rep as an aphrodisiac
Now before planning to take Zoloft or Prozac
give St. John’s Wort a chance to act
this has much less side effects than those, and
is for getting rid of mild-moderate depression
since this interacts with many other drugs ask your physician
also because depression requires professional assistance
so do more of your own research for reaping more benefits
Ginseng has been used as a tonic and vital essence
for thousands of years in Chinese medicine It is said to increase general stamina, add
strength also stimulate the immune and nervous systems valerian root became known as
All-Heal by the eleventh century in Europe medieval it has sedative properties, is taken
as a tea for curing insomnia, nervous tension, indigestion, decreasing bp and anxiety
Vervain heals insomnia, nervous exhaustion, and anxiety it also has mildly sedative and
hypnotic properties Rosemary’s a restorative tonic herb with antiseptic and antibacterial
properties helps heal colds, influenza, fatigue and headaches as an infusion
also as a tincture it decreases depression and lessens nervous tension
Chamomile is an antiseptic and sedative can also decrease inflammation
It’s taken as a tea for relieving indigestion nausea and painful menstruation
Lemon Balm is ingested as an infusion a solution for nervous anxiety, depression
tension headaches and indigestion an antiviral, antibacterial and insect repellant
Externally applied it heals insect bites, stings, sores and irritations
Sage is an astringent, antiseptic and antibacterial Infusions of the leaves are used as a
mouthwash or gargle helps heal sore throats, mouth ulcers, laryngitis, tonsillitis & gum
disease, Curanderas and Shamans also burn a big bundle of the leaves
In their healing rituals so negative energy or evil spirits leave
Herbs or Plants are used to heal skin, calm nerves, or soothe musclesThey’re
consumed to better the mood, improve circulation ease digestion and increase
metabolism they also lower bp and/or aid sleep

No Where to go
On the Global Solar map polar opposites attract
Longitudes Latitudes of all altitudes and magnitudes
Intercept,intersect connect Unite like positive negative magnets
Mixed we are with all the elements in the universe
UnI in a verse Where rhythm & rhyme increase the frequency of energy
Released sequentially to set free the infinite Spirit from the limited body & finite
mind Or the creators and cremators of space and time
Missing in this mixed mental twisted physical dimension
Is the essential fulfilling full of feeling Spiritual element
Extremely influential and/or relevant in the comprehension of the w(hole
Immensely,intense intention of the Soul Controller’s invention
No Where to go Now Here to Be
In Being is life & its meaning Hear Shakespeare’s spear with Am(ear’s
To Be or not to Be, to See or not to Sea
That is the quest’s question the answer lies in each beings perception
Illuminaries in the world
Carefully carry the scorching torch
In the time of night shine white light
Start by blazing trails of bright insight
Sparks in flight unite 2 ignite star gazing dark minds
And incite blind eye’s(I’s) far out of sight to (C)see the infinite
The wise actualize, realize and rise to recognize the eternal
Any and Everything from the highest source or force of energy
Is entirely Above and completely Beyond measure
Solely the holy is to only be loved and treasured wholly
Forever is much more than any pleasure or worldly fortune’s worth
On Earth of course our work is to consciously evolve, problem solve
To reach the equator’s core dirt we dig,
For-going far-- getting deep beneath the surface
The purpose creates< greater reason to find deeper meaning
In the mean time being of service is the way to wait
Through prayers of faith saint’s graciously paint
Space as the place meant to make way for fate or/and destiny

Now Here
I’m past going Nowhere,
Getting Now Here, at last! I’m here
Content essence perception
Intent, attention of Affection
Connecting Transcendence
Purified Selfless Awareness
Unifying our Consciousness
Creating Divine Intelligence
Beyond the Mind's Presence
Is this instance of Existance
I’m past going Nowhere,
Getting Now Here, at last! I’m here
Content essence perception
Intent, attention of Affection
Connecting Transcendence
Purified Selfless Awareness
Unifying our Consciousness
Creating Divine Intelligence
Beyond the Mind's Presence
Is this instance of Existance
I’m past going Nowhere,
Getting Now Here, at last! I’m here

‘O’ Sole Mate
O sole I want a mate to console my mind and body’s state
for whollying our divine and godly fate
I told Fate and her plan to hold faith in her man
so she sold hate for a grand didn’t fold the cards in her hand
She’s bold and smart for the small fam doing what she’s told as a part who follows a plan
not knowing the whole in part due to their program growing is getting closer to the heart
of the whole man for nothing is left out of the heart of the whole man
No man can Love you more than your Soul Mate O Soul Mate show your face now I told
Fate I know your faith You’re the World’s Sheikh I whirl and you shake it my girl, my
globe you shape it Curled up with you naked where else would I make it The world is
yours, so take it we get to pro-create so let’s show fate how our destiny unrolls now old
mysteries unfold Have you ever met someone else who knows you better than you know
yourself your beginnings and your ends more in tune with you and your presence
knowing what to do and say in your life’s moments
In all things being what you’d want of yourself, you ever had the feeling
that you knew another being and never have seen them
in this life until the present then for that being
to also share this feeling as if for each other you’re meant
and know it the instant you met is the phenomenon known as Soul Mates
There are three kinds of soul mates: one is the twin or counterpart soul mate
two the project-oriented love partner, companion soul mate
and three we meet when in spiritual debt, the karmic soul mate
I want a real faithful woman to be by my side
A mature classE lady who before me with Mother Nature did side
I need a person whose presence fights for all being’s rights
Who speaks from and for life’s essence and makes it apparent in her strides
Who earns her stripes warking for the benefit of all sides
She who never severs or divides because it’s not beneficial or right
O Sole mate you provide more reasons for all officials to unite
You give us more meaning and purpose to live Alive
Please come to me my Dear, for I will always assist & be of service to you my wife
O sole mate be up to date
no don’t wait for us to celebrate

Ol’ Timers Anthem (Ruff Ryders Anthem)
Uh, somethin' for U Stop, watch, clocks…lesson’s now yo
Souls, grow that's how Ol’ Timers flow
Stop, watch, clocks…lesson’s now yo
Souls, grow that's how Ol’ Timers flow
Mistas are the sky and Sistas wanna fly
Then sistas wonder why mistas are so high
All my flows remain All the real are the same
Now has life’s main aim shifted from being humane?
Why resort to violence I figure move with guidance
Do you know what our style is Love’s effort is the Highest
You want it just stick with it You must be committed
To claim it, then back it up Through loving life we did it
Who to trust this world over to? When the One percent control you
The Conscious five percent is my crew
That's how Ol’ Timers flow
Good God, Love Won start my playlist
Asked for it, Consciousness
Had it, shouldn’t have sought it
Now you're heavy hearted
Spread PEACE, Lovers; Blessing
Win-Win, Now Here, & Influence
Figgas to know when I kick it
It's gonna be something gifted
That was what these books are for
For then I’ve talked long before
Always Everywhere, Feel Free,
Ascension, Education, World, Soul Purpose
Big Living, If we ruled the world
I want your Loving, Mi Amor
I’m Brave, Find YourSelf, In,O,Sense, CALLedge
Moving Rest, Guided Meditation that’s the Rhyme King’s Intention
Insight to Life and it’s mystery of our Evolution in history
Sistas listen AmiRimA forever a P-O-E-T & Mistas picture World PEACE
Stop, watch, clocks…lesson’s now yo
Souls, grow that's how Ol’ Timers flow
Stop, watch, clocks…lesson’s now yo
Souls, grow that's how Ol’ Timers flow

One World
Like a mirror is the original mind
It remains pure and retains its purity
But dust can gather on rather cover up the purity
This is the condition of the ordinary mind if it was possible for any impurity
Then there would be no way to regain purity
Once you know how to clean, clear the dust from the mind
You’ve reached all that’s necessary for growing you’ve received all that’s worth knowing
In the East, we’re believed to be divine whereas, in the West we’re believed to have
sinned somewhere at some point in time, since
In the West they falsely identify their being as the mind
The dust is all your past what you’ve known and experienced
To regain the original mind means being free from those experiences
So with the past and all that is dust just don’t identify
Whatsoever you know is always of the past, and you’re in the present
You know meditation’s a method to remove yourself from the past and be in the present
this is a technique to attain the state of the original mind
This always remains a basic question: How to change something
For example how to change negatives into positives
Don’t try, you can’t. But if you’re positive then nothing is negative
All that exists around you, you’re its source know you are the creator of your world
And remember we’re not living in One world As many minds there are, there are worlds
Each mind is living, giving birth to its own world
You’re a reflection in the mirror that is the world
Let’s be for the West fulfilling needs of the East
And the East fulfilling needs of the West
We need to settle with mettle for our best interest
Not being disagreeing, different, or divided
This whole world has to become one to survive
There needs to be only one single humanity
Then there will be an enormous release of energies
The East has treasures in religious technologies
The West has treasures in scientific technologies
And if both can meet this world will become Paradise
I am all for one world, one humanity, and ultimately one science
That will take care of religion and science, both
The science which will take care of the inner and outer both
Our Original Mind is like a spotless mirror But there are as many worlds as minds
Because each sees the world from their own view I’m working for union of East and
West, yes to ONE WORLD

Our FATE
“With more power comes greater responsibility”
to those of you who are the chosen few
whose duty it is to speak for the masses
If people are a school, then life is the class
where lessons can be learned day and night
To pass we must be just, abide by the rules
and stand the test of time for the rest to climb, it’s best to find truce
know rights right on the mountain of truth
like drinking from the fountain of youth
Amountin’ to better living, more giving
with less witnesses expecting to be correcting others accepting life as it is
Lovers keep perfecting themselves for what it could be, should be
if we would see and hear that heaven’s here
Collins Concise Dictionary defines “civilization”:
as a society that has a complex cultural, political & legal organization
Laws are needed to keep societies in order and operation
to control tendencies of crime, conflicts and destruction
social order must be justly enforced with consistency
Also man-made laws can change if flaws cause inhumanity
and that may mean separating governments from religion, if necessary
for the improvement in lives of beings nationally and internationally
Police please pull with ease in the streets and push for the peace of each
to increase unity in the community O Driver of the TAXI:
Please drive at a speed that the passengers seated
don’t increase their bp’s to the degree that heart’s skip a beat
A reminder to ALL bus drivers remember you also have passengers
So drive at a rate and in a way that is safe for all of our sakes, THANKS.
I have an announcement to make
All those that pronounced WE dead or fake
can take means for ends to meet here, now co-create OUR FATE
live more real and awake, come closer to the Source
Become sober enough to know you’re the Force
The ONE with and within All others, of course

Patience (Nas & Damien Marley-Patience)

Sabali, sabali, sabali yonkote Sabali, sabali, sabali kiye, Ni kêra môgô
Some of the smartest money can't teach the average political dummies
Firing missiles, turning the youth to mummies yet can't find food for the starving
tummies it's not like your future depends on it Yet keep the animals in the zoo
Because they make big money this is how the media pillages
On the TV the picture is savages in villages & the scientist still can't explain the
pyramids, huh? Stereotyping the image of the images and this is what the image is
You paint your nails black and all of a sudden you become Gothic
Man’s belief told for the relief of his soul and even the buried bones
Some of the worst were Nazis the world has ever known Now Jews put the worst on
display so the world can see And that's all the media will ever show, so can we ever feel
at home? Tricked by the beast, where they going for the monster is fully grown!
Achaemenid lineage Rome still can't defeat and could never clone
My ancestor’s DNA imprints my soul to be forever grown, Lord…
Huh, we born not knowing, are we born knowing all? We growing wiser, are we just
growing in size? Can you read thoughts? can you read palms? Huh, can you predict the
future? can you see storms, coming? The Earth was flat way back with paper maps Here,
Now the Globe is round The average man can't prove most of the things that he chooses
to speak of And still won't research and find out the root of the truth that you seek, huh?
Scholars teach in Universities preach to the cunning tell them find a cure when we sneeze
And that's when their nose starts running And the rich get stitched up, when we get cut
Man healed broken bones in the bush with wet mud Can you read signs? can you read
stars? Can you make peace? can you stop wars? How do you milk cows, while supporting
matadors, huh? Can we survive? Against all odds, now?
Who wrote the Bible? Who wrote the Qur'an? And was it the collision of asteroids
That gave birth to the Earth For the earthquakes to undertake dinosaurs!
Who made up words? Who made up numbers? And what kind of spell is mankind under?
Everything on the planet we preserve, can Microwave and try it no matter what we'll
adapt to survive it What's hue? What's man? What's human? Anything along the land we
Producing Consuming, eating, depleting trees chasing paper gotta have land,
stocks of crops on acres so I can rap facts just for your Love of Money
No pressure frees the natural force to come through In a world full of 62 fake shapers
Gypsies, seances, mystical prayers you superstitious? Get some incense lit
With a wish for the sight of life like a few forgot God is All Love & Light
Giving heals all parts of me plus I feel it Sometimes it's like a part of me, but I got a real
big spirit I'm fearless, yes LOVE’s fearless Don't you try and control my soul we’re
unstoppable as Eternal Soldiers

"The world is about patience & tolerance, All Souls lets join in active
patience."

Please Speak
Meditative mind state,
Soul constantly in prayer
Contemplating divine faith
And the way to define fate
Is to say predestination and free will together
For they both play a role in our destiny
What is meant to be happens for a reason
Like ripe fruits of trees and their season
Yo you reap what you sow
So don’t keep what you owe
Show or teach what you know
Forgive to be forgiven, give back
to receive that which you wish to have
Yo you get blessed to bless, don’t forget
Though you don’t bless to impress or show off
No you know that will add to the busy mess of business
And is not in your own or our best self-interest to get home
I will do as U say but please speak
For w/o your voice we have choice
And that can lead us away
Life and time are the process
In space progress is in union
Where congress is a communion of saints
There the five senses are our prayers
Making the heart our place of prayer
Love is our art and form of thanksgiving
Giving thanks for all beings being alive
Understanding that there is no need to kill to be fulfilled
Knowing they can feel full because there is enough for all
And by applying their wisdom and knowledge
They are self-governed returning to the source
Of course it would be off course to separate, segregate into countries, nations, continents
Whose contents, rations are unable to provide for the necessity of all
Falling into confusion, abusing what we have here out of fear
Or should I say greed asleep when we need to be using our conscience, Indeed

P-O-E-T (50 cent-P.I.M.P)
I don't know what you heard about me
Loveliness can get a holla out of me
Showed my acts I’ve earned my keep
That I'm another loving P-O-E-T
I don't know what you heard about me
Loveliness can get a holla out of me
Showed my acts I’ve earned my keep
That I'm another loving P-O-E-T
Now supporting the club’s saints dancing with scholars
We got a thing for that groovy, happy friendly, bravada
That B.C.A.D., Word play, Sources Mowlana
We need unfulfilled fantasies, they appear making us happier
I’m hip like hop, man, and my scotch got her to talk
A hour later put the magic stick in the love doctor
Them sick figgas in her ear saying they think about her
I got the chick by the bar trying to get a drink up out her
She like my style, she like my smile, she like the way I talk
She from the country, think she like me cause I'm from LA
I ain't that figga writing to Allah cause I want to get ahead
I'm that figga rhyming for Allah cause I want holy bread
I should care less, global reform happens in our beds
Slick, spit that back, rant and rave, rap some, play the kid
Look baby this is simple, you and me
You evolving with me, you involved with a P-O-E-T
I don't know what you heard about me
Loveliness can get a holla out of me
Showed my acts I’ve earned my keep
That I'm another loving P-O-E-T
I don't know what you heard about me
Loveliness can get a holla out of me
Showed my acts I’ve earned my keep
That I'm another loving P-O-E-T
I'm bout you honey see, my world holla at me
If you involved with me, I'm a P-O-E-T
Got what you see on TV, know my act, not easy
yet fully aware, rich, I'm a P-O-E-T
Come get money with me if you curious to see
How it feels to be in L-O-V-E
Stroll with friends and me, we could watch a DVD
Come and have a seat in my suite, I'm a P-O-E-T
Girl, if we could stop campaigning then we would have a ball

We should toast to the good life, world, we could have it all
See you got the urge to splurge and buy out the mall
If you ever need someone I'm the one you should call
And I'll be there to pick you up if you ever should fall
If you got problems I will help you solve them all
I don't know what you heard about me
Loveliness can get a holla out of me
Showed my acts I’ve earned my keep
That I'm another loving P-O-E-T
I don't know what you heard about me
Loveliness can get a holla out of me
Showed my acts I’ve earned my keep
That I'm another loving P-O-E-T
I was told before Life’s a school, ‘veryday we learn a’new
I keep my friends, some ends, and some jewelz
My dolla’s on knowing self ‘til I’m focused
I got on way less; She? Got on skater shoes
I'm stopping at our villa in the summer, by the SeaShore you can have her, when I'm done I ain't gon' keep her
Man, beaches come and go, every figga living knows
You saying it's secret, but you ain't gotta keep it on the low
Chick, choose with me, I'll have you stripping in the beat
Put my other clothes down and you get to have a seat
Now Nikki’s my chosen queen, she always comes out ahead
The last figga she was with cooked delicious with her bread
Getting her dough out of pocket, all good charges and a tip
Sowing the seed for need not greed the matta to fix
You give and take in this life, again its two ways, that is

I don't know what you heard about me
Loveliness can get a holla out of me
Showed my acts I’ve earned my keep
That I'm another loving P-O-E-T
I don't know what you heard about me
Loveliness can get a holla out of me
Showed my acts I’ve earned my keep
That I'm another loving P-O-E-T

Point of VU
My point of view sees U as I,
And I as U who do WE fear
When HU is near, nearer than the neck artery
Hu is part of me, we are She or He.
When I C mySELF as U No division
Then I know that’s true Divine wisdom
In the rhythms of the blues it’s there if you listen
And here if you hear Brothers, Sisters how are WE doing as each other
Helping US members remember/recover The love of the Lover or our Father
HU says it is u who defines ME & there is no me without U
I see you as I see me We are one, not two if we are consciousness
We are three: un, sub, and conscious the more conscious, the less division
The clearer is the distinction between mind, body, and soul
Soul is consciousness Body is matter and Mind is energy
Hence, mind is over matter & consciousness is over both
Since it is the witness my brother and I
Like the earth and sky need one another
The sky feeds earth for earth to feed us
Why don’t we feed each other?
Why is there those who die of hunger?
And then those that slaughter
When there is enough food, clothes, and shelter
For all beings to co-exist not live helter skelter
Decrease the peace of being deceased
Increase the peace centered inside your being
The problem being man, For when he doesn’t fight the inner war
then does he fight the outer war
So stop pointing the finger at one another & start coming back to your Self to recover
Don’t take cover, take off the covers to purify as Lovers do make peace with each other
My point of view sees U as I,
And I as U who do WE fear
When HU is near, nearer than the neck artery
Hu is part of me, we are She or He.

Quality
To thrive and be alive the human spirit needs to be permitted to do its natural living
It needs to be present in its surroundings tuned in to the time and place of here/now
To touch the well-spring of the created soul it has to act on what it knows to be possible
And it needs to experience how its actions effect the universe people get the sensations
Of personal power as that happens I perceive, I believe leads me to conceive and achieve
deeds knowing to do the right thing Is showing the right thing to do growing from the
presence’s essence Present in each moment, in every second so our deepest wishes and
hopes do surface For most of us are seeking peace and its purpose You know, when we
do our best We are going to live life very intense which will be filled with positivity and
productivity Giving ourselves to our family and community It’s the action that makes us
feel joyous Doing our best is acting for and from the joy of it not because we are
expecting a reward Most people only take action when they are expecting rewards & that
takes away from the joy of the action that’s the reason we don’t do our best in actions
Innocent people are always without time consciousness for there’s no rush or hurry to go
anywhere for they’re in the moments, they’re tasting each moment
Savoring the flavor of every moment but the majority are in the past or future
Hence, they miss this very moment the future is a mystery the past is history
The only time is now, the future is yet to be the past is no more for all is now
Hey if we can slow down a little Play like children here and now
Then these techniques work miracles being here and now
But in this century we’ve become too time conscious
It’s difficult here for nowhere are they teaching innocence
And now everywhere they are teaching cleverness
Universities don’t make us innocent rather they teach cleverness
The more clever you are the readier you’ll be in the competitive world
The more innocent you are the steadier you’ll be in samadhi’s world
And unfortunately the majority have chosen this world to be the goal

O one, help our purpose be peace
For us to be nice kind and understanding
Slowing down to nature’s maturity
Knowing now and here, there’s nowhere to be leaving
Believing wholly quality’s more than partial quantity

Rap Rep
I sided with the maker to outlast
And decided to take the route that Leads to getting freer, lighter
I’m all about that fly feeling, High Life living Giving my rhyme more meaning
Seeing or Hearing the One Being Readying the ground foundation reaching
Reaping official benefits known Experiencing reality directly from the seeds sown
Gathering together creeds we own Fathom causes effect and actions reaction
One comes to vision’s point of wisdom Which joins the King to His Kingdom
Hierarchy of beings becomes evident How we evolve becomes apparent
The past lives dissolve into parallel worlds Yet unshown but known to have grown from
the Soul
Don’t stop reppin’, Won’t stop rappin’
Gotta make positive happen ,Gonna take productive actions (x 3)
The Great Ghandhi said an eye for an eye and the world will go blind
A life for a life and we’ll all be dead teaching us kindness
Also to become United view life as less of a fight
And more of a Lovefest enjoy the sounds and all likeness to light
The timeless joys and spaced out delights life offers
Guides giving grateful advice: freedom, peace, being happy in love
Are of interest for seeing the Lover’s Sight we need to recover a right mind
In order to return to the innocence of Life suggesting positivity for everything to be
blessed
Don’t stop reppin’, Won’t stop rappin’
Gotta make positive happen, Gonna take productive actions (x 3)
I live in a dead-end not a through street
That’s why I was called de sac
A fact I watch ball and talk in raps
And write rhymes for target practice
Lines aimed to take away pain
Bring pleasure to the heart, brain
And all other organs of organisms
Light reflects and sound echoes within,
Without…helping find nature’s rhythm
A reason I listen and am silent
look close with open eyes ears to hear
Senses feel the continuous cycle of life’s reel
The earth is round no doubt it spins around the Sun
Clouds are like thoughts in the skies mind,
Energy, Space and Time are creations of the Divine Mind
And All resides inside the Sacred Heart
The place witnesses say Life starts

RAPture
O Angels help me make logic of what’s here
I want to make sense of all that is,
yoU know, so I can take steps for our profit
In the trail that takes us out of chaos
Sailing the stream of consciousness into the cosmos
My affinity with infinity keeps me in motion
Flowin' existence’s ocean heart set on devotion
senses sent to us for our Ascension
Other beings being our Extension
through the surface we reach the depth
to know the purpose of each step
Or show the service of every breath
All’s a calling back to self
Within exists the greatest wealth
The soul’s loving presence is acknowledged
Our goal of living’s passing on knowledge
O Angels help me make logic of what’s here
I want to make sense of all that is,
yoU know, so I can take steps for our profit
In the trail that takes us out of chaos
Sailing the stream of consciousness into the cosmos

Real Feelin’
Feeling leads to states of being
So feel more to be more real
and give life more meaning
Believing begins with hope we gain some faith
From experiencing this which is Safe, you know
This which is in the body’s safe is the Treasure in the chest
It has been named Soul or Spirit I call it Awareness or Consciousness
Where the Whole or Total is ‘There’ knows no stress for it is at rest
Wasn’t given birth by earth or its beings, therefore death is meaningless
for ‘There’ always was, will be, and is the only Presence which ever exists is the Essence
So getting bare prepares us to live naked Free of all that’s fake, nearer to what’s real
Really, becoming clearer that the One who made it Is in All not separate to the ones who
feel Yo, those who know me Know I’m chosen by G
to only O.D on G-O-D. know I’ve spoken flowingly
Acted accordingly to show He fact is going, Truth comin’
Truth can’t be proven, so come in enter the innermost center of being
Where thoughts are lost, found are feelings experience is bound to lead you
To see through the old and be new be true to who you are, remember what you knew
How you grew to continue evolving more consciously problem solving
More aware of what could be problem causing and ending them to resume the resolving

Feeling leads to states of being
So feel more to be more real
and give life more meaning

Rebels & Revolutionaries
Our fellow leaders or chosen speakers are bad magicians
we’re forced to follow the path and decisions of politicians
suffering from their narrow one-track minded visions of division
never surrendering, preferring to bravely fight the pharaoh within
I’m Light & Wave surfing on Cupid’s arrow uniting the heart’s wisdom
Conversing to say delight and save the light for our peace and freedom
The Western mind has been searching
for the theoretical component of existence
the causal link for how things are happening
what is the cause and how to control the effects
The Eastern mind has been searching
to find the aesthetic component of reality
not how to manipulate nature or to be conquering
but in how to be in a deep friendship or participation with it, really
Religion is a love relationship like the Eastern mind
The Western mind is scientific, a struggle and fight
Science is aggressive, Religion is receptive
So religion is feminine and science is masculine
A political mind always wants to change the world
because it thinks the problem is the world
A religious mind thinks I am wrong, that’s why the world is wrong
It is through me the world becomes right or wrong
and says unless I change myself there can be no change
The politician says the world has to be changed
since the world isn’t the problem they only create more problems
Religious people change themselves for that is only possible
and through that transformation, the world is transformed
because we are each vital parts of the whole
The transformation is possible when we come to realize our no-bodiness
it’s possible only when we come to realize our no-thingness
The ecstatic people or angels are the rebels
They want to live as individual soles
and don’t like any rigid social structure in the world
also they don’t want to replace societies
Revolutionaries want to change societies
revolutionaries desire some other man-made structures,
rebels don’t trust those forced structures
they’re anarchic, not wanting to rule or be ruled
trusting nature if left alone everything will be beautiful,
but we have become so neurotic that we can’t live without rulers
Our fellow leaders or chosen speakers are bad magicians
we’re forced to follow the path and decisions of politicians
suffering from their narrow one-track minded visions of division
never surrendering, preferring to bravely fight the pharaoh within
I’m Light & Wave surfing on Cupid’s arrow uniting the heart’s wisdom
Conversing to say delight and save the light for our peace and freedom

RecommendatioN
I value the virtue of humanity being a more humane human being
Meaning one who gives life more meaning & receives more meaning from life
The qualities of such a one is: Joy, Peacefulness, Hopefulness, Usefulness,
Selflessness, Caring, Sharing, Awareness, Clarity of purpose/existence & more
freedom which is ultimately everybody’s goal & destiny we know it is meant to be
as our soul leaves the body

I recommend humaneness and commend beings
That tend to and extend themselves for the well-being of
totality
Now one with these characteristics is what this world needs more of
To help solve ‘our problems’ of dis-ease the ways of raising our awareness
about the necessity of keeping the peace And spreading the love are plenty
but before we need to become better informed To become better informed
we should use what we have more effectively By effectively I mean being
more conscious, clear of our actions and their re-actions From our resources
school is one tool we can use to gain peace by fusing pieces
To connect and know the cause of the effect more directly
And want to grow and develop into a more reliant, responsible individual

I recommend humaneness and commend beings
That tend to and extend themselves for the well-being of
totality

Recovery
Addiction is progressive and may be fatal unless arrested
So let’s arrest its development yo, get rest from the need to control
For we feel that when we are apart from the whole
Place your faith and hope in a Power greater than yourselves
Choose to be free from the obsession to use
Why do we lie and deny
That our lives had become unmanageable
It’s understandable that sometimes the truth hurts
But without being real we could never heal
Or make progress in our recovery
Which is a process of discovery
Where we learn about ourselves
and our place in the world
Knowing that victory lies in the admission of defeat
We apply acceptance, surrender, and honesty
And take the first steps of another way of life
Coming to believe in a Power greater than ourselves
Starts with hope which turns to faith as our lives improve
Feeling the Energy of the group helps us find a remedy
Much of our problem is our search for something to make us feel whole
Our future depends on our willingness to grow spiritually
Also to know and do what serves us mentally and physically
Addiction is progressive and may be fatal unless arrested
So let’s arrest its development Yo, get rest from the need to control
For we feel that when we are apart from the whole
Place your faith and hope in a Power greater than yourselves
Choose to be free from the obsession to use
Our humility and open-mindedness make us teachable
Reachable when we let go of our fears about how we may appear to others
We’re all brothers, sisters and near as peers is speakable
Acting on our self-will has kept us trapped in a continuous cycle of fear and pain
We must move away from our self-will
So let go and let God, just allow events to happen
Trust that there is growth in taking action despite our uncertainty
Certainly it takes time, determination, and courage to change
Shift our focus away from our own self-interest
And aim forward toward a more soul centered life
No one can do it for us, we have to consciously decide to do this for ourselves
This is a choice we make with our hearts more than with our minds
Our Higher Power will take care of our spiritual needs But we need to participate in our
own lives

Reflections (R.A. Nicholson)
These words may not be pure truth,
but they contain an energy that you can can spend.
When the sun comes up, have you noticed
how some individual stars, by which
i mean human beings, begin to brighten?

Deep in our hearts the Light of Heaven is shining
Upon a soundless Sea without a shore.
Oh, happy they who found it in resigning
The images of all that men adore.
Blind eyes, to dote on shadows of things fair
Only at last to curse their fatal lure,
Like Harut and Marut, that Angel-pair
Who deemed themselves the purest of the pure.
Our ignorance and self-will and vicious pride
Destroy the harmony of part and whole.
In vain we seek with lusts unmortified
A vision of the One Eternal Soul.
Love, Love alone can kill what seemed so dead,
The frozen snake of passion. Love alone,
By tearful prayer and fiery longing fed,
Reveals a knowledge schools have never known.
God’s lovers learn from Him the secret ways

Of Providence, the universal plan.
Living in Him, they ever sing His praise
Who made the myriad worlds of Time for Man.
Evil they knew not, for in Him there’s none;
Yet without evil how should good be seen?
Love answers: “Feel with me, with me be one;
Where I am, naught stands up to come between.”
There are degrees of Heavenly Light in souls:
Prophets and Saints have shown the path they trod,
Its starting points and stages, halts and goals,
All leading to the single end in God.
Love will not let his faithful servants tire,
Immortal Beauty draws them on and on
From glory unto glory, drawing nigher
At each remove and loving to be drawn.

When Truth shines out words fail and nothing tell;
Now hear the Voice within your hearts. Farewell.

Resurrection
Keep wake, so shake sleep
To know real from fake
I’ve come to resurrect the dead
I’ve come to correct the heads
Not connected to the heart
The place where life starts
To make sense, so feel to be real
Heal the space you’re in to do your deal
Be true in deed, speech, and action
See you as me and we is the reaction
Your actions reflect your intellect
We need more introspect in retrospect
To represent the Essence in presence
Presence is felt when it’s with the Essence
Keep wake, so shake sleep
To know real from fake
I’ve come to take you out of your coffins
I’ve come to wake those sleep-walking
I keep talking so you will know
Why you came before you go
You came to be more “Hu-main”
The more humane the more Hu is main
Hu is the name of the One in All
Or the Essence, life lessons teach you to be closer to All
Beings being from the same place
Raise yourself to help the human race
Be less racist, prejudiced, and partial
There’s no justice because we’re not equal
But there should be fairness
When and where there’s more awareness
Keep wake, so shake sleep
To know real from fake

Rhyme King (Eminem-Rap God Cover)
Should I judge or Love beings? It’s on you not to hurt your feelings
With my only knowing your presence at last
That One Beings God, I can feel it (It’s in us, AmiRimA, you're on)
Trust the Real being is God, life sun king’s found truth rappin’, My own love grows love
I'm beginning to feel like a Rhyme King, Rhyme King.
All high beings left right, up&down, front2back dance
The way I’m pacing around the map
True people share alms for long enough to match God!
Way ahead of times acts of Love …
Love showed me to rap like a computer was me and my genius
I got a laptop in my lab and backpack my mind’s like a nine I load it up with knowledge
Make a living, killing ignorance ever since Capitol Hill was the House of Congress
Mystic Mowlana Rumi Being Conscious Love’s path I'm a real MC yet my love’s beyond this
The one is nude and as recent as all tales, willingly able to fill ‘em all with
His forgivingly givingly kindness evolves You know really whatcha give to be getting it back It
attracts our acts and reactions that’s backed by exact facts
To expand your frame of mind I extend these spiritual lyrical miracles
Rappin’ rapidly capable to make our deepest wishes and highest hopes happen
Spirit of the BeLoved able to imagine the state of a Lover in Love
Holy realized, I was astonished finding you after the fact of my raps
How could I not flow? All I do is love pacts, feel my master plan
For the track while I'm masterfully constructing this masterpiece
I'm beginning to feel like a Rhyme King, Rhyme King.
All high beings left right, up & down, front 2 back dance
The way I’m pacing around the map
True people share alms for long enough to match God!
Way ahead of times acts of Love
Well, to be truthful the blueprint's delay aging with youthful exuberance
Everybody loves to root for co-existence
Hit the earth like a comet, did nothing but shoot for the moon since
Sons set out to school with this music cause I use it as a tool to unite MC’s
Now I lead a new school full of students Me? I'm a product of Sri Sri, Maharishi, Dave Frawley,
Mr. Taheri, Mr. Bordbar, & Mahjzub Ali Shah, mercy got ALi RimA
Inspired enough to one day grow up, show love and be in a position
To speak rhymes my reason being altogether lovin’ God as the
Goal of all our games breathing more Light walking in nature researching all its Ways
If all our aims might be conducted for the whole world’s gain 1 We Are all the Same
Your ads thinking all the same sell a product, stocks and gains Off of banking, tell me where is
the love you are selling? True Riddle say King Boy
O say I am caringly graced with plain faith looking to enjoy
You witnessing a scavenger Like you watching an unearthly gathering make way looking for joy
OM Jai Guru Dev, Namaste O you Mi Amor and I your Corazon, Love’s the road to Freedom Get
on then I'm boarding immediately with these songs I've spoken

And we should have rosen I'm the walking dead, lovestruck talking head, a mummy floating
Trust my guts for love keeps growing
I'm out of comments to doodle, we have something in common, Google
I'm a sober man, save yourself the harm and pay homage, pupil
Fix we, apply transparency’s crucial But it's honestly futile if I don't utilize what I do though For
good at least once in a while So I wanna make sure somewhere in this chicken scratch I scribble
and doodle Enough rhymes to maybe try and help get some people through tough times
But I gotta keep a few punchlines just in case cause even you unsigned
Rappers are hungry looking at me like it's lunchtime I am where love and life come together
Man’s king of the Motherground, but I feel that life is on a narrow march grind
Flow to crunchtime, but sometimes when you combine
The Grim reaper with Father Time You get a mixed bag when they want to fight,
Treasure your life at all times instead to deny that is the wrong answer
Life for its sake trying to make a way for heaven to form Celestine
Put all the arms in a fire of our oven to slaughter the evil mind
Free to bless always wishing that now is great with love for God, our Light
Morphs into an immortal coming through the portal you're stuck in a time warp from 2000 though
And I don't know other than Love what you rhyme for You're anointed as Rap God: a BeLoved
reborn You're like formal, I love being normal My fans just bought this new song played on
yoUtube The truth of one man’s faith to believe in abundance’s plan
'Cause he works hard to share what he earns & keeps paying dues while day’s fade and years pass
Man, woman, imagine us beings able and enabled to channel
Say the way’s meant straight to Love that’s the destination each and every day "Great I’ma fan of
you" Lyrics coming at you at supersonic speed Hum uma sama lamassu you assuming I'm a
human What I gotta do to get it through to you I'm superhuman Innovative Creative ALi RimA’s
a 100% Lover Know that anything unloving rolling off me like water off a duck’s back
I'm never hesitating, to be forever demonstrating
How to give a mother lovin' audience a feeling like it's levitating
Never fading, and I know that the players are forever waiting
For the day that they can become God, they'll be celebrating
Cause I know the way to get 'em motivated I make elevating groovy music stay gravitating
through it Woah, he's too humane of a being well, rap’s just say and do it, gotta be true to it His
clock ticks to toc walks the talk I found a betta way to fuse it hip us to this Love rap Flow on
improve yourself and make 'em choose it I only show now to make songs of light’s path My soul
knows what words to use let me know when the verse is through While I'm singing any one of
these verses to converse with you It's curtains, I'm certain of my worth and proof in how many
verses I gotta further you Prove that if you're half as nice at songs you can sacrifice virgins too!
English Teacher, Published Author, Songs took a decade to reach Beatport Full of myself, but
still hungry I’m fully myself ‘cause I make me do what I put my mind to
I got frequent flyer miles, French Kiss chicks speaking in tongues
But it's still tongue in cheek, Bite me Lovedrunk so Saints take the steering wheel, AmiRimA life
passenger Love Messenger, still balling, been fucking
But in my bed there's something I can feel hugging and cuddling
My lady’s right by my side, here's what she wants from me
She asks to wine & dine then slow-dance & romance
But if you take into consideration the sacred heart that we have
Then you may be a little patient and more sympathetic to the situation
And understand relationship education Butt fuck it, if life's a bent over bitch, stick it in and put ya
back into it But if I can't scatter my seed how the fuck am I supposed to spread my traits? Don't
mistake it for selflessness I’m a capable mystic you think I need to be overseas And stay on
vacation this trip abroad Followers leave their comments on my page and visit my site

Me a king! Why not, only those giving Love can become Gods!

Rivers-(Eminem & Ed Sheeran Rendition)
I've been a liar, been a thief
Been a lover, been a cheat
All my sins need holy water, feel it washing over me
Well, little one, I don't want to admit to something
If all its gonna cause is pain
Truth and my lies right now are falling like the rain
So let the river run
Cheif's runnin' home with our checks credit the balance
We serve fans worthy acts deserving of our cash
Breathe from the chest’s depth, taking steps for your profit
We just want the truth that witnesses, never forget that
It didn’t express lack, light and sound back in a chess-match
Best kept yet better when expressed in intimate raps
And guess who just happens to be doing the necromancing
Actually, we’re only romancing and slow dancing
'Cause she loves to cuddle, more than simply chat
You know our bodies a jungle, so take time to show that
But she's rised up planned to parentally advise, adapt
Wife with Man, shape their relationship and habitat
Lady's been surfing the web searching the internet lately
Tells me she’s been thinking about giving life to a baby,
And maybe this can be signs that she’s trying to say please?
I've been a liar, been a thief
Been a lover, been a cheat
All my sins need holy water, feel it washing over me
Well, little one, I don't want to admit to something
If all it's gonna cause is pain
The truth and my lies now are falling like the rain
So let the river run
A one-man band turned into a woman man romance
It was once for love, light the life now we fuck and lie, damn...
Now we feel perverted, deserted and used
Didn’t learn love’s rules! Forget who did it first, discover you!
Am I supposed to tell this world what we've been through?
It's smart to find the truth, the news can truly pay our dues
Don't want this to hurt, but you deserve nothing but the truth!
Don't take it personal, I just can't say this in person to you
So I revert to the studio, like my soul-is-an-old-timer

Don't have to be reserved in a booth
I just feel like the person who I'm tuning into is you
Reverbable, I pray on songs with the crew
And now that I got you I don't need you
My thirst felt disadvantage that it pursued
Why do I even do this work that I do?
Give God my hopes preach my raps, speech in tunes
Urge fans to flame this yearning to croon
Because Now whispers Here is too soon
We can't bring There in this world, shoulda knew
To use discretion before I let myself into you, Fuck!
I've been a liar, been a thief
Been a lover, been a cheat
All my sins need holy water, feel it washing over me
Well, little one, I don't want to admit to something
If all it's gonna cause is pain
The truth and my lies now are falling like the rain
So let the river run
My name's (ooh), my name's (ooh)
River (ooh), river run
Call me (ooh), call me (ooh)
River (ooh), we'll let the river run
Always “life’s game, never life for life’s sake!"
What can I say? If my life was a bridesmaid
And the bride was our aim, I'd be working five days
Seeking life’s fate, wide awake slicing the pie, five ways
That's why I may have came at you with five plates
How can I have five dates and keep my mind straight?
Now I can’t go out on blind dates alone with blind faith!
Life’s Art can give back love it’s Divine Glory & Grace,
What else can I say? This Rhyme game’s like child’s play
Yes, I really would kindly love for you to smile everyday
I've been a liar, been a thief
Been a lover, been a cheat
All my sins need holy water, feel it washing over me
Well, little one (I'm sorry)
I don't want to admit to something (I fucked up)
If all it's gonna cause is pain
The truth and my lies now are falling like the rain
So let the river run

RUMInation
You who are my soul’s convenience in the time of sorrow
You who are my soul’s currency the time we borrow
What imagination hasn’t conceived nor understanding knows
Comes to my soul from thee, so I worship you, O Lord
My amorous gaze dances on glances of Eternal grace & glory
Although the temporal only says half of my romance’s story
The blessed favor of the one who bestows omens
And reveals secrets are sung in my ear like hymns
In my prayers thoughts and feelings of thee are holy
Are vital to my signs like a holy matrimony
Marry the Creator for your sins to be forgiven
You are the heart of all living and non-living
If a never ending abundance should grant kingdoms
If a hidden treasure can give all of life’s wisdom
I would prostrate with my soul and my face on the soil
I would ask, “How dare your slaves not remain loyal!”
I’ve gathered Eternal Life comes in the time of union
Rather in no-mind is where time leaves our communion
Life is like the ink that union is writing with,
If I didn’t walk my talk, your trust would you give?
Before this I swear I had twenty thousand wishes
All my passion’s for that compassionate one, since
From that unseen King’s bounty, I have become safe and sound
Convincing me that I am the soul of all the world that abounds
The essential meaning of “Hu” has filled my heart all around
United with “you” my soul travels out of my body to surround
Knowing that you are such a precious pearl is priceless
For all that the world has is because of your existence
Being apart from you is the worst kind of punishment
Please don’t punish your kind servants with silence
For those who have fallen into the chain of events,
Can’t escape by trying since they’re not acquainted!
If the world could ever have any permanence
Consider temporary, those unfamiliar with permanence
How joyous the king that by its queen is check-mated
In such great company are those who are in your presence
I constantly want your heart and soul to be my crowned jewel
How unfortunate are those who don’t make sacrifices for you
Your desires are granted by all the heavenly birds of truth
I will tolerate my pain to patiently become more mature
The heart that doesn’t burn inside your loving fire
Will never rise and ascend to evolve any higher
There is no end to your faithful worshippers
Every molecule of every atom is worshipping
Feeling there is no need for tyranny
When all is you that is true monarchy

Salutations
I can feel it in the air
Man’s appeal for flair
Glances and glares
Stances, styles and hair
Glittering gold glamorous
Diamonds shining fabulous
Models, artists, and actresses
Wearing fashion design’s latest
Sharing a passion for sign statements
And I’m rapping for rhyme greatness!
I propose a toast to our Soul’s host
The Holy Ghost or The Most High
As I rap my rhyme
I lose track of time
And lose my mind
Choose to unwind
By saluting the fun times
Of good moods and sunshine
I’m looking for a sign
The vine’s booking words with lines
Divine cooking stirs the mind with the spine
With sublime senses tickled & nerves pinched
we wish to multiply effects like ripple and emerge rich
in spirit, mind and body accept the middle path, enter in…
I propose a toast to our Soul’s host
The Holy Ghost or The Most High
O Almighty Lord
thanks for your support
in bringing out these words
stringing together these works
Living my life in due course
giving my light its true source
Forever one you’re the force
present in our souls
represented in our goals
The essence reflects the whole
the presence directs the soul
to sense itself perfectly at home…

SAVE LIFE
“Love is the aim of Life, the Goal of Life” Sri Sri
We Live just once
So put down your guns
Save enough funds
And raise your sons
To see everybody as one
Imagine no racial discrimination & prejudice
Fathom all living the dream of liberty & justice
No terrorists, religious fanatics & dictatorships
No mass media sensationalism or censorship
Power, greed & politics have affected the precarious balance
Of biodiversity that boosts ecosystem productivity
Global warming is a Human warning
Stating that action is cheaper than inaction
We Live just once
So put down your guns
Save enough funds
And raise your sons
To see everybody as one
Literally a billion of us are illiterate
We need less than 1% spent on weapons
To make sure all children get an education
Over 3 billion people live on less than $2.50 daily
I wonder if we can conquer these monster
War-mongers causing more world hunger
Poverty has become the latest commodity
Making non-profit charities one of the greatest novelties
"It will be difficult enough to avoid disaster in the next hundred years,
let alone the next thousand or million, our only chance of long-term
survival is not to remain inward looking on planet Earth, but to spread
out into Space." S. Hawking

See A Sea
The universal cosmic creator
Personal minds its simulator
Space created by observer
Time's designed by events
Spirit is pure consciousness
Mind and body becoming
Unified field of intelligence
That creates the Universe
Cells like stars within our galaxy
Cycle within cycles, a symphonyOf stars synchronized synergy
Such spontaneous symmetry
Flowing rather frequently
Growing to gather ecstasy

Seeing A Sea in fountains
Shores form on mountains
Seers Souls are unbounded
Infinity Continuous Eternity
Stop mistaking true Identity
Souls essentially being Unity
The self-referred, ever-happy
Witnessing beyond duality
Exists our pure potentiality
Role-playing becomes Destiny
While Identifying to Constancy
Effortlessly without Resistance
Spontaneous Cosmic Intelligence
Or Transcendental Consciousness
Witnesses solely Soul's Presence
Experiences wholly one Essence

Seeing A Sea in fountains
Shores form on mountains
Seers Souls are unbounded

SEMA
Which is the ecstatic dance
of mystics, dervishes, witches, wizards and magicians
We place our hands on shoulders their opposite
Then begin spinning counter-clockwise
So the left foot is our pivot
And the right foot is our guide
When we gain momentum, our arms go to our sides
Right hand’s palm faces up, receiving from the sky
Left hand’s palm faces down, giving to the ground
Sema is done with surrounding sound
Freeing our mind state from time/space
as we turn round and around
The heart becomes the prayer place
Where the senses are the prayers
Which connect us to get more aware
SEMA, SEMA, SEMA
Which is the ecstatic dance
of mystics, dervishes, witches, wizards and magicians
We place our hands on shoulders their opposite
Then begin spinning counter-clockwise
So the left foot is our pivot
And the right foot is our guide
When we gain momentum, our arms go to our sides
Right hand’s palm faces up, receiving from the sky
Left hand’s palm faces down, giving to the ground
Sema is done with surrounding sound
Freeing our mind state from time/space
as we turn round and around
The heart becomes the prayer place
Where the senses are the prayers
Which connect us to get more aware
SEMA, SEMA, SEMA

Service Serve Us
As I am a world renowned drunken lover of Eternity
How far is the holy work for a drunken lover like me?
See the nearness of the promised land from where we be!
O hermit! Leave and don’t bother the integrated Sufis
For presence was the only gift we were given, truly
Tell the tale of musician and wine to seek less of time’s secrecy
For its mystery none solved and hasn’t been solved by philosophy
What shall I call “Existence” when the knowledge I have isn’t me?
And to whom should I claim “Non-existence” when all I see is She/He?
Wearing my heart on my sleeve believe my soul longs to be consoled by you
Am I coming or going? For I’m looking forward to hearing from you…
Being seated with the Beloved, drinking the great grape
Aged fine times with our Beloveds with whom we have drank
We’re privileged to be of service for it’s our purpose on this surface
Recorded in this world is our everlasting existence
Never dies hearts that are alive with love
My chest is on fire burning with grief
There was a fire in this house that burned beliefs
O faithful of God, I wear my heart on my sleeve
Who will send this prayer to the King’s servants?
Not neglecting beggars, sovereignty is a true privilege!
The dervish, thou doesn’t ask? And I fear what it isn’t!
The worries of recompense and concerns for forgiveness
Hey! Waiter, offer and give us the drinking bowl:
For love appeared easy from far, but it’s far from over.
Let your words work for you like willing soldiers
Grateful I’m able to serve and protect the World over
We’re privileged to be of service for it’s our purpose on this surface
Recorded in this world is our everlasting existence
O Bartender! Surprise us with the wine to bury our mind’s worry of time
Fancy the grape’s grace which transforms wine that forms our minds
Within the shape of the rose leaf, the rose-water hides
Everything happens on time, like blessings in disguise
The bar closed for us to open up to detoxing, we realized!
Abandon idle talk; and consume the mind-illuminating wine
For the candle burned idly, while we were conversing last night.
Whether shepherd, king, conscious or high,
In life’s raffle a ticket is necessary to buy.
O Heart! Hear the wise counsel that is closer to the Soul,
For youth to prosper, heed the wise man’s counsel.
The tavern’s water has flooded the ascetic’s cloak
The tavern’s fire has lit our reason up in smoke
Don’t be the arrow of other people’s opinions, you are the bow
The weather was cloudy now the Sun has come out, you know
We’re privileged to be of service for it’s our purpose on this surface
Recorded in this world is our everlasting existence

Sober (Dr. Dre-Explosive)
Sober Let’s toast to it I figga its the day I thank the Lord that you learned the way back
Causing me to act, pay homage O life I wouldn’t do any harm
Now I'm saying thank you cause they tell me they like my lyrics and songs so Sober
So I figga thinking of a plan sitting, seeing, always acting
For man’s Godly Higher Self, Soul Sings, siding for
Evolving with wisdom, let seeds grow like my lyrics and songs, Sober
Let’s Toast to get free Sober and focused imperial portals teleported
Wanting it doesn't guarantee getting free is easy
See our world needs to solve its greed problem
Know we forgot peace, happiness, love…what’s up?
Hubble shuttles, etc into space
Man landing on the moon, beyond
Yet where is the Love on our planet?
Trust God Ya Allah, live connected, goal of scholars
Seek Truce in a rush, Saints see you in Allah
Giving souls more respect due to Allah
This mista saying flows on the microphone
Relaxed on the mic, and made to say his flows
Captain Save'em all day, well save this ship
Relay, you more of a sheep than the Titanic
You’re not into getting busy or in a relationship
Don’t be into sinking ships with your loose-lips, Sober
All my real God’s still sticking with me All high grounds known still sticking with me
All the true bankers know Saint’s ain't severed in love oh no
All the good chaps still make it for me All my true fans still check it for me
All the real owners know Greatness lasts into known legacies
Real creeds, strong beliefs, no envy when I get to last all night lady
Be sure I’ll blow your mind I thought we can advance, baby
Not so, now that I'm closer you ain't all mine
Don't wanna treat you wrong Don't wanna lead you on
Here baby, sing the song While the best hosts roll along
While we still making bank statements You'll be still rocking to our hits
Damn girl, you think you're slick Somebody better get this chick
I want these feelings to grow Snapping clapping hands, Marching stomping feet
Every now and then say Love’s Way found in We
Nowadays a G like me can't even spot it A free for all Rumi friend and ideal romantic
Living simply on the regular, I put that on the G, A lover and a player, nowadays it pays to be
Getting God Conscious sounds a bit new I know
Be brave leave the shore to get ahead in the ways of the world
Go and confide yo, my raps to adapt and grow
We want to be free in and out of doors, Why seek the known?
Been knowing the soul’s hope and ways, living it repays & I bet you didn't know that Life goes
both ways we’re made best friends, Life lessons to know about growth
Waking dreams into actions, only living in the moment

Sole
Transcending known senses
People return to in no sense
Beings become confident
Belonging to the innocent
Brings more Self-knowledge
Or Existence Consciousness
We’ll responsibly experience
Our comically cosmic presence
Self-evolving from knowledge
Secure within Consciousness
Pure intentions extend talents
Already admired, yet indifferent
Respecting our humble existence
While involved in Love’s Ascension

Soul without body
Embodies our Sole
Transcending known senses
People return to in no sense
Beings become confident
Belonging to the innocent
Brings more Self-knowledge
Or Existence Consciousness
We’ll responsibly experience
Our comically cosmic presence
Self-evolving from knowledge
Secure within Consciousness
Pure intentions extend talents
Already admired, yet indifferent
Respecting our humble existence
While involved in Love’s Ascension

SOUL PURPOSE
GOD IS THE CREATOR OF FATE
LOVE IS GREATER THAN HATE
HATE IS LESSER THAN LOVE
FREE-WILL IS FOREVER WITH GOD
DO NOT FIGHT SAY AMENS
DO WHAT’S RIGHT MAKE AMENDS
COME MEND BROKEN TIES
COMMEND THE MOST HIGH
THE SOUL WITHIN YOU & I

Don’t want to be an emperor don’t want to rule or conquer
I should like to help other human beings
everyone if possible be happy not in misery
We don’t want to hate and be despising
In this world there is room enough for everyone
And this good earth is rich and can provide for everyone
The way of life can be free and beautiful
We lost the way because greed has poisoned our soul
Has barricaded the world with hate has made wars for resources our fate
We have developed speed but we have shut ourselves in machines
that gives in abundance but has left us in need
Our knowledge has made us cynical our cleverness hard and unspiritual
We think too much and feel too little more than machinery, we need humanity
More than cleverness, we need kindness and gentleness
Without these qualities life will be violent and all will be lost
The airplane, television and telephone have brought us closer
but the nature of all these inventions cries out for our souls
the holiness in humans tries now for universal unity of us all
Illuminaries in the world truthfully carry the moments torch
In the time of night, shine white light Stars, start by blazing trails of bright insight
Sparks in flight, unite 2 ignite, wake dazing dark minds
And incite, enlighten “I’s” out of sight to see the infinite
The wise actualize, realize and rise to recognize the eternal
Any and Everything from the highest source or force of energy
Is entirely Above and completely Beyond measure
Solely the holy is to only be loved and treasured wholly
Forever is much more than any pleasure or worldly fortune’s worth
On Earth, of course, our work is to consciously evolve, problem solve
Dirt we dig to unearth hidden resources, our searches
For-going far—getting deep beneath the surface
The purpose creates< greater reason to find deeper meaning
In the mean time being of service is the way to participate
Through prayers of faith saint’s graciously paint space
as the place meant to make way for destiny and fate

SoulTans
Hu’s callin’ me out NoBody ‘cause I’m all out The flawless, lawless sole
No system of late has the wisdom to control that’s Y we Rage Against the Machine
Because we crave in so many ways to get free
From the mental chains & shackles of society
To change its shape, stay fit and maintain sobriety
With this as the main aim of our mind-frame
Be more humane to win in life’s game Yo, I don’t like pain but I love pleasure
So I know I will abstain from causin’ pressure
If I gotta go against the grain to gain the lost treasure
I will kill the ill to heal be real and become better
Indivisible-Indisible-Individuals, Indivisible-Indisible-Individuals
My mystical spiritual rituals are to be unseen, invisible
Like HichKas which has the definition of NoBody in Persian

Persons who become solely soul are Sultans
Because they’re no longer slaves to their desires
Desiring none other than the Most High Sire
They alone reach deeper depths & soar to higher heights
This gift of gab with precision is to get the facts: there are only presences no persons
In existence the sole is the only thing that exists and the rest are myths
Never missed for forever persists and consists of this instance
So know the 1 is the source for the force to be with you O B 1
Can O B Jedi, but really seriously O can only B 1 I rap and keep flowing to show the
Essence of Life Come and go back to grow from the past experiences and get the lessons
of Life So let’s show the audience more the exact presents of Life, is the presence of
Light & the gift is Sound which is all around echoes never die always alive are reflections
of light Detections of Life on other planets have yet to be found but there is enough
evidence revealed Tests have shown relevant elements and vital signs abound that
conditions are possible for ET’s Now let’s touch down the solid ground that which can be
felt, life’s facts ice caps eventually melt As well oil reserves will gradually deplete, there
is a hole in the Ozone, O LORD how can we help Not take for granted and protect home
the planet you planted in the Universe, Earth is our world Will you let a select few get to
know you and your plan for the net to be rescued from the 3rd War

Persons who become solely soul are Sultans
Because they’re no longer slaves to their desires
Desiring none other than the Most High Sire
They alone reach deeper depths & soar to higher heights

Spiritual Rituals
Salt-Water Purification Technique
Salt and water are both cleansing elements
Water washes and salt preserves, serves as a disinfectant
The ocean, or womb of life, is salt water
so are tears helping us to purify the heart of all that bothers
This is a meditation which helps when
we are anxious, stressed, or depressed
Fill your ritual chalice or any cup up
with water add three mounds of salt
stir it with the cup in your lap
let hatred, fears, worries, doubts, disappointments attract
in your mind see them as a muddy stream
that flows out of you as you breathe
and by the salt water is dissolved
allow enough time to feel deeply cleaned, now uphold the cup
Breathe deeply and feel yourself drawing up power from the earth
let the power flow into the salt water until you can see it glowing lighter
sip the water, and as you feel it on your tongue
know now you’ve taken in the power of the one
You’ve taken in the changing power of cleansing, healing
that transformed your former fear and unhappiness
Finally, empty the leftover water into a flowing stream
usually the nearest is running down the kitchen sink
The Tree of Life Grounding Exercise
This is a type of meditation practice
which can be done in a group or in solitude
start by sitting or standing straight begin breathing deeply and rhythmically
As you breathe while your spine is straightening, feel the energy, chi, or ki elevate
Imagine your spine is a tree trunk which from its roots Extend and expand deep into the
ground’s depth Enter into the center of earth herself with each breath from the earth you
draw up power Fathom from the crown of your head You have branches that sweep up
and back down to the earth Bursting from the crown of your head feel the power
And feel it sweep through the branches till it touches the ground again
Creating a circle making a circuit, like fuses in fusion, returning to the source
Still breathing deeply feel how all our branches intertwine
And the power weaves through them, dances among them
Like the wind blowing the leaves feel it moving inside
Coming to know the feeling of becoming one with the life force

Spread Peace
Decrease the peace of being deceased
Increase the peace centered inside your being
The problem being man, for when he doesn’t fight the inner war
then does he fight the outer war, so stop pointing the finger at one another
And start coming back to your Self to recover not take cover, take off the covers
To purify as Lovers & to make peace with each other
Come calm
Slow down, get down
To go up, know up
Spread peace all around

The time you get centered
That is the Self actualized
That happens when the Truth is realized
Then your inner energies have been transformed
The lower has been changed into the higher
The earthly into the heavenly but it’s a long process
You’ll need the courage to wait to make progress
And don’t be tempted by the shortcuts or illusions
For only through the struggle does growth come
Come calm
Slow down, get down
To go up, know up
Spread peace all around

I guess you’ll never know
Till it’s gone how much its worth
Or the work that went into bringing beings
Life on earth or our birth is priceless
Why do we put a price on one another
Be aware that we’re not numbers
Beware not to become number
To the pains of others
Pangs of hunger Helps us rise from this deep slumber
And feel more for each other
Hopefully lead to feeding those in need
Reaching out from within indeed
For being the difference we want to see

Silence the Ego to Surrender
When you have become silent, then
to what others are saying you will not pay attention
if opinions are important like you need others to certify it
or somehow approve of it, you are not silent
but the moment you’re really quiet, still, silent
Now you’re not disturbed by the outside
and don’t become affected inside
for here you’re whole or one with your sole
Silence the Ego to Surrender
A by-product of the natural course of life is the ego
No being can evolve without being involved with the ego
The ego is just like the shell of the egg, so
It’s needed to protect, like the shell of the seed, yo
But the protection can become dangerous also
When it goes on protecting and doesn’t allow the seed to grow
Everyone is born as a seed, the outer cover being the ego
It needs to go the time it hinders the inner being to grow
Initially ego is needed, eventually necessary is transcending the ego
If someone dies as a seed, she or he has died with the ego
Died without really attaining the destiny that was possible
Without actually attaining the conscious existence that was possible

Silence the Ego to Surrender
Being completely, totally open is love that’s pure
It’s dangerous, we’re vulnerable and may become insecure
We can’t ask how to love or how to surrender
but we can know how we’re preventing surrendering
If we haven’t yet fallen in love
we have to find out why we haven’t loved
The reason being our defense structure of the ego
this false “I” which isn’t is the ego
The moment you come to feel “I am not”, then
that is the moment surrender happens

Silence the Ego to Surrender

Tantra
But there can also be a mind frame
that transcends the state of object, time, or space
which can happen when the present mind breaks
the familiar chain of limits and definitions
going past the borders, energy is released from these experiences
These experiences have been named nirvana, moksha, emancipation,
self-realization, salvation, samadhi or liberation
Contrary to popular belief these states never cease, levels end to begin again
From the start of creation yogis and tantrics have become
aware that in this physical body there is a potential force
that’s not psychological, philosophical, or transcendental but a dynamic potential force
in the material body and it’s called kundalini
The greatest discovery of yoga, kama sutra and tantra is this kundalini
In Ultimate Reality: impure or pure is nothing
A saying of tantra that’s basic hard to believe being without ethics
A message to grow beyond division, really
to transcend dichotomy and duality
Tantra says existence is one: man-made are all distinctions
good-bad, impure-pure, virtue-sin
What’s impure or pure depends on your interpretation
So please try and don’t divide lest you want to be divided
Tantra Masters say listening is passive and feminine
and that speaking is active and masculine
The speaker is the one who’s penetrating
while the listener is the one who’s receiving
so between the two a sex act is happening
For the message to enter and become illuminating
the listener has to be totally passive
not thinking for that will make her active
Tantra says that when our – and + poles unite
it means the union of our masculine and feminine sides
Members remember we are both woman and man
because we are the effects of the cause of woman and man
Tantra says move wholely in sex completely
Forget yourself, civilization, religion, culture, ideology
Forget everything just move in the sex act totally
Don’t leave anything out become absolutely non-thinking
Only then does the awareness happen that you’ve become one with someone
Then it can be detached from the partner and this feeling of oneness
Can be used with the whole of creation
Once you know how to create this circle
It can be made without and within, since this cycle
Comes from being created of woman and man

because you were created by these two you are both woman and man
When the circle is made within your inner woman is meeting your inner man
And only when this circle is created is real celibacy attained
When this circle is created inside freedom you’ve gained
Tantra says sex is the deepest bondage
yet it can be used for the highest freedom
Tantra even says poison can be used as medicine, albeit with wisdom
So don’t condemn anything rather use it
Find out ways how it can be used as a solution
Tantra is a deep total acceptance of life
It is the only approach of its kind
All the religions are afraid of sex
Because such a great energy is sex
Once you are in it no more, then
The current will take you anywhere, hence fear begins
But don’t make a barrier in which you and the current become two
Do allow this vital energy to have power over you
For Tantra says this current is you
One type of orgasm is coming to the peak of excitement
we can call this a peak orgasm
and there is another named valley orgasm
In the beginning necessary for both is excitement
For the first excitement has to be intense
you have to help it grow toward the peak
To get the valley orgasm we use another technique
Excitement is only a beginning in the second
Once the man has entered both can relax
only if the erection is in shrinkage then a little movement
as to resurrect the erection just that much excitement
but then again the man and woman relax
this deep embrace can be held for hours with no ejaculation
On the contrary in ordinary sexual action
or peak we meet as excited beings seeking climax
and reaching orgasm we get depleted of our energy
but in the tantric orgasm we gain and regain energy
Tantra says the range of mental experience can be expanded
helped by the senses your mind can have experiences
within the framework of object, time and space

TehrAngeles
I’m one of US, hey
Born and raised in the USA
Songs rhyme sings praise
To the place I used to stay
In LA, Calif for nia
I Long to know a Nia
Yo my bro’s name is Sia
Loud proud shout out to ya
And all who are there
Now how about the weather
Wow! Warm and cool together
Asking the King can it get any better
King saying it’s as good as it gets
What about Hollywood trippin’, the strip of Sunset
The see and be seen scene of the West
In the scheme of things La La land is there to dream
And Allah willing where dreams come true
For you dreamers, believers, and followers of the truth
You know the truth shall set you free, I’m just living proof
I’m from Iran, man
My seed was planted
In the Persian land
I understand it’s not where you’re from
But where you’re at and going to be
I’m also knowing that you need to be
In touch with your roots to touch your truth
So you don’t lose yourself, hang loose
But don’t lose touch with other
Members of the family, remember
We’re all sisters and brothers
God being our heavenly father and earth our mother
Or nature which nurtures and the Lord is the creator
The presence present in the heavens and on earth
In every creature is a drop of Him
If totality is one sea, see one and swim
To the holy and whole shore
For sure we need one wing of Love
And one more of Reason to go beyond and be above
To cap it all: I’m from TehrAngeles, TehrAngeles, yeah I’m from TehrAngeles…

The Continuation
O so High and deeply kneeling in the World Wide Web
I already feel like a really old soul, how about a retired vet
God that’s odd cause I haven’t even begun my career yet
Unsigned so for my songs never got a paycheck
Or ever performed on any platform or stage-set
I just blessed the mic with raps on tracks all seventy 7, yes
Wishing each much success in life’s every aspect
Hoping we treat other brothers, sisters with more respect
RIP to 2 P A C, O D B, B I G, Pun, Cobain, Marley, Pavarotti, Vivaldi: God Bless
All players, singers, rockers, rappers past & present
I’m here to praise the classes’ essence
2 See A Sea, I say cheers so raise your glasses and let
The liquid lesson’s fluidly and fluently begin
Liquor before beer, now know no fear to drink again!
The Mystical Rapper, Lover of the Real
Separates the fake: know there’s no hate or fear
AMirOR reflects light to see the images clear
REveAL speaks the LA of ever seek his shadow, now hear
The echoes sound let go of E-G-O’s set to become one and get free
From the prison of duality, in the world’s prism of reality
All light & waves are refracted, fragmented and dispersed throughout totality
Bless the Originator and praise the inventor Edison for electricity
He who brought light here without even saying “let there be”
I want all of you who come to this resting place
to never forget the creator’s unrelenting grace
Remembering that, I ask you members to act with faith
trust me I’m in a better, safer state
So celebrate death, enjoy every breath
as you celebrate life know this to be right
when we become one with divine will

Will we know that we go to come & come to go
there/here being’s a continuum it ends to begin again,
my friends forever & ever

The G.O.A.T
The G.O.A.T forever spoke
Love is GOD's greatest work
I dig it all, the dirt thrown
Morphs into lotus flowers
Cater pillars to Better fly
Earth-bound yet Air-borne
Life's Art lights Love's heart
Headless Horsemen, soul-riding
Ghost Writer’s Blueprint Cross Roads
Yellow Chick's & Hen's o sis Bunny-hop
Piggybacking Leapfrogs green leaves Prince Charming
A Golden Child kissing the dark night's silver linings,
Wandering wands wave upon pondering ponds
Shapeshift betwixt the hips of mowed lawns
H's Double helix currents flowing O
Lit, fire blazed, trail’s trial’s exhausted…
Puffing kush smoke out through our nose
Trojan hero’s rose on Jordan's River in Noah's Ark
Stardust travels aliens onboard teleporting spaceships
To ascend way up to the wavy crescent
Tactics of milking, weighs intergalactic…
Launches rockets, Satellites into orbit!
Sixth sense seeking ways out this Mage's matrix
Amusing Muses are our music's true ring leader
Boasting through both of those Bose speakers!
The G.O.A.T forever spoke
Love is GOD's greatest work

The Lord’s Crew
As I step into the cipher
I let myself get lighter
Feeling the energy of the group
Heals and helps us regroup
Regain the right aim in life’s game
Be more humane and you gain
This and the other world, word to mother
Like father, like son show you know we are one
For separation is an illusion, division a delusion
The sure solution is union ‘cause union is true
O Lord’s Crew
Do the Good Works
Say the True Words
To glue the World
Ya Hu, you know who is who the true guru follows through
What he says, I thought you knew, he’ll do
To the Most High, All praises due
At the Soul of the World
Meet the negative and positive poles
And become One, to be Whole
Being more holy is the globe’s goal
Getting closer to ourselves and others is our sole purpose
Letting go of control serves us to be more of service
Also helping to bring our depth or core to the surface
O Lord’s Crew
Do the Good Works
Say the True Words
To glue the World
M.C is drippin’ His wisdom
To bring the Kingdom to this system
My flow is slow tap…yo, I show rap
The Most High’s road map
Tour guides lead us out of traps
Amhere flashes light on dark minds
Splashes clear insight: stars are in the sky
Not on the ground, they’re found in your eyes
And lost in sounds which drown the outside
As the earth turns the sun burns for the moon to give birth
the round earth rotates around the sun, the sun radiates warmth
and impregnates the cool moon’s womb for stars and planets to form

The REAL Live it
What kind of man would I be If I didn’t walk my talk
If I didn’t show my words in my works If I don’t show what I know
If I don’t know who I’m working for What I’m working for
Is to manifest the Maker In each move and step I take
I take it for the Creator’s sake The universe is His/Her stage
We emerge as the players in life’s game
Yo, check me out Look me up and down
Yeah, I live what I say separate the real from the fake
Make no mistake we make mistakes
To learn life lessons & turn into wise persons
Sooner or later, older or younger Age is nothing but a number
Sages feel for others, the dumber are number
To life, life is not black and white
It’s grey there are as many ways to the Most High
As there are beings, beings are judged more
On their intentions than their deeds, for sure
Life is a game of percentages and degrees
When our wishes are for being more selfless, We
are sifting our impurities from our being
We are awareness, not our thoughts, emotions, and feelings
Yo, check me out Look me up and down
Yeah, I live what I say separate the real from the fake
Where I come from We don’t run from ourselves
We don’t lie when we look each other in the eye
We used to pluck mustache hair to signify we would be fair
Sort of like modern day swear, I swear…
Where I come from action speaks and talk is cheap if it don’t walk
I put that on Everything Anything you sing bring it into being
Give not only words but deeds more meaning indeed
Take as much as you need and give the rest to others more needy
Stop being greedy ‘cause that cause leads to dis-ease
And lack of unity in the community the effect of helping is immunity
So come on let’s get together, live to give that which we wish to receive

THE REALiST
Feeding Spirits Lyrics!
King son, Synchronize Minds!
BeLoved’s Val and Sia…
Aiming beyond Mars, gonna land on a star chillin’ with Kernel son, humbled by Allah
But I just wanna be truer than I’ve come For this world must have taught us to wake up
Leaving home to lacking a home and living alone now repping for home
Life’s progress in the process of Oneness, get shown
Creatin’ them raps, it's on I'm a solo MC and in the zone
On the beat forever on repeat, ‘O’ RimA for World Peace
The Forever knows how the moon came into existence Always the more, never becoming less
making us match and I've been here sincerely sayin’
I'm in Love, gettin elevated Drunk so much, I can't even taste it
Girls on the dance floor, I’ve gotta love this Break dance, that was created by
Sema, Sema, Sema

I-I say DJ turn the music up (Up!)
And send another round for my Love
I wanna PEEEEEEEEL it (YA!)
I wanna REVEAL it (WOAH!)
D-D-D-DJ let the music drop (Drop!)
Yeaaaaaaaaaaaaaah~!She-she went way down (down!)
And we went back up (up!) I’ve been here rentin it for free,
so I saved my money up but had to pay partyin’ hard
Me thinks I’ma keep comin’ and flowin’
The way that truly talks It just keep goin’ and growin’
You know I rap to get her rather gathered after laughter
Cause I ain't seen her in the world better be a Lover, than look for Love
That's when LOVE can be {FOUND FOUND FOUND FOUND}
All the way {AROUND ROUND ROUND ROUND}

I wanna FEEL it (YA!)
I want the REALNESS (YO!)
Say~! I’m gonna be blunt like it's passed and rolled up
I’m the hotness, that just got blazed DJ, pun de replay, keep on breakin 'em off
Bring it back just for good ol’ sake still extendin’ love for the women, they high getting to the
bottom of it, no lie unraveled the code in the libros a lot Your Boy La Familia & we next to God I
got the beat where the music is live Rock to the beat like my will to survive Light my fire till we
all feel higher I'm in the streets, but home keeps me hired Baybay! Watch Shepherd doing it nonstop, fully grown-up talk, walks

The Sacred Secret
The Law of Attraction says: All that comes to life
comes from the thoughts of the mind So whatever goes on in your mind
you are bringing into your life Now why think about things you dis-like
or don’t want in this life Try this insight for a new outlook in life
For more positive outer changes look on the bright side
or think that is, an affirmative thought is 100 times stronger than a negative thought is
also there is a time-delay from what’s in your mind frame
to that which you see in life’s display
Think about it, if there wasn’t the world would be in disarray
Our feelings let us know what we are thinking,
our thoughts lead us to that which we’re feeling
Therefore, whatever you’re feeling and thinking is future revealing
The universe corresponds to the nature of your song
You create your own universe as you go along
Once you understand how to control your thoughts
and master your feelings you’ll become a co-creator

The Secret that is Sacred is the Law of Attraction
Yo, there are three steps in the creative process
First request something from the universe
Second step is to believe it’s already yours
You don’t have to know just how it’s going to come about
Doubt brings about disappointment, trust and let the universe figure it out
Begin to feel as if it were here, now
When you feel good you put yourself in the frequency of what you need
which must lead to your request being met
Step three is to receive that which you requested
Yo there are powerful processes for our universal progress
The attitude of gratitude brings more into your life
and what you visualize will materialize in actual life
When you’re visualizing always and only dwell upon the result at the end
this is such a holographic experience so real in the moment
that you don’t even feel like you need it, because you got it
It’s the feeling that creates the attraction, not just the thought
because the thought alone may not bring about the feeling
and the feeling brings about the power of attraction
So sense perception is the preview of life’s coming attractions

The Secret that is Sacred is the Law of Detachment
The Law of Detachment says in order to acquire anything in the physical world
you have to relinquish your attachment to it
This doesn’t mean extinguish the intention to create it
You keep the intent and desire, but give up your attachment to the end
The moment you let go of your attachment to the result
combining one-pointed intention with detachment at the same time you will have that which you desire
Anything you want can be acquired through detachment because detachment is based on the unquestioning
belief in the power of your true Self but attachment is based on fear and insecurity
and the need for security is based on not knowing the true Self since the Self or Soul is the source of the
whole world it is this Awareness that knows how to meet every need

The Tao
Hold on to the center, it is the center hole
That makes the motor vehicle move
In governing, don’t try to control
In family life, be completely present
In conflict, be fair and generous
In work, do what you enjoy
In living, live close to the ground
In thinking, keep to the simple
Be content to be simply yourself
Don’t compare or compete
And everybody will R-E-S-P-E-C-T you
Can you L-O-V-E people and lead
Them w/o imposing your will
We work with being, but non-being is what we use
The Tao that can be told is not the eternal Tao
The unnamable is the eternally real
If you stay in the center and embrace death
With your whole heart you will endure forever
The path into the light seems dark
The path forward seems to go back
True power seems weak
True purity seems impure
True clarity seems obscure
True love seems indifferent
True wisdom seems foolish
If you want to become full, let yourself be empty
If you want to be whole, let yourself be partial
If you want to be reborn, let yourself die
To find the origin, trace back to the manifestations
Simple in actions and in thoughts, you return to the source of B-E-I-N-G
The Tao that can be told is not the eternal Tao
The unnamable is the eternally real

Three Kinds of HUmans
The first type are the most outward oriented
They collect things that can’t be carried to the other shore
Then the second kind collect knowledge, scriptures, theories, philosophies
They’re clever but that treasure is a measure of the brain a parcel of the body
And there is the third person whose whole life goal is to be more and more conscious
This consciousness is your innermost self, in the body both worlds exist, this and that
This is of consciousness and that of matter with the interlink being knowledge
Dropping things and knowledge one gets more aware, awake, alert and wise
Here you may appear as a beggar or poor man,
but in the world of consciousness you will be a king
because you will only carry yourself
In terms of the normal,
Abnormal and the Supernormal
Having a happy temperament and mutual love is normal
The abnormal is pathological he has fallen down from the normal
and the supernormal has gone beyond the normal
he or she is healthier and more whole
The supernormal have reached the peak of human’s potential
The difference is of negative and positive
The abnormal is negative, whereas, the supernormal is positive
There are 3 types of personality traits
They are dependent, controlling, and competitive
Each has its origin in a corresponding stage of personality development
The dependent trait of needing another person
to be complete emanates when you were an infant dependent on parents
The controlling trait of having to be in command
originates from the stage of struggling to master skills of body and language
And the competitive trait of needing to be superior
than others, developed in early school years
when you defined yourself in comparison to other peers
Whichever of these periods predominate is a way to state a person’s personality trait
Also under certain circumstances everyone is capable to make
all three responses because everyone is a mix of these traits

These are the 3 classifications of persons

Trance
Hip to this mix of Osmosis with Hypnosis
Rhythm focus rhyme dopeness mind opens:
Body lets go, soul breezes with the flow
Of the mellow beat which fellow speakers speak
The universal language of love takes us all above
Dance makes us fly up like doves in the limitless sky
Trance knows no whys whats which when or where
It is the entrance to be now here and for being then there…

Trance knows no whys whats which when or where
It is the entrance to be now here and for being then there…

Hip to this mix of Osmosis with Hypnosis
Rhythm focus rhyme dopeness mind opens:
Body lets go, soul breezes with the flow
Of the mellow beat which fellow speakers speak
The universal language of love takes us all above
Dance makes us fly up like doves in the limitless sky
Trance knows no whys whats which when or where
It is the entrance to be now here and for being then there…

Trance knows no whys whats which when or where
It is the entrance to be now here and for being then there…

Trance’n’Dance
Love is an Ascension Movement
Which begins by being selfless
And ends with transcendence
Regarding the real as invisible
Opens our eyes to life’s miracles
I said, ‘O heart may you be blessed
The circle of lovers you’ve witnessed
And also have the insight to foretell
What comes up out of our heart’s well
O soul, how far you go with each breath
O heart, how you beat with every step
O bird, how you speak tweets and chirps
From water and clay baked our bodies
That Stir-Fry in the material kitchen
To jump up out the pan of existence
Then I was cooked into shape and shade
That’s when I was given a face and name.’
The day soul’s take flight due to your scent
They know the Beloved is all that’s meant
As soon as the perfume’s fumes have left
Our neurons desire for synapses to connect
I’ve cleaned the skeleton’s out of my closet
For unconditional love I will become selfless
To gamble in this love is our soul’s best bet
Peace is the cost we’re paying to ascend
My soul in pursuit of that Sun of Eternity
Is hovering all around Existence’s Sea!
Ecstatic when we are seated on top of the world
With two different bodies but with the same soul
Green Gardens and scenes of birds transporting
Us into the forest where the stars were glowing
United we can show them the moon’s shadows
The greatest marvel is that in a seated position,
Our soul travels by visual astral-projections!
Love is an Ascension Movement
Which begins by being selfless
And ends with transcendence

Tried & True
I am only Love
Love makes Love takes
Love creates Love cremates
I came from there~here to Live
To live is to give love
the giving of Love is the Life of living
Living life is Loving to give
Loving life is living in LOVE
Tried and True
I Be what you’re trying to do
Where you’re trying to get to
A loveless life is a wasted life
Love lets you taste life
Love helps you make life
Love gets you up to raise life
So let Love be your guide and light
You get to decide if its wrong or right
To grow your love has to purify
Through the filter of true life
Where there’s true pure love
There’s no if’s, ands or buts
The purer the love, the more
Eternal, Free, and Limitless it is
Tried and True
I Be what you’re trying to do
Where you’re trying to get to

Two Types of Governments

CAPITALISM & communism 2 types of governing systems
America is Capitalistic & China is Communistic
Being the 2 Super Powers is why they’re mentioned
In unreal power one defends because there is an ego to be defended
Hence it is power over others like that of kings, politicians, dictators
but they are hiding their impotence the real religious, spiritual power of saints and
prophets is just simply pure power, not over others
Since it has no reference to the other, it prospers it is very modest also so innocent
The power of mystics and sages is pre-eminent
that’s why politics and religion are diametrically opposite
A politician can’t be religious it’s intrinsically impossible
& a religious person can’t be a politician for he is egoless, one with God & all creation
Capitalism is the only natural system
it’s a natural growth that hasn’t been forced on any person
You know it’s a natural phenomenon which has grown out of freedom
so it’s a part of human evolution capitalism is a democratic way of living
we’re unequal because we’re on different points of evolution
but equal opportunities need to be available for everyone
Communism in the name of equality destroys freedom
communism means to impose on others a system
It is the system that reduces everybody to the lowest denomination
it was shown to have taken away people’s work incentive even slow their evolution
CAPITALISM & communism 2 types of governing systems
America is Capitalistic & China is Communistic
Being the 2 Super Powers is why they’re mentioned

Unconditional LOVE
“The spirit in you is made up of Love & that is undying, it’s immortal”
Sri Sri
Whatever we get, we take for granted
What we don’t possess, is our obsession
Real Love isn’t attachment, it’s natural progression
Attachment turns love into possession
Be independent individuals, Unite, but don’t possesses
then there’ll be no bondage Aware of our Lovingly Conscious Presence
We share with no conditions, expectations
Loving everyone unconditionally W/O expecting anything
We become less attached to things & more connected to the being
Look wholly within see nothing missin’
accept your completeness extend by joining others
seeing no difference of self don’t deny truth it’s reality
we have relationships so holy relationships that are heavenly
Loving everyone unconditionally W/O expecting anything
We become less attached to things & more connected to the being

UnI in a Verse (Bob Marley-Jammin’)
A just must B C and D-O
U know let go and trust in G-O-D
HU is the life and the way the soul’s price to pay is the body
For when you’re physically dead to your senses
Then you’re spiritually less in debt in a sense
Check it, you work it out before your time’s up
In this space or place: Travel on life’s planes
Unravel mind states to find cases or causes
Of behavior patterns and life cycles
Vital signs designed to show how to transcend them
More consciously evolve and be in higher levels of awareness
When we are nearer to being now here
Then we become clearer of how to get there
UnI in a verse where rhythm and rhyme increase our frequency of energy
Released sequentially to set free the infinite Spirit from limited body & finite mind
Inhale, exhale from the navel
To be able to enter your center
If not your life will be like a deep sleep
Self-actualization is becoming aware of your inner center
From where you are linked with the universe
From there you know you’re not atomic
But an organic part of this cosmic whole
Yo, you were not thrown into this world
You have grown in this world
Know that you’re at home wherever you are Be a Sea
See ME as 2 drops in the galaxy
M is moon and E is earth flow like the Universe
With glowing light giving warmth
From the sun we burn to learn
How much distance is needed
To keep hold of this instance in existence
Grow to know and show in our presence
Is the presents of the essence
Essentially we are connected to All
All the elements have been detected to be
The same inside and outside of ourselves
So if it’s just U in ME it must be ME in U

We’re Very Brave (Eminem-I'm Not Afraid)
Yeah, it's been an experience
I know I had to be there, to get here
Now some of you, might still be there
If you're trying to be now here
Just take my lead I'll get you here
You can fly reading my lyrics off of this paper before I lay 'em
But please don't take the wings out these words before I say 'em
Cause ain't no way I'ma let you stop me from creating heaven
When I say I'ma do something I do it, I don't give a damn what you think,
I'm doing this for we, so love the world
I feed its beings, it's messed up, if it thinks it's stopping me
I'ma be what I set out to be, without a doubt undoubtedly
And all those who look down on me I'm tearing down your balcony
No ifs, ands or buts, don't try to ask him why or how can he
Been Unlimited now becoming Infinite
He's still winning, whether he's on salary paid hourly
Until he bows out or he spits these vowels out of him
Whichever comes first, forever getting better, never worse
I’m married to life’s game, like my brother to a nurse
Our gifts a curse unless we get the urge to do the work,
To fulfill our mission on Earth and love the whole universe
We’re very brave (I'm not afraid)
To take a stand (to take a stand)
Everybody (everybody)
Come take my hand (come take my hand)
We'll walk this road together, through the storm
Whatever weather, cold or warm
Just letting you know that you're not alone
Holla if you've been down the same road (same road)

It was my decision to get clean, for my longevity
Admittedly, I probably did it for you subliminally,
So I’d come back a brand new me you helped see me through
And don't even realize what you did, 'cause believe me you
I been through the ringer, but there’s a little Lion on the forefinger
I feel like the king of my world, critics can talk to the hand
And I’ll just snap back like a rubber band no more ganja from now on, I promise
To focus solely on handling my responsibilities as a man
So I solemnly swear to always treat this roof, like my fathers
And raise it up, the way I feel, I'm strong enough to go to the club
And I’ll adjust, granted I keep living his way
So starting today, I'm taking time out of each day
To be thanking God, Meditate on my dreams
I'm manning up, I'll hold my ground
I've always had enough, How I'm so blessed, God!
Time put my life back together right, Wow!

Win/Win
Life’s a co-operation, Love’s no competition
Being All for One and One for All, it’s Win/Win
Competition is fun, when there is no sense of separation
Sportsmanship combines Competition and Co-operation
I Believe a truth-based personality is key to Winning
Achieving Self-Awareness, yet Independently Willing
As we repeatedly keep promises and commitments
We get privileged with credibility, trustworthiness
Readjust focus from personalities and social positions
Toward the current issues to understand perspectives
In all relations essential to increase positivity
Perfectly increases our synergistic efficiency
Sharing our opportunities creates newer possibilities
Probability of giving increases our capacity to receive
Life’s a co-operation, Love’s no competition
Being All for One and One for All, it’s Win/Win

World
Yo, the world is our mirror
And we’re reflections of the essence
Present to be the image of love here
Being flashes in the pan of existence
Gives us glimpses and gets us nearer
To the attraction of this instance
Make love to the globe, cleaner From the self to the world
The more evolved, the freer the closer we are to our core
World is a whirling globe
Everything is energy flow
On the Global Solar map polar opposites attract
Longitudes Latitudes of all altitudes and magnitudes
Intercept, intersect connect Unite like positive negative magnets
Mixed we are with all the elements in the universe
UnI in a verse where rhythm and rhyme increase the frequency of energy
Released sequentially to set free the infinite Spirit From the limited body and mind
Or the creators and cremators of space and time missing in this material physical,
Universal mental, sensational emotional dimension
Is the essential fulfilling witnessing Spiritual, Celestial element
Extremely influential or relevant in the comprehension of the whole
Immense intention of the Soul Controller’s invention.
World is a whirling globe
Everything is energy flow
Sojourners of the world, in flight
Workers of the world, unite
Poets of the world, rhyme
Singers of the world, recite
Athletes of the world, exercise
Leaders of the world, shine light
Healers of the world, restore life
Seekers of the world, will find
Eaters of the world, bon appetite
Sleepers of the world, good night

World Peace
The epoch Power of Love
overcomes Love of Power
We’ll enjoy World Peace
Our soul's every cell is eavesdropping
We bridge our gaps in communication
And grant souls wings by imagination
Everything is created from perception
Your perspective experiences processes
Beings are defined from consciousness
Begin to identify your spirits existence
Extend by building people's strengths
Expanding awareness of self-sufficience
That creates relationship independence
Our Soul's Evolution leads to progress
Soul Purpose is to raise consciousness
The epoch Power of Love
overcomes Love of Power
We’ll enjoy World Peace
Our soul's every cell is eavesdropping
We bridge our gaps in communication
And grant souls wings by imagination
Everything is created from perception
Your perspective experiences processes
Beings are defined from consciousness
Begin to identify your spirits existence
Extend by building people's strengths
Expanding awareness of self-sufficience
That creates relationship independence
Our Soul's Evolution leads to progress
Soul Purpose is to raise consciousness

You Are Me
To Be or not to Be One with All
that is the quest’s question
The answer lies in each being’s perception
while the senses and their reception
can be distorted by outer pollutions
and cause mental illusions, delusions
The monumental solution is in inner resolutions
of ways that raise one’s Love and Awareness
taking us above divisive comparisons
It’s better to unify and float freely in peace
than to be in pieces after control
When you’re not one with the Soul Controller
then you’ll feel a hole within not whole without
I’m flowing about knowing and showing
each presence in essence is part of
the growing whole and the whole itself
By being selfless we can help more
members remember that we all
came from the same source
Yo I’m not into chit chat
Alone I’m gonna sit back
In the zone with a clip pad
Hold my own when my grip grabs
Open windows uplift the latch
Now switch fans onto His Plan
By now you know my pen drips raps
Drops ink past starvin’ margins fast
To clear errors it’s better to hear or see the facts
Don’t get your mirrors clouded by the gossip trap
Tap into the present sent here & inch back
For the road stretch home I fulfill paths
The whole is shown when entire tires wheel tracks
Y’all gotta get glad and happy for this lad
Whose not bad since he’s not anti doesn’t sin or think sad
Thoughts forget sorry I don’t wanna kiss ass so I dismiss crap
Forgo pessimism’s loss for the Optimists focus on solutions
Neglect the negative, reject regret in this instance
Uniquely unite or correctly connect and flow to this dance
Of living life in the moment in Heaven and/or Paradise’s entrance

I am U who are me here, see in the sea
of existence, where we’re 1 there’s no 2

ZEN
Come Here for there is
No Where to go Now Here to Be
In Being is life and its meaning
To Be or not to Be that’s the quest’s question

Zen is Religion w/o theology
God without philosophy
Its hidden within totality
In beings God is potentiality
There is no “there” for Zen
All is here, now not “then”
How can you be free, when
There is authority in existence
Hence authority creates resistance
Free yourself from authority
For more responsibility
We are responsible for totality
It’s up to us, just us in Ultimate Reality
To adjust and be just, just cremate theology
The True Religion is union not division

Come Here for there is
No Where to go Now Here to Be
In Being is life and its meaning
To Be or not to Be that’s the quest’s question

